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Abstract

The emergence of data-driven systems that inform decisions or offer recommendations

impacts all sectors, including high-stakes settings where judgements affecting health,

education and security are made. There is little visibility afforded into the qualities

of the constituent components of these systems, or how they have been prepared and

assembled. This makes it difficult for stakeholders to scrutinise systems and build

confidence in system quality – which is important as problems resulting from poorly

prepared or mismanaged data can have serious consequences. There is motivation to

foster trustworthy systems, based on transparency and accountability, but there are cur-

rently shortcomings in tools that offer the desired scrutability onto data-driven systems,

whilst protecting confidentiality requirements of providers.

This thesis adopts a design research approach to address these shortcomings by design-

ing and demonstrating information systems artefacts that enable providers to take ac-

countability for their contributions to data-driven systems and provide verifiable asser-

tions of the properties and qualities of systems and components to authorised parties.

The outcomes are a framework to help identify parties that contribute to the provision

of data-driven systems, and a conceptual model that adopts a bill of materials docu-

ment to record system supply chains. These artefacts are employed in software archi-

tectures that provide verifiable assurance of the qualities of digital assets to authorised

parties and offer scrutability on data-driven systems. The software architectures adopt

decentralised data models and protocols based on self-sovereign identity paradigms

to place accountability on providers of assets. This enables domain users and other
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stakeholders to seek assurance on the qualities of systems and assets, whilst protecting

sensitive information from unauthorised access. This thesis contributes to the adoption

of self-sovereign identity data models and protocols for parties to ratify qualities and

take accountability for digital assets, extending their scope from the current dominant

usage for personal identity information.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Data-driven Systems

Burgeoning cloud-based data storage, high bandwidth connectivity, and development

of the internet of things have led to the emergence of data ecosystems [134]. Collabor-

ators in these complex multi-actor environments adopt a variety of datasets, algorithms

and machine learning models to produce data-driven systems1, which manifest in solu-

tions and services offering capabilities such as algorithmic decision making. This is in

contrast to Knowledge-based Systems [27], which apply rules and logic to structured

information.

Algorithmic data-driven systems (DDS) are increasingly prevalent, and the outputs

they produce inform critical decisions made in high-stakes fields including agricul-

ture, education, healthcare, and security. Data-driven systems include fraud detection

systems [23], which utilise machine learning algorithms to analyse large volumes of

data, including transaction records, user behaviour, and historical patterns, to detect

anomalies or suspicious patterns indicative of fraud. In healthcare, datasets of medical

images, patient records, genomic data, and clinical research, are analysed to assist clini-

cians in diagnosing diseases [2]. Law enforcement also makes use of DDS, with pre-

dictive policing systems [101] using historical crime data, demographics, weather con-

ditions, and other relevant factors to identify patterns and predict areas where crimes

1Definitions for terms written in italics in this section are provided in Appendix A
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are more likely to occur.

Contributions to any individual data-driven system deployment can come from sources

that include scientists and academic research groups, public and government agencies,

as well as commercial entities sharing datasets, or providing access to machine learning

(ML) models through AI-as-a-Service (AIaaS) subscriptions [24, 92, 155]. Parties with

assets used as contributions in the development of DDS may be well known to each

other, or, with access to datasets, ML models, and human work and expertise increas-

ingly available through shared repositories and internet platforms [1] they may have

no prior or direct relationship. Often, a vendor or systems integrator will assemble

a DDS from third party datasets and other components, and provide it to operators

in the deployment domain [74, 160]. The potential gulf between the original data-

set providers, algorithm developers, and those relying on the deployed systems raises

questions about how to provide verifiable oversight on a DDS, so that parties in the

deployment domain can scrutinise systems, and be assured that the systems are ap-

propriate for their use [74, 90]. The situation is further complicated, as providers of

datasets or algorithms may have strong motivations to protect commercially secret or

sensitive information about their datasets and other assets [4].

The ability for different stakeholders to scrutinise systems and demonstrate the trans-

parency and accountability of data-driven systems is of increasing importance, as well-

documented evidence of problems caused in systems due to bias in data collection and

preparation, or poor engineering and management practices come to light [20, 30, 117].

In order to demonstrate that they are trustworthy, organisations adopting DDS need to

be able to demonstrate that they know, and are confident in, the provenance of the

underlying data and knowledge they use to make decisions [46, 50, 168]. This has

resulted in motivation to improve documentation and governance practices, backed by

policy directives from governments and influential global organisations. UNICEF’s

Policy Guidance on AI for Children [32], for example, states that: “Data equity and

representation of all relevant children for a particular AI system, including children
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from different regions (including rural communities), ages, socioeconomic conditions

and ethnicities, is essential to protect and benefit children. For example, in the case

of data-driven health care, children’s treatment or medication should not be based on

adults’ data since this could cause unknown risks to children’s health [emphasis ad-

ded].” – this raises important questions about how assurance that a DDS meets such

requirements can be provided to stakeholders for any such system in deployment, or

under consideration for deployment.

What is needed is a solution to the problem of a lack of scrutability on DDS. A vi-

able solution will provide stakeholders with information on the system’s production,

and the qualities of components from multiple sources that are adopted in the system,

in order to help build trust in the system. The solution must also protect and medi-

ate access to commercially sensitive or private information belonging to vendors and

component providers. Such a solution will enable stakeholders to perform scrutiny and

gain confidence that systems they use are appropriate, providing them with evidence

to justify system selection and usage. Current solutions do not adequately address this

need, as they are unable to provide verifiable information and demonstrate accountab-

ility across the multiple participants in data ecosystems, and have no way to mediate

between transparent provision of information and protection of the intellectual property

of contributors.

The problem can be deconstructed into the following parts:

• Dependencies between stakeholders, and motivations for transparency, and con-

fidentiality or privacy of different stakeholders and contributors can be unclear,

leading to a lack of oversight, traceability and accountability in such systems.

• There is a lack of support for documenting contributions made to DDS, which

need to be recorded in a structured, machine readable form, so that information

can be exchanged between stakeholders and traceability through systems can be

provided.
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• Contributions towards a DDS may come from multiple providers, with different

relationships between providers across the ecosystem presenting barriers to in-

formation disclosure, and confidence in the integrity of assets and their providers

being developed.

• There are shortcomings in current provisions to offer scrutiny and provide veri-

fiable oversight on DDS as a whole, and demonstrate accountability for their

component assets and contributions.

1.2 Towards Verifiable Oversight

Researchers and practitioners concerned with the privacy of identity and personal data

have developed a paradigm known as self-sovereign identity (SSI) [5]. Their work has

led to the development of decentralised data models and protocols that can provide

verifiable proofs of endorsement of claims made about individuals, whilst protecting

information from unauthorised access. SSI allows any party to digitally sign and issue

assertions about the attributes or qualities of another party, without reliance on a central

agency or authority. Whilst the focus of the SSI community is largely concerned with

personal identity and privacy, the approach is also suitable for use with non-human

entities and assets. Indeed, much of what is proposed around the ability to issue and

verify claims about an individual, whilst maintaining control of access to private in-

formation, aligns with the requirements to provide controlled, verifiable assurance of

the integrity of claims made by, and about, contributors to a DDS.

The nature of a DDS is that contributions to the complete system can originate from

multiple parties, often with very loose relationships. A decentralised approach, such

as that offered by SSI technologies, has benefits in such circumstances as it allows

individual parties to retain ownership of their own data, without having to rely on a

central authority or agency to protect sensitive commercial or research information.

After preliminary investigations, we determined that a viable approach to providing
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verifiable oversight on DDS qualities could be delivered through the design of an ar-

chitecture based upon SSI data models and protocols. With such an approach, stake-

holders could be provided with oversight on DDS through an architecture that uses

decentralised, self-sovereign technologies to maintain a record of contributions made

to the system by different participants. The same technologies could be used to allow

system integrators and component providers to ratify the qualities of assets used, whilst

privacy-protecting properties afforded by SSI could be used to protect and mediate ac-

cess to confidential information. This approach could provide stakeholders across the

ecosystem of a DDS with verifiable assurance of claims made by contributors. Such

an architecture could provide the scrutability, transparency and accountability increas-

ingly required from DDS deployments, and help stakeholders to gain confidence in the

suitability of assets used in a DDS, and in the DDS itself.

1.3 Hypothesis and Research Questions

The hypothesis of this thesis is that adoption of a decentralised approach using self-

sovereign identity data models and protocols can provide stakeholders of data-driven

systems with verifiable oversight onto systems and constituent parts of systems, of-

fering scrutability on contributions to the systems and identifying parties who are ac-

countable for contributions, whilst protecting commercial or private information from

unauthorised disclosure.

Based on the identified problem of a lack of transparency and accountability in DDS,

and our hypothesis that a decentralised SSI approach can be used to design a viable

solution to the problem, the main research question for this thesis is formulated as:

How can self-sovereign identity models be used to provide verifiable oversight

and accountability on DDS to stakeholders, whilst maintaining confidentiality and

privacy requirements of contributing parties?

To address this question, the following sub-questions are considered:
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RQ1: What are the roles involved in developing and using a DDS, and what are

their responsibilities and requirements? This will help to clarify dependencies

between stakeholders, and motivations for transparency, and confidentiality or

privacy of different stakeholders.

RQ2: How can contributions to a DDS be recorded and documented, so that traceab-

ility can be provided to stakeholders? This will address the lack of support for

documenting contributions made to DDS in a structured, machine readable form,

and support information exchange between stakeholders.

RQ3: How can SSI models be used to provide accountability and assurance on the

qualities of assets contributed by different participants to a DDS, whilst main-

taining the information security requirements of the contributors? This will de-

termine how asset providers can give confidence to authorised parties.

RQ4: How can SSI models be used to provide verifiable oversight and accountability

on a DDS, so that systems can be scrutinised by authorised stakeholders? This

will address shortcomings in current provisions to provide scrutability on DDS.

1.4 Contributions

The research described in this thesis provides contributions to the knowledge base

which include:

C1. A Conceptual Framework mapping Stakeholder Roles

We present a conceptual framework that can be used to decompose the hierarchy of a

DDS to identify different roles, responsibilities and requirements placed upon actors,

and tensions that exist through conflicting requirements for transparency and confid-

entiality or privacy across role interfaces, and show its relevance through peer review.

This contribution addresses RQ1.
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C2. A Verifiable Supply Chain Bill of Materials for Data-driven Systems.

We define and demonstrate a method for documenting DDS based on an industrial sup-

ply chain bill of materials (BOM) model, such that contributing assets can be identi-

fied, and verification of claims made about those assets can be sought from accountable

parties. We design a schema that supports data modelling for such a BOM structure for

a DDS. The proposed supply chain BOM model and data model provides resolution to

RQ2.

C3. A Software Architecture, providing Accountability and Assurance on Digital

Assets.

We design a software architecture that uses decentralised, self-sovereign technologies

to provide accountability on digital assets and artefacts. The architecture, demonstrated

in a case-study, enables verifying parties to gain assurance by validating claims made

about assets and asset providers, whilst protecting confidential commercial and per-

sonal information from unauthorised disclosure. This contribution provides a solution

for RQ3.

C4. A Software Architecture, providing Oversight and Accountability across Di-

gital Asset Supply Chains.

We present a software architecture based on SSI principles that uses signed digital

credentials to provide verifiable oversight across the supply chain of contributions to

a DDS, offering accountability on contributions to such systems. The architecture,

evaluated by peer review, enables authorised parties to scrutinise systems and contri-

butions, whilst offering protection for privacy and confidentiality of contributors. This

architecture provides a solution for RQ4.

1.5 Organisation of the Thesis

Following this Introduction, which concludes with a description of the research method

and an overview of the published papers that have contributed to the research presented
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here, the remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 provides background to the research area, and identifies the research prob-

lem. We present a review of relevant literature, and consider research, along with

policies and recommendations from governments, non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

and industry bodies that identify the need for providing assurance on DDS, and require-

ments for providing oversight on the underlying data used to train and test such sys-

tems. The literature review identifies related work in the provision of information and

documentation about data which is intended to be reused and shared by third parties,

and documentation designed to accompany ML models, as well as related work from

software and manufacturing industries. We also provide background on self-sovereign

identity, the technology approach adopted in our research.

Chapter 3 develops a framework that identifies different participants in a DDS deploy-

ment - from domain stakeholders who require assurance on the suitability of a sys-

tem, through systems integrators and engineers, to the parties curating and providing

datasets. The responsibilities and individual goals of each role in the ecosystem are

explored, and presented in a framework that identifies interactions and responsibilities

between the roles.

Chapter 4 proposes the adoption of a supply chain model for tracing contributions from

data and other sources in DDS, and argues that maintaining a bill of materials as record

of contributions made to the development of digital assets can help to provide oversight

on solutions in the field, so that deployed DDS can be used with confidence. A schema

is designed to enable the BOM to be documented and maintained in an interoperable

and machine-readable format.

Chapter 5 considers the role of shared data assets in a DDS, and the importance of

such data being demonstrably trustworthy. The requirements of data providers and

data users are investigated. A software architecture which supports the assertion of

data qualities by trusted parties using SSI data models and protocols is designed, and

demonstrated through application to a case study based on data sharing requirements
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in the multi-messenger astronomy community.

Chapter 6 builds upon the research presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, and designs

a system architecture for a solution which uses a BOM to record the constituent parts

of a DDS, and demonstrates the use of SSI technologies to ratify the system BOM, as

well as qualities of the individual elements in the supply chain. The system is used in

a demonstration of a web-based tool which provides end users of a DDS with a means

of inspecting the contributions of digital assets, using SSI technologies to maintain

up-to-date assertions of qualities and provide accountability.

The thesis concludes with Chapter 7, which considers the artefacts developed through

the thesis against the solution objectives for a system to provide assurance to users of

DDS. The research developed in this thesis is used to identify areas for future work

towards the provision of verifiable oversight and accountability on multi-stakeholder

digital systems.

1.6 Method

The research questions posed in this thesis centre upon DDS. These are complex, multi-

actor socio-technical systems, and lead to our research questions exhibiting properties

of “wicked problems” [28]. Problems classed as wicked have characteristics which

include unstable requirements and constraints based on poorly defined contexts, com-

plex interactions among sub-parts of the problem, inherent flexibility in processes and

artefacts, a reliance on creativity to produce solutions, and a critical dependence upon

human social abilities to produce effective solutions [67].

1.6.1 Design Science Research

The Design Science Research (DSR) approach is considered to be well suited to ad-

dressing wicked problems [69], as it is a problem-solving paradigm which seeks to cre-
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ate innovations that define ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and products through

which the analysis, design, implementation, and use of information systems can be ef-

fectively and efficiently accomplished [67]. The research conducted in this thesis was

developed through the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) framework of

Peffers, et al. [122, 121], for applying a DSR approach to Information Systems (IS).

Hevner, et al. [69], state that the objective of IS research is to “acquire knowledge and

understanding that enable the development and implementation of technology-based

solutions to heretofore unsolved and important business problems”, using design “to

change existing situations into preferred ones” [143]. Engström, et al. [52], provide

the mapping shown in Figure 1.1, which shows relationships between the problem and

the solution, and DSR activities which generate knowledge, as well as the forms that

generated knowledge can take.

Hevner, et al. [69], provide guidelines for adopting DSR in IS, which Peffers, et

al. [122], used in deriving their DSRM framework. In particular, Hevner and col-

leagues’s contention that research must produce an “artefact created to address a prob-

lem”, and that artefacts should be rigorously evaluated and the research communicated

to appropriate audiences.

The DSRM framework identifies six activity groups to guide researchers: 1) Problem

identification and motivation; 2) Definition of the objectives for a solution; 3) Design

and development of artefacts that contribute to the solution; 4) Demonstration of the

use of the artefacts to solve one or more instances of the problem; 5) Evaluation of the

solution, by comparing the outcomes with the objectives; and 6) Communication of

the problem and its importance, the artefacts, and findings from the research.

This thesis adopts the DSRM framework and takes a problem-centric approach, build-

ing on the identification of shortcomings in providing scrutability and oversight on

DDS. This guides us to follow the sequence of activities in DSRM the framework in

a linear manner, starting from Step 1. As Figure 1.2 shows, iteration and improve-

ment based on learning is a core feature of the DSRM approach, and our research has
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Figure 1.1: The interplay between problem and solution, and between theory and

practice in design science research. The arrows illustrate the knowledge-creating

activities, and the boxes represent the levels and types of knowledge that is created

From Engström, et al. [52] (CC-BY).

revisited many of the activities as our understanding both of the problem and of the

emerging solution has developed. Iteration across a number of design cycles in solu-

tion development helps to refine the objectives of the solution based on lessons learned

during the design, development and demonstration phases.

The DSRM is structured around the following activities:

1. Problem Identification and Motivation: This activity identifies the specific re-

search problem, and justifies the value or significance of providing a solution to

this problem. Section 1.1 of this chapter has presented the problem statement,

and enumerated it into elements of the problem, and Section 1.6.2 provides in-
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Figure 1.2: Design Science Research stages and iterations, adapted from Peffers,

et al. [122].

sight on the the problem area from experts and practitioners. Chapter 2 provides

further background, and examines the importance of finding a solution to the

problem considering emerging policy in regards to providing transparency, as-

surance and accountability on classes of DDS, and through critical analysis of

current solutions. Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 further consider specific aspects of the

problem.

2. Defining the Objectives of the Solution: In this activity, the objectives of a

solution are inferred from the problem definition, and knowledge of what is

feasible or possible. Motivation of our solution is addressed through the need

to resolve the main research question and the sub-questions described in Section

1.2. In particular, we seek to clarify and to address tensions in DDS between

needs for transparency and accountability, and for confidentiality and privacy,

whilst proving trustworthy information on asset qualities across different stake-

holders and asset providers. As a result, artefacts resulting from our research

are expected to contribute towards providing transparency and accountability on

DDS deployments, whilst enabling asset contributors to maintain control of their

private or confidential information. Building on our prior technical knowledge,
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and to test the hypothesis presented in Section 1.3, a specific objective of our

solution approach is that it is built upon decentralised technologies, and in par-

ticular self-sovereign identity models.

3. Design and Development: This activity is concerned with creation of IS arte-

facts that contribute towards the solution of the defined problem. Conceptually,

an artefact can be “any designed object in which a research contribution is em-

bedded in the design” [122], and can include architectures, designs, models, and

methods. Artefact design and development forms the core of this thesis, and is

presented across several chapters: Chapter 3 provides a conceptual framework to

identify stakeholders and their roles, responsibilities and requirements in a DDS;

Chapter 4 proposes a verifiable supply chain bill of materials model to enumer-

ate and document DDS components; Chapter 5 designs an architecture using SSI

technologies to enable publishers to ratify claims about their digital assets and

Chapter 6 designs an architecture that enables a complete DDS to be documented

to offer transparency, demonstrate accountability, and provide stakeholders with

oversight and the ability to scrutinise systems.

4. Demonstration: This activity involves using the artefacts to solve one or more

instances of the problem. Scenarios based upon case studies are used during

the demonstration phase, and are described in context in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

Chapter 6 brings together research from the preceding chapters, describing a

system which demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed solution approach by

aggregating artefacts developed through the thesis in a case study that integrates

with a popular ML development pipeline tool and offers scrutiny on a DDS to

stakeholders.

5. Evaluation: This reflective activity enables us to consider how well the designed

artefacts are likely to be able to deliver a solution to the problem. Evaluation in

this thesis is guided by the Framework for Evaluation in Design Science Re-

search (FEDS) provided by Venables, et al. [165], and adopts techniques to eval-
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uate for rigour and for relevance. Evaluation approaches appropriate to each arte-

fact are employed: Chapters 3 and 4 are informed by analysis of semi-structured

interviews with expert witnesses on an Expert Review Panel (ERP), the format

of which is described below in Section 1.6.2. Chapters 5 and 6 which contain

technical artefacts in the form of software architectures, and are evaluated for

their technical risk and efficacy, and against criteria that assess software quality

attributes and the decisions made during the design process.

6. Communication: A significant activity in the DSRM framework is communica-

tion of the problem and its importance, and the utility and novelty of the artefacts

to suitable audiences, including other researchers and professionals. A number

of peer-reviewed academic papers have been published during performance of

the research in this thesis, and are listed in Section 1.7. In particular, our re-

search has been presented in workshops and published in journals of the science

gateway community, who are often the providers and users of data-driven assets

and systems. A peer-reviewed paper has also been presented to a global work-

shop concerned with accountability of DDS, and presented in several industry

and academic seminars. The research problem and progress towards a solution

has been regularly presented to colleagues and peers, in joint academic and in-

dustry meetings of the international DAIS-ITA program2, and to the Blockchain

Research Group3 in the Center for Research Computing at University of Notre

Dame, USA.

Further inspiration for the method is drawn from the Agile Design Science Research

approach of Conboy, et al. [40], and in particular their mapping of activities and pro-

cesses from agile software development sprints to the DRSM stages has been helpful.

Indeed, DSRM ties in well with modern approaches to software architecture adopted

in industry, such as the Continuous Architecture approach developed by Erder and

2https://dais-legacy.org/
3https://crc.nd.edu/research/blockchain-research-group/

https://dais-legacy.org/
https://crc.nd.edu/research/blockchain-research-group/
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Pureur [53], which is motivated by the notion that “getting to an executable architec-

ture quickly and then evolving it is essential for modern applications”. This links well

with the iterative and reflective approach of DSRM across design cycles.

1.6.2 Expert Review Panel

Evaluation of the artefacts produced as a result of design work presented in Chapters 3

and 4 was performed during a series of semi-structured interviews with peers from gov-

ernment, industry, the third sector, and academia who formed an Expert Review Panel.

A feature of the semi-structured interview is “an incomplete script” [109] in which

some questions are prepared, but scope remains for improvisation. This approach was

chosen so that discussion could be adapted based on interviewee’s answers to questions

posed, and to enable areas of particular interest and expertise to be explored more fully.

ERP members were recruited from personal connections, and outreach messaging on

social media channels (Twitter, LinkedIn). Subjects were invited to make contact in

response to this appeal “I’m looking to hold short, informal, conversations with people

with interests and experience in areas like #datagovernance, #opendata and ‘data driven

systems’ (eg. ML/AI systems), etc.”. Interested parties were sent further information

and a formal invitation. Of the nine subjects interviewed during the ERP sessions,

five were previously known to the interviewer, and four were new connections reached

through social media messaging. Six who had shown initial interest did not respond

further. Interviews with members of the ERP were conducted over individual video

calls using Microsoft Teams. Each interview began with the interviewee providing a

short introduction to themselves, their current role and background, and their exper-

iences with data or data-driven systems, which are summarised in Table 1.1. ERP

members represented a range of experience and expertise with the data and ML field,

helping to avoid “elite bias” [109]. Disappointingly, only one of the nine members of

the ERP was female.
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ID Role Sector Size Expertise

A Research Leadership Technology Global Data, ML, Privacy

B Chief Data Officer Publishing Global Data, ML, Privacy

C Chief Executive Maritime Small Data

D Project Manager Statistics Government Data, ML

E Consultant Data Provision Small Data, ML

F Scientist Identity Medium Data, ML

G Researcher Identity University Data, ML, Privacy

H Researcher Community Small Data, ML

J Data Leadership Non-profit Large Data, ML, Ethics

Table 1.1: Members of the Expert Review Panel

A set of slides was used to align discussion around particular themes (provided in

Appendix B). The ordering of slides was not fixed, and the interviews used different

slides and different sequences to maintain the flow of the discussion with each expert,

as supported by the semi-structured interview format. Not all slides were shown to

all participants, with content moderated depending on the progress of the interview

and engagement shown by interviewees to particular subject matter, as well as the in-

terviewee’s background. In total, 368 minutes of interview video was recorded and

automatically transcribed by Teams software. Following the interviews, the transcript

files were exported from Teams and imported into Nvivo, where they were manually

edited and corrected. Transcripts were manually coded in Nvivo, generating 42 dif-

ferent codes, which were subsequently grouped into 8 categories, which were largely

aligned to the phase of the interview covered.

The ERP interviews were conducted following the completion of the design work

presented through this thesis. In order to present results and knowledge arising from

analysis of the ERP interviews in the appropriate context, findings from the interviews

are presented as source data for evaluations of artefacts developed in Chapters 3 and 4,
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Figure 1.3: The role of expert interviews in problem identification, based on Of-

ferman, et al. [116].

and as insight that contributes to the thesis conclusion, presented in Chapter 7.

An important objective of design science research is to develop solutions to “important

and relevant business problems” [69]. To gain further insight on the importance and

the relevance of the research questions, experiences in the problem area was sought

from the Expert Review Panel members. Offerman, et al. [116], describe the role of

interviews with practitioners and experts as an important contributor to problem iden-

tification and definition, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. During an early part of the semi-

structured interviews, each member of the ERP was introduced to the research area of

this thesis with a presentation of the slide shown in Figure 1.4, framing the problem in

terms of being a “last mile challenge” [39] for DDS. Interviewees were subsequently

asked if they had awareness or experience of the problem being presented. All nine of

the experts said they were familiar with the problem with eight of interviewees provid-

ing examples, either directly from their own experiences or from situations that they

had knowledge of. We provide results from the interviews below, as they add additional

context to the problem area.

A data lead at a non-profit organisation, J, provided an example from the recruitment

sector, which in J’s view had set up systems so that candidates similar to those already

in place are selected, propagating privilege. J shared concerns about the ethical use of

information in recruitment, and worried, based on their lived experience, that people

were interested in such systems based on “hype”, yet did not have the cognitive capab-

ilities to challenge the role of such systems, which were being delivered to them based
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Figure 1.4: Introductory Slide presented to ERP interviewees

on what they had asked for, without “guardrails in place”. They worried that when

problems arose from using these systems, there would be issues around who was seen

as being accountable for making the decision to introduce the system, and whether

there was proper support in place to help them. J also raised concerns about data

sourcing, and people’s biases towards trusting or not trusting data. Their experience

was that the further that people are removed from original data, the less perception they

have on the accuracy and quality required from the data to do the job that is required

of it, and the problem exacerbates as data is distributed or used by third-parties - as J

phrased it, we lose the “ability to use our senses to smell that data” and “the further

removed [the data] becomes, the less able we are to use some of those human senses

that we would ordinarily use”.

Several interviewees provided examples relating to diversity issues, including race and

gender. Participant A discussed media reporting of bias issues identified with datasets

‘Labeled Faces in the Wild’ [71] and ‘Penn Treebank’ [99]. B provided a personal

example from the advertising industry, where they are developing a facial recognition

system to help promote diversity, equality and inclusion in advertising media. They

identified challenges they had found with datasets used to build the facial recognition

ML model, and felt that when working with any particular dataset, it was very difficult
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to know the risks inherent in that dataset. E described issues publicised in the media,

where “facial recognition is still overwhelmingly going to put black people in the crim-

inal field because the data sets at the beginning were drawn from a jail datasets.” and

videos of “black hands coming under hand dryers, and the the hand dryer won’t turn

on.”. G described similar cases. E also provided examples from their long history in the

data industry, explaining that HIV medication was predominantly tested on white male

patients, so there was very little data available on the impact medication would have

on women. Similarly, the effects of medication on Asian men was unknown, as they

tend to have smaller organs. E was concerned that “those sorts of problems haven’t

changed with moves to AI”. F provided a hypothetical example of language models

being trained on documents that were biased towards English language and written

in California. Participant A commented on the UNICEF quote featured on the slide,

pointing out that ethnicity and age should also be considered – “it’s not just children

– you shouldn’t treat 80 year olds with data that was gathered from 14 year olds, for

example”. A, F, and H identified a sparsity of data in medical fields. A stated “one of

the biggest challenges is that there’s no good health data” and F pointed out that “the

data that you do have will be much more influenced by the environment in which it’s

been collected, compared with than the environment that might be deployed”. H felt

that no one is comfortable turning over medical decisions to the output of an algorithm,

yet reasoned that the use of DDS might have benefits in steering decision making away

from human biases.

C uniquely categorised the challenge as a ”black box versus gray box”, and related

the problem to their experience with a system that provided navigation advice, and

another that provided predictions based on vibrations detected by a sensor. They set the

solution in the context of explainable AI, drawing on their experience of systems that

try to provide an explanation for why a DDS provided a particular routing or prediction.

C stated that “oversight in any kind of data driven system is of crucial importance”, but

felt (based on their experience with rule-based maritime systems) that “many users

don’t necessarily understand” what they are being told about a system.
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Overall, a very strong feeling was conveyed by the ERP members that the problem

area is seen as important in business and industry, and the majority of the interviewees

provided descriptions of issues from their own personal experiences.

1.7 Published Papers

The research presented in this thesis has been developed through a number of published

peer-reviewed research papers, which are listed below.

A paper presented at the ‘Workshop on Reviewable and Auditable Pervasive Systems’

describes the development of the framework outlined in Chapter 3, which results in

Contribution C1.

1. Barclay, I., Abramson, W., 2021. Identifying Roles, Requirements and Respons-

ibilities in Trustworthy AI Systems. In Adjunct Proceedings of the 2021 ACM

International Joint Conference on Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing and Pro-

ceedings of the 2021 ACM International Symposium on Wearable Computers

(UbiComp-ISWC ’21 Adjunct), September 21-26, 2021, Virtual, USA. ACM,

New York, NY, USA

A collection of papers describe the motivation to maintain a bill of materials record for

the supply chain of contributions made to multi-stakeholder DDS, and the subsequent

development of a bill of materials model for DDS, outlined in Chapter 4, in support of

Contribution C2.

2. Barclay, I., Preece, A. and Taylor, I., 2018. Defining the collective intelligence

supply chain. Presented at: AAAI FSS-18: Artificial Intelligence in Government

and Public Sector, Arlington, VA, USA, 18-21 October 2018.
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3. Barclay, I., Preece, A., Taylor, I. and Verma, D., 2019. A conceptual architecture

for contractual data sharing in a decentralised environment. Presented at: SPIE

Defense + Commercial Sensing, 2019, Baltimore, MD, United States, 15-17

April 2019. Published in: Pham, Tien ed. Proceedings Volume 11006, Artificial

Intelligence and Machine Learning for Multi-Domain Operations Applications;.

SPIE, 110060G. 10.1117/12.2518644

4. Barclay, I., Preece, A., Taylor, I. and Verma, D. 2019. Towards traceability in

data ecosystems using a Bill of Materials model. Proceedings of the International

Workshop on Science Gateways (IWSG), Ljubljana, Slovenia, 12-14 June 2019.

5. Barclay, I., Taylor, H., Preece, A., Taylor, I., Verma, D. and de Mel, G., 2020. A

framework for fostering transparency in shared artificial intelligence models by

increasing visibility of contributions. Concurrency and Computation: Practice

and Experience, p.e6129.

Workshop papers and a published journal paper present research on the use of self-

sovereign identity as a means of providing assurance on qualities and metadata of as-

sets, outlined in Chapter 5, in support of Contribution C3.

6. Certifying Provenance of Scientific Datasets with Self-sovereign Identity and

Verifiable Credentials, Iain Barclay, Swapna Radha, Alun Preece, Ian Taylor and

Jarek Nabrzyski. In Proceedings of 12th International Workshop on Science

Gateways (IWSG), 10th & 11th June 2020, Cardiff (Virtual).

7. Barclay, I., Simpkin, C., Bent, G., La Porta, T., Millar, D., Preece, A., Taylor,

I. and Verma, D., 2020, November. Enabling discoverable trusted services for

highly dynamic decentralized workflows. In 2020 IEEE/ACM Workflows in

Support of Large-Scale Science (WORKS) (pp. 41-48). IEEE.

8. Barclay, I., Simpkin, C., Bent, G., La Porta, T., Millar, D., Preece, A., Taylor,

I. and Verma, D., 2022. Trustable service discovery for highly dynamic decent-

ralized workflows. Future Generation Computer Systems, Volume 134, Pages
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236-246. 10.1016/j.future.2022.03.035. (Note: Selected as an Editor’s Choice

paper, Fall 2022.)

A published journal paper describes the design and implementation of the AI Scru-

tineer system, outlined in Chapter 6, in support of the software architecture design

presented as Contribution C4.

9. Barclay, I., Preece, A., Taylor, I., Radha, S.K. and Nabrzyski, J., 2021. Providing

Assurance and Scrutability on Shared Data and Machine Learning Models with

Verifiable Credentials. Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience;

10.1002/cpe.6997.

Further research which has informed the background work of this thesis through ex-

ploration of the core principles of SSI and decentralised, blockchain-based technolo-

gies has also been published.

10. Freytsis, M., Barclay, I., Radha, S.K., Czajka, A., Siwo, G.H., Taylor, I. and

Bucher, S., 2021. Development of a mobile, self-sovereign identity approach for

facility birth registration in Kenya. Frontiers in Blockchain, 4, p.2.

11. Barclay, I., Freytsis, M., Bucher, S., Radha, S., Preece, A. and Taylor, I., 2020.

Towards a Modelling Framework for Self-Sovereign Identity Systems. arXiv

preprint arXiv:2009.04327. (Note: Not peer-reviewed)

12. Barclay, I., Cooper, M., Preece, A., Rana, O. and Taylor, I., 2021. Tokenising

behaviour change: optimising blockchain technology for sustainable transport

interventions. arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.01852. (Note: Not peer-reviewed)

13. Barclay, I., Cooper, M., Hackel, J. and Perrin, P., 2021. Tokenizing behavior

change: a pathway for the sustainable development goals. Frontiers in Block

Chain, 4.
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Chapter 2

Background and Problem Definition

2.1 Introduction

This chapter draws upon perspectives from published literature and policy to identify

the research problem for this thesis. Foundational activities of the DSRM Frame-

work [121] require identification of the problem and the motivations for solving the

problem, which serve to define the objectives for a solution. Here we present a review

and analysis of relevant literature, which identifies gaps in the provision of verifiable

oversight, transparency and accountability in DDS. Subsequently we outline the re-

quirements for a solution that can make a contribution towards addressing these gaps.

These requirements motivate the design research that is presented in the remainder of

this thesis.

The review of literature in Section 2.2 considers current and proposed approaches to

presenting information on shared data assets and products derived from these data as-

sets, such as ML models, and from systems which adopt these derived products as

part of DDS. The importance of transparency and accountability in the adoption and

reuse of digital assets from third parties is discussed, as DDS often make use of shared

datasets and ML models, and parties adopting such assets need to be have confidence

in the integrity of those assets prior to their use, so that they can provide assurance to

their own customers and users. To further establish the context for our research, Sec-

tion 2.3 considers emerging policy directions from governments, NGOs and industry
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bodies, who seek improvements in assurance provided to stakeholders across DDS.

Having assessed the state-of-the-art in the literature review, and established the im-

portance and relevance of the problem from policy, Section 2.5 discusses gaps found

in current specifications and designs for providing verifiable oversight on DDS, and

outlines requirements for a solution resulting from our design research. To meet these

objectives, and to test the hypothesis of this thesis (Section 1.3), we propose to adopt

the paradigm and design patterns, data models and protocols of self-sovereign identity,

which are introduced in Section 2.4, establishing a technical constraint for the design

work presented in the remainder of this thesis.

2.2 Literature Review

This literature review is presented in themes. First, we outline the role of information

sharing in the adoption of digital assets from third parties. We then consider how in-

formation is currently shared by those responsible for assets, first as singular entities

such as datasets, and then as aggregated assets and systems. Finally, we look outside

of the data-driven systems domain, to identify how manufacturing and software in-

dustries provide documentation for systems with contributions from different parties,

and maintain transparency and accountability. The body of literature in the review was

identified by conducting searches of the Google Scholar database for keywords match-

ing the broad themes of interest. Resultant papers were then assessed for relevance

based initially on their titles and a subsequent review of their abstracts, with priority

given to highly cited papers and recent work. Relevant and useful papers from the

initial searches were taken as a starting set, and then a snowballing approach [75] was

adopted, with citing papers and references reviewed for further promising papers, such

that a body of related literature was assembled. Further literature has been identified

in discussions on social media with relevance to the field, and has been added to the

study set where appropriate.
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2.2.1 Information Visibility, Transparency and Accountability

In order to gain confidence in the quality and suitability of a shared dataset, machine

learning model, or data-driven system potential users need to be able to develop and

maintain confidence in the originators of the asset under consideration, and any claims

they make about the asset [34, 156]. In practice, even in environments where funding

organisations insist on researchers adopting shared data, there can be a resistance to re-

use – Pisani, et al., for example, found “lower-than-expected reuse of shared data may

be because potential secondary users have few ways of checking the quality of those

data” [124]. Historically, researchers have co-operated through informal groupings,

identified as Communities of Practice (CoP) which provide and foster mutual credibil-

ity. Van House, et al. [164], determined that “one way that users judge whether work

is to be trusted is to look at its source: is he or she a part of our community of prac-

tice? Can he or she be trusted to have used accepted methods to collect, analyse, and

interpret the data? Do we speak the same language? Do they see the world the same

way that we do?” As the scope and scale of asset sharing increases beyond established

CoPs, effective data sharing environments need to be able to provide all participants

with confidence that their fellow actors in the ecosystem are trustworthy, in order that

data sharing can take place effectively [154].

McConaghy, et al. [100], argue that the uni-directional hyperlinked nature of the world

wide web has resulted in a lack of opportunity for dialogue between the publisher and

the consumer of digital assets, such that the consumer – here, a potential system or

dataset user – is party only to the information made available at publication time. If the

publisher chooses to share only a limited amount of information about an asset, then

information asymmetry occurs almost by default, with the consumer unaware of any

unreported information, such as any usage rights associated with the asset. McCon-

aghy and colleagues assert that “information availability helps both initiate and inform

action, thus impacting upon an individual’s decision making process” [100].

Information availability is one of the three core attributes of information visibility
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provided by Stohl, et al. [148], the others being approval to disseminate information,

and the accessibility of information to third parties. Transparency relates to the man-

agement of these attributes of visibility: information visibility and transparency are

interdependent – without information visibility, organisations cannot be transparent,

which depends upon visible information being used to make them open, and keep them

accountable [152]. As such, making information on shared digital assets visible can

help asset and system creators provide transparency, which “implies that third parties

can clearly follow the chain of activity and decision making that led to a certain out-

come” [148]. For DDS, Kroll [85] describes this traceability as an “enabling value”

that exposes the “design choices made by system designers” making them available

to stakeholders who are affected or interested in the system’s operation. Kroll ob-

serves that “traceability relates the objects of transparency (disclosures about a sys-

tem or records created within that system) to the goals of accountability (holding the

designers, developers, and operators of a computer system responsible for that sys-

tem’s behaviours and ultimately assessing that the system reflects and upholds desired

norms)” [85]. Novelli, et al. [115], describe accountability as “the expectation that de-

signers, developers, and deployers will comply with standards and legislation to ensure

the proper functioning of AIs during their life cycle”. This expectation can be tested

through traceability, provided by transparency. Information visibility, derived from the

constituent attributes of availability, approval and accessibility, is the foundation of

transparency, traceability and accountability.

2.2.2 Documentation of Shared Data Assets

Wallis, et al. [166], describe the ‘long tail’ of research data, with small-scale projects,

producing limited volumes of data that are typically only shared with trusted peers

and colleagues, often as part of an informal gifting or bartering process. Now, niche

datasets which may once have dwindled, have opportunities for increased adoption

and new, wider audiences when they are used within data-driven products. However,
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as these datasets are adopted and used in the creation of data-rich products, including

ML models and DDS, sight of the original data source and knowledge of the data

originators can be lost. As such, providing robust and trustworthy mechanisms to

document and convey information about datasets, their origins and intended usage is

becoming increasingly important.

Following the emergence of big data in scientific communities, schemes were de-

veloped to track the provenance, or history of changes, of data. Techniques employed

included instrumentation of data workflows, through modified operating systems and

large-scale software frameworks such as Hadoop. A W3C standard, PROV [105], was

developed to support use cases ranging from documentation of information about who

has responsibility for data, to complex descriptions of how data has been manipulated

and combined. W3C PROV, as the standard became known, defined data models that

enable the entities and actions within data systems to be modelled, so that a history

of changes made to data items can be recorded. Subsequently, Groth [60] introduced

the notion of a data supply chain, to provide better support for environments where

data was being shared across organisations. Groth identified that a new approach was

needed for emerging, multi-actor systems, with the recognition that “data supply chains

are inherently distributed systems that extend across application and organizational

boundaries” [60]. Groth envisaged that a traceable supply chain for data would lead to

a situation where “data will have provenance as good as that of our coffee”. However,

he expressed concerns about the complexity of procedures involved in providing such

provenance, and the potential to overwhelm users with information conveyed by W3C

PROV. Groth identified a need to develop abstractions that would provide insights into

the production history of data, and proposed that improved mechanisms for commu-

nication were developed, suggesting that a “fair trade certificate for data” which gave

a seal of approval to say that data was produced in a way “that we as data consumers

think is correct” was needed.

More recent literature has outlined requirements and suggested approaches to docu-
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menting data that is intended to be shared and adopted in other products, such as data

being used in the training of ML models. Bender and Friedman’s “Data statements

for NLP” [19] proposes a documentation structure which guides the formulation of

a description of a dataset in order to provide context for researchers so that they can

“understand how experimental results might generalize, how software might be appro-

priately deployed, and what biases might be reflected in systems built on the software.”

In articulating contributions to dataset creation, Bender and Friedman recognise human

roles in the data generation process, identifying the distinct roles of annotator – “An-

notators may be crowdworkers or highly trained researchers, sometimes involved in

the creation of the annotation guidelines” – and curator – “Curators are involved in the

selection of which data to include”. Bender and Friedman also identify the speaker,

which illustrates that different types of data sources will have different contributing

entities that may need to be mapped and documented. Bender and Friedman propose

that Data Statements should be included whenever new datasets are presented in pub-

lications, and with every system built from a dataset, in order to form a “chronology

of system development” - a timeline which should include descriptions of the datasets

used for model training, tuning and testing. An argument is made for providing two

versions of a Data Statement, one which is detailed and published as a research paper

or as part of system documentation, and a second more concise statement which is

used when describing systems or experiments which make use of the data and which

should be used alongside citation of the long-form statement. Data Statements provide

a template for dataset creators to consider the context in which their data is used, such

that they can expose motivations of the creation process and constraints in generation

and use.

Along similar lines, Gebru, et al., have proposed Datasheets for Datasets [58] which

take inspiration from industries such as electronics and manufacturing, where com-

ponents are accompanied by a datasheet detailing the operating characteristics of the

component, any test results, guidance on recommended usage, and other pertinent in-

formation for users. Gebru and colleagues eschew automation in the creation of the
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datasheet, and identify the task of manually assembling the datasheet as providing an

opportunity for researchers to reflect and perhaps alter how they create, distribute and

plan to maintain their datasets. The proposed format provides an example series of

open questions about the dataset, encouraging authors to avoid terse answers and to

encourage the provision of rich information about the dataset. The datasheet format

includes a section on Maintenance, which provides an opportunity for detailing how

updates or obsolescence of the dataset will be communicated to secondary users.

The Dataset Nutrition Label designed by Holland, et al. [70], features a modular frame-

work for presentation of information about datasets. Based on the well-established

Nutrition Facts label scheme [140] from the food industry, and building on efforts to

broaden this approach such as the Privacy Nutrition Label [80], the Dataset Nutrition

Label shows a series of components or modules designed to present information on

different aspects of the dataset to prospective users. Some modules will present non-

technical information, whereas others can be highly technical, for example presenting

machine-generated statistical information about the data in the dataset. The choice of

modules presented in each case should be based on the availability of information, the

level of willingness and effort volunteered to document the dataset, and awareness of

privacy or confidentiality criteria around proprietary datasets. The intent of the system

is to offer a flexible and adaptable framework which can be applied across different

domains and data types, with an extensible collection of interactive qualitative and

quantitative modules displaying their outputs in a standardised format. Holland and

colleagues suggest that the Dataset Nutrition Label scheme will offer web-based tools

for authoring and presentation to dataset users.

As our review on Information Visibility, Transparency and Accountability (Section

2.2.1) found, there is a well-recognised need to provide information about datasets to

potential users, so that they can develop an understanding of the dataset from different

perspectives, and develop necessary confidence in the qualities of the data and its pro-

viders. Information about datasets can include detailed provenance trails of the data
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elements, following W3C PROV models, to well-considered user-facing document-

ation, that augments the dataset with information such as the context in which data

has been generated and how it should be used. Each of the schemes reviewed here

can make contributions to supplying valuable information about datasets, and helping

potential adopting parties to build confidence. Whatever format dataset information

takes, it must be offered within a framework that makes it available to parties that have

a requirement for access, and it is within the bounds of confidentiality or privacy for

which the dataset providers are able to grant their approval to share such information.

The schemes reviewed here consider in great detail what should be shared, but do not

consider how access to the information can be mediated.

2.2.3 Documentation of ML Models and Data-driven Systems

As data assets are adopted and used to create new products, which are themselves

intended to be shared and used by others, researchers have identified requirements for

documenting these new data-generated products. Primarily, the literature has focused

on documentation approaches for ML models and AI Systems, yet the concepts can be

applied to wider DDS systems.

Arnold, et al., propose FactSheets [6] which are based on a safety document called

the Supplier’s Declaration of Conformity (SDoC), used in industrial sectors including

telecommunications and transportation. The SDoC is typically a voluntary document,

which is developed and maintained by component or product suppliers, to provide

written assurance of adherence to specified requirements. The FactSheet document is

designed to consider systems as a whole, and is described as the type of document

which might be delivered by a researcher with a shared ML model or DDS. Arnold

and colleagues recognise that AI services are often offered to developers through pro-

grammable interfaces (API), and are integrations of many models trained on a variety

of datasets. As such, developers are unlikely to directly use models or datasets, and

their interface will be through the API offered by the AI service or DDS. The scope
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of the FactSheet document is to “contain purpose, performance, safety, security, and

provenance information to be completed by AI service providers for examination by

consumers” and is positioned to provide information to fill a gap in expertise between

the data scientists who created the AI service, and application developers or scientists

who consume the service in order to provide applications for end-users. FactSheets

are designed to cover aspects of an AI service relating to its development and use, de-

tailing how the service was created and trained, which scenarios it was tested in, and

how it should respond to untried scenarios, with the intent of grounding service use

into particular usage domains. The document will also encourage coverage of security,

in particular robustness of the service to adversarial attack, and safety. The holistic

approach is proposed to enable a “functional perspective” to be taken on the overall

service, and tests being conducted and documented for aspects of performance, safety

and security which are not relevant for the individual components of the system, such

as accuracy, explainability, and adversarial robustness. The FactSheets format encour-

ages the attachment of datasheets or supporting information about contributing assets,

to provide a route back to source information for developers trying to gain further in-

sight and visibility into the makeup of AI systems.

Model Cards for Model Reporting [107], proposed by Mitchell, et al., are complement-

ary to Datasheets for Datasets [58], discussed above (Section 2.2.2). Model Cards are

intended to be short records providing details of the motivations for ML model devel-

opment, recommendations for use and quantitative results of evaluation, in a document

a page or two in length. Mitchell and colleagues suggest that a key role of the Model

Card is to provide a documentation framework to promote a standardisation of “ethical

practice and reporting” and to allow stakeholders to compare models “along the axes

of ethical, inclusive, and fair considerations.” By providing information and metrics

that capture and highlight bias, fairness and inclusion aspects of a shared ML model’s

performance, and alerting model users to any potential pitfalls, Mitchell and colleagues

hope to mitigate negative effects of model deployment. The structure for a Model Card

is not rigidly defined, but it is recommended to include a section on the background to
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the model’s development, detailing the model’s training and evaluation (and including

reference to any Data Sheets or other documentation about the datasets used). The in-

tended use of the model should be declared and described, so that readers can readily

understand what the model has been designed to do, and in what contexts, as well as

what it should not be used for. Mitchell, et al., reflect that Model Cards are just one

approach to increasing transparency between developers, researchers, and stakeholders

of ML models and systems, and that they are designed to be flexible, so that they can

be used for a wide range of models across different use cases. As with all efforts to

improve transparency through authored documentation, Mitchell, et al., identify that

the usefulness and accuracy of a Model Card relies on the integrity of the creator of the

card itself.

Building on the foundations of W3C PROV [105] in indexing systems to provide data

provenance, Naja, et al. [110], introduce the concepts of accountability plans and ac-

countability traces to DDS. Accountability plans are intended to represent the inform-

ation that should be captured at different stages of a DDS life-cycle, whereas account-

ability traces are records representing the manifestation of those plans. Traces are

intended to capture “structured information”, describing the outcomes of activities that

can influence the accountability of the DDS – this might be the production of artefacts

such as design specifications, or records of key decisions being made in a system’s

development or deployment phases. Naja and colleagues describe the output of traces

as potentially being similar in format to Model Cards [107].

In order to align DDS with approaches adopted in large-scale systems engineering

projects and benefit from business protocols developed and lessons learned in these

more established disciplines, Lavin, et al. [90], propose adopting Technology Read-

iness Levels (TRL). These metrics are widely used in organisations such as NASA,

DARPA and Innovate UK to benchmark the maturity of technology. Lavin and col-

leagues suggest that “development and deployment of machine learning systems can

be executed easily with modern tools, but the process is typically rushed and a means-
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to-an-end”, showing a lack of diligence and process which “can lead to technical debt,

scope creep and misaligned objectives, model misuse and failures, and expensive con-

sequences.” Compared to systems engineering projects, which “follow well-defined

processes and testing standards to streamline development for high-quality, reliable

results”, Lavin and colleagues argue that DDS need to be documented systematically,

so that stakeholders can be seen to be robust, responsible and reliable. TRL Record

Cards are proposed, to collect information about a system as it progresses through the

TRL stages (which the researchers have contextualised for ML systems, shown in Fig-

ure 2.1), including information on the models and their intended use, as well as results

of a “gated review” process required for a system to graduate through the levels.

Figure 2.1: TRL Levels for DDS, from Lavin, et al. [90]

Historically, adoption of Commercial Off-the-shelf Software (COTS) in government

and other organisations, led to concerns about a lack of oversight into systems de-

veloped by third parties [45, 93]. As with COTS, researchers, including Lavin and

colleagues [90], are concerned that DDS practitioners will incur a technical debt [129]

by adopting data and model components where there is limited transparency and un-

derstanding of the processes and dependencies involved in creation of the assets they

come to rely upon [138]. In the UK financial services sector, for example, 24% of ML

use cases surveyed in 2019 [78] were developed by third-party providers, with many

of the systems developed internally also reporting use of off-the-shelf ML models or
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services delivered by third party providers on an AIaaS [92] subscription basis. In clear

recognition of potential problems that might occur as such systems are deployed, the

United Kingdom’s National Health Service explicitly points out the responsibilities of

its organisations deploying DDS systems by asking stakeholders the direct question:

“Can you develop a sufficiently robust understanding of relevant data feeds, flows and

structures, such that if any changes occur to model data inputs, you can assess any

potential impacts on model performance - or signpost questions to the vendor?” [77].

Recognition of the types of information required through the different stages of re-

search, development and deployment as indicated by TRL stages, and guidance for the

nature and depth of documentation of assets required at each stage may contribute to

mitigating any problems.

The need to provide information about data-derived components and systems to provide

confidence and assist in their proper usage is recognised by many researchers, with

well-considered proposals for how such assets and systems might be documented.

FactSheets and Model Cards observe the need to provide information on the under-

lying assets that contribute to DDS, as well as on the nuances of the derived systems.

Mitchell, et al. [107], note that the documentation of systems depends on the integrity

of its authors, and the work of Naja, et al. [110], in deriving traces of events that require

accountability into a Model Card-style format, provides a foundation for automation

of record-keeping. The TRL levels defined by Lavin and colleagues [90] call for struc-

tured record keeping and identification of accountable parties, which becomes more

important as systems mature. Documentation formats reviewed here provide guid-

ance and frameworks for the type of information that can be written and recorded and

provided with systems, but do not offer mechanisms to tightly connect that information

with parties that can take accountability for it. Being able to identify those parties, and

develop a view on their integrity and expertise is key to being able to have confidence

in any documentation they provide with their systems.
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2.2.4 Supply Chain Traceability

In manufacturing industries it is standard practice to track products through their life-

cycle from origin as raw materials, to component assembly, to finished goods in a store,

with the relationships and information flows between suppliers and customers recorded

and tracked using supply chain management processes [89]. In agri-food industries,

traceability through the supply chain is necessary to give visibility from a product on

a supermarket shelf, back to the farm and to the batch of foodstuff, as well as to other

products in which the same batch has been used, and is critical in assuring food qual-

ity and safety [21]. In these industries, records of the components and sub-assemblies

used in the production of the finished product are recorded in a document known as a

Bill of Materials [76, 161]. The Bill of Materials model for recording contributions to

asset development has recent adoption in the software engineering community, as soft-

ware systems increasingly adopt libraries and components from multiple open source

and commercial providers. A Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) is used to document

the supply chain of dependencies, so that vulnerabilities can be readily and rapidly

identified [48] and outdated sub-components fixed or replaced in updated versions of

the module [96]. Tools which support SBOMs define schemas and formats for list-

ing and tracking sub-components and enable SBOMs to be generated from the build

processes of software tools, as part of the development and deployment pipeline. As

well as documenting dependencies, SBOM formats also provide placeholders for sup-

plementary information such as licenses for software components and libraries used.

SBOMs are typically integrated into vulnerability tracking and component analysis

systems, including Dependency Track1, which provides notice of detected vulnerabil-

ities in system sub-components from sources of publicly known vulnerabilities, such

as those listed in the US Government’s National Vulnerability Database2. Carmody, et

al. [35], describe the benefits this initiative has brought to a medical devices system,

where critical infrastructure is now protected by providing warning on vulnerabilities

1https://dependencytrack.org
2https://nvd.nist.gov

https://dependencytrack.org
https://nvd.nist.gov
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in previously hidden system components. The SBOM has been identified as a part of

the future cybersecurity infrastructure in the United States, with President Biden giv-

ing an Executive Order3 that presents the motivation for its adoption as “a widely used,

machine-readable SBOM format allows for greater benefits through automation and

tool integration.”

2.2.5 Stakeholder Roles in DDS

In seeking to identify the parties who might require information about DDS, the field

of Explainable AI [22] provides some insight into different stakeholder roles, here

researchers and policymakers have sought to identify different roles with interests in

receiving explanations of how an DDS has arrived at a decision. Tomsett, et al. [158],

have identified six classes of explanation recipients: system creators, system operators,

executors making a decision on the basis of system outputs, decision subjects affected

by the executor’s decision, the data subjects whose personal data is used to train a

system, and system examiners (e.g., auditors or ombudsmen). Building on this work,

Preece, et al. [126], examined stakeholder needs for explanations and considered Users

as one of four interested groups, alongside Theorists, Ethicists and Developers, and

concluded that “the most influential of our four stakeholder communities is the users”.

Explainable AI covers a wide scope, and providing information and “audit trails” [26]

on the parts and processes that have led to the generation of an ML or DDS model is

recognised as a valuable component. Preece, et al. [126], identify “developers” as the

“people concerned with building AI applications” – and include them as one of the

roles having a need for receiving explanations about how a system operates. As such,

it is apparent that both model developers and DDS creators occupy a position in which

they have a need for explanations, but also have responsibilities to provide other parties

with assurance and explanations about the qualities of their own work, and decisions

3https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/

2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
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they have made. Developers in turn are dependant on components that they use, with

researchers showing concern for shortcomings in dataset documentation and dataset

development practices - asking “how can AI systems be trusted when the processes that

generate their development data are so poorly understood?” [72] – this can lead to prob-

lems propagating, or cascading up through the layers of a DDS [136]. There are pub-

lished examples of DDS that have been subsequently discredited due to doubts being

raised on the legitimacy of their data sources [131], or of societal bias being discovered

in their training data after analysis [8]. Compounding this, MIT researchers [112], have

found many labelling errors in published datasets4 that are widely used in ML model

training and evaluation. Fortunately, development of ML models is becoming struc-

tured and operationalised, with the sequence of processes which lead to the develop-

ment, testing and delivery of an ML model regarded as the “MLOps Pipeline” [130],

based on the software engineering DevOps cycle. The MLOps pipeline involves a

number of collaborating parties, from data engineers, data scientists and developers

(model engineers, software engineers, backend engineers) [84], yet largely remains a

model-centric view [97], stopping short of considering how models might be integrated

into DDS for deployment – and subsequently managed and maintained when out in the

field – the point at which Coiera finds “we face the reality that AI does not do anything

on its own. It must be connected somehow to real-world processes, and its impact on

those processes needs to be consequential. It is at this point that technology developed

for its own sake quickly comes to grief.” [39]

2.3 Emerging Policy Directions

Globally, there is an increasing recognition from governments, NGOs, and intergov-

ernmental organisations of a need to develop policy towards transparency and account-

ability on DDS, often identified in their context as AI Systems. The Organisation for

4https://labelerrors.com

https://labelerrors.com
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Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) have published a set of AI Prin-

ciples5, which requires that “AI Actors should commit to transparency and responsible

disclosure regarding AI systems.” Their use of the term “responsible disclosure” is

prescient, as it originates in the field of cybersecurity [141], where it relates to sharing

of information about known vulnerabilities in order to mitigate risk. Cybersecurity has

been one motivation for providing oversight and accountability on DDS and the assets

which contribute to their development has seen attention [150]. US President Biden is-

sued Executive Order (EO) 14028 on ‘Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity’6, which

stated “In the end, the trust we place in our digital infrastructure should be proportional

to how trustworthy and transparent that infrastructure is, and to the consequences we

will incur if that trust is misplaced.”

Governments across the world are actively undertaking strategy reviews into DDS and

the policies and infrastructure required to take full advantage of the benefits such sys-

tems can bring, whilst minimising negative impacts on citizens. The UK Government’s

“National AI Strategy”7 declares an objective to “continue supporting the development

of capabilities around trustworthiness, adoptability, and transparency of AI technolo-

gies”. The European Union (EU) AI policy8 identifies Trustworthy AI as a key focus

area, and the Australian Government’s AI Action Plan9 “envisions Australia as a global

leader in developing and adopting trusted, secure and responsible AI.” Concerns about

consequences of poorly designed, implemented or managed DDS, and the role they

play in critical prediction and decision making, are not limited to nation states as they

can have a direct and indirect impact on all citizens – a report titled ‘The Case for Better

Governance of Children’s Data: A Manifesto’ [32] from UNICEF, for example, states:

5https://oecd.ai/ai-principles
6https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/

2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
7https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-ai-strategy
8https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/

european-approach-artificial-intelligence
9https://www.industry.gov.au/policies-and-initiatives/

artificial-intelligence

https://oecd.ai/ai-principles
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-ai-strategy
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-approach-artificial-intelligence
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-approach-artificial-intelligence
https://www.industry.gov.au/policies-and-initiatives/artificial-intelligence
https://www.industry.gov.au/policies-and-initiatives/artificial-intelligence
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“The UN Committee on Digital Cooperation has warned against opaque algorithms

where the underlying data and decision-making processes cannot be examined.”

As such, there is a strong motivation to undertake research into further understanding

what is required for accountable and trustworthy DDS, and for designing Information

Systems solutions that can support the provision of accountability, oversight and scru-

tiny in DDS.

2.4 Self-Sovereign Identity Protocols and Patterns

In Chapter 1 we identified that a decentralised approach based on emerging self-sovereign

identity principles and design patterns offered a promising strategy that could be ad-

opted in architectures designed to support accountability and provide assurance on

qualities of digital assets. We do not propose to perform primary research on these

technologies, but their usage underpins the solutions developed in this thesis and back-

ground information is provided here for completeness.

The term Self-Sovereign Identity [5] has been adopted to describe the ability of an in-

dividual to take ownership of their personal data. A goal of SSI is to couple ownership

of personal data with methods to maintain control over access to that data, without the

need for centralised infrastructure or authorisation being required by any third party.

SSI has been the subject of research and ambition for several years, but has reached an

inflection point in interest from industry and the research community as a result of the

availability of distributed ledger and blockchain-based technologies [108], combined

with an increased focus on individual’s data privacy as they interact with web-based

and social networking services [157]. With the adoption of SSI, it is possible to secure

a user’s personal data from unauthorised disclosure by allowing the individual to se-

lectively provide elements of their data based on requests from a verifying party, and

the value that the data owner places on that exchange. If the data holder considers it

to be worthwhile sharing the requested data, they can provide consent to do so, but no
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access is given to the data otherwise. As such, an individual gains the ability to decide

how information about their identity and other personal data should be used and who

has access to it.

SSI is decentralised, and is built upon well-established asymmetric cryptographic tech-

niques whereby a user holds a private key and shares a public key [127]. The private

key is used to sign documents, whilst the public key can be used by anybody with ac-

cess to it to verify that the document has indeed been signed, and has not been tampered

with. SSI uses a system which uses decentralised identifiers (DID) to identify parties

involved, with the DIDs resolving to documents which explain, in machine-readable

format, how to locate the public key needed to validate claims made about that DID, in

the same way as web addresses resolve to provide web pages. The SSI research com-

munity has developed data models and protocols [147] that provide mechanisms for

any party identified by a DID to issue cryptographically verifiable sets of credentials to

any subject entity, also identified by a DID. In this way, a party which believes some-

thing to be true about another party can declare this in a standardised way, and sign

this attestation using asymmetric cryptography techniques, based on the DIDs used

being able to be resolved in order to validate the assertions made. This cryptographic-

ally signed document is known as a verifiable credential (VC), and will be held by the

subject of the credential, or in the case of a child, or dataset or physical asset, by an

authorised guardian or holder.

At a later date, when the holder seeks to enter into a transaction, a service provider

may request proof of status or entitlements. The VC provides a means for this proof

to be provided, as the holder of the credential can generate a Verifiable Presentation

(VP) containing assertions from the VC document. By processing the VP, the Verifier

can use the accessible public keys to check that (i) the presented proof pertains to the

subject it is being presented on behalf of, (ii) the presented proof contains assertions

signed by the original Issuer, and finally (iii) that the presented documents have not

been tampered with. As such, triangles of trust [43] can be leveraged to enable parties
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to issue, hold and verify credentials without reliance on any central authority, as shown

in Figure 2.2. The use of asymmetric encryption and shared public keys in the VC pro-

tocols ensures that issued credentials are tamper-proof and that they have been signed

by the identified issuer. If the verifier knows and trusts the identity and reputation of

the issuer, then they can make a judgement on the value they place on the claims made

by the issuer about the subject.

Figure 2.2: The Triangle of Trust

2.5 Gap Analysis

The review of literature and analysis of policy presented in this chapter identifies an

ongoing recognition of a problem of lack of verifiable oversight in DDS, and demand

from government, industry and academia alike for solutions that can provide transpar-

ency and accountability in DDS.

The literature offers a number of proposals for documentation styles and formats that

seek to enable providers of DDS and digital assets of datasets and models to convey

information about these assets to other parties. Table 2.1 provides a summary of the

benefits and limitations of leading contributions. Some proposals, such as TRL Record

Cards suggested by Lavin, et al. [90], stress the need for accountability being part

of the documentation and require a signing off process through stages of deployment

and development. Other, well regarded, proposals such as Datasheets [58] and Model
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Cards [107] are more suggestive of the types of information that providers should or

could provide, and offer themselves as a chance for creators to reflect on the asset

they are offering. In the software industry, President Biden’s EO called for the SBOM

structure to be adopted, and initiated a request for the details of a minimal SBOM to

be researched and published. A motivation being that a shared schema would allow

interoperable tools to be developed. Such a requirement is not yet in place for DDS,

but policymakers around the world are aware of the issues caused by reliance on DDS,

and a lack of transparency on the systems themselves, that has potential to cause harm

if not used appropriately.

Describing a DDS in terms of the contributions to its supply chain could provide a

way to identify and catalogue the models, data sources and other assets which con-

tribute to the development of the components, or which are produced as the result of

intermediate processes. Further, providing different stakeholders in an ecosystem with

mechanisms both to certify and to validate or check the qualities of assets in the supply

chain, and the credentials of the assets providers, offers a route to deliver trustworthy

resources, based on reputations of scientists, engineers and other providers. Offer-

ing stakeholders oversight on these qualities, and the means to check and verify them

serves to provide scrutability into systems across the “last mile” [33] of DDS deploy-

ment, with the potential to improve confidence in systems, and to ensure that deployed

systems are appropriate for use. Explainable AI research provides insight into the dif-

ferent classes of stakeholders that might require information about how and why DDS

behave as they do, yet we find a lack of research that delineates the roles of the system

providers and developers, and that clearly identifies and expresses the dependencies

that exist between these parties.

Following our literature review, and motivated by emerging policy directions, we identify

a gap in a specification and design for a viable socio-technical approach to providing

verifiable oversight, transparency and accountability across the ecosystems of contrib-

utors and users of a DDS. Succinctly, our review finds:
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Approach Overview

“Datasheets for Datasets”

Gebru, et al. [58]

Framework provides focus on data assets,

using answers to open questions.

Not intended to be machine readable.

“The Dataset Nutrition Label”

Holland, et al. [70]

Provides a modular framework for visual

presentation of information about datasets.

Not intended to be machine readable.

“Data statements for natural lan-

guage processing: toward mitigating

system bias and enabling better sci-

ence.”, Bender and Friedman [19]

Framework guides the formulation of a de-

scription of a dataset to provide context.

Strong focus towards metadata for natural

language processing systems.

“FactSheets: Increasing trust in AI

services through supplier’s declar-

ations of conformity.”, Arnold, et

al. [6]

Based on a safety document format used in

industry. Intended to have datasheets, etc.

available as attachments. Lacks meditated

access to sensitive information.

“Model Cards for Model Reporting”

Mitchell, et al. [107]

Framework can capture rich information

about ML models, test conditions and in-

tended uses. Not intended to be machine

readable.

“A semantic framework to support

AI system accountability and audit.”

Naja, et al. [110]

Captures “structured information” describ-

ing the outcomes of activities that influence

the accountability of a DDS. Lacks evid-

ence of veracity of accountability claims.

“Technology Readiness Levels for

machine learning systems”

Lavin, et al. [90]

Promotes engineering discipline by de-

fining Technology Readiness Levels for

AI and ML, with a format for collecting

metadata, but lacks systematic verification

of claims.

Table 2.1: Summary of Approaches to Dataset and Model Documentation
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• A need for transparency and accountability on DDS, identified by practitioners,

policymakers and academics.

• Many proposals for documentation formats, which lack mechanisms to demon-

strate accountability or provide verifiability, or an ability to be easily machine-

read.

• A lack of proposals for viable technical solution designs for transparency, trace-

ability, scrutability and accountability that takes into account complex multi-

stakeholder nature of DDS.

As a result we identify a need to design Information Systems artefacts that can make

a contribution towards meeting the problem requirements by addressing these short-

comings. Such artefacts can assist in understanding and communicating the structure

of a DDS, and provide formats for developing machine readable documentation of

the assets which comprise a DDS, which are designed to provide verifiable oversight,

scrutability, transparency and accountability. Chiefly, we see an need to provide:

• Conceptual frameworks to help identify and record DDS composition, and roles,

responsibilities and expectations of diverse stakeholders.

• Designs for IS architectures that can provide verifiable, accountable and appro-

priate levels of scrutability and transparency for diverse stakeholders in a DDS.

These requirements motivate the remainder of this thesis, which adopts the DSRM

across Chapters 3 – 6 to design solutions which:

• Guide identification of the roles and assets in a DDS, through development of a

conceptual framework.

• Provide an interoperable, verifiable structure for describing DDS contents, through

proposal of a supply chain BOM record, and definition of a JSON Schema for a

DDS BOM document.
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• Provide accountability on digital assets, through a software architecture design,

such that parties using assets can be assured of the qualities of the assets, and the

party accountable for making such claims.

• Provide verifiable oversight across a DDS, through a software architecture design,

facilitating scrutiny across a DDS and its constituents.

The technical designs that contribute to the research are based on SSI technology,

which provides protocols and data models, along with nascent infrastructure, in sup-

port of the requirements for verifiability and accountability, and information security.

A background to SSI is given above, in Section 2.4.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we have presented a review of literature across a number of themes. We

have considered the importance of information sharing in the adoption of shared assets,

and presented work that provided information on singular assets such as datasets, as

well as AI systems and DDS which might aggregate assets from different providers.

We have looked to industry and software development to understand the importance

of traceability and transparency in these domains, and understand how information in

these domains is provided to stakeholders. We have also considered initiatives from

governments and NGOs, that underpin concerns felt towards a need to provide trans-

parency and accountability on DDS.

The literature and policy reviews identified a clear need for providing information

transparency and accountability on DDS. We found that there are many proposals for

documentation formats for data assets and DDS, but observed that these proposals lack

mechanisms to provide verifiable oversight on systems, and to demonstrate owner-

ship and take accountability. We also found a lack of proposals for technical solution

architectures that can offer transparency, traceability, scrutability and accountability
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in DDS. As such, we identified a need to design frameworks to help record contri-

butions to DDS, and to identify the roles and responsibilities of participants in DDS

ecosystems. We also identified a requirement to provide technical designs for software

architectures that can provide oversight to diverse stakeholders in a DDS.

The self-sovereign identity approach for supporting trust in multi-actor ecosystems

through the exchange of verifiable credential documentation, reviewed in this chapter,

appears to offer mechanisms that can support provision of oversight and accountability

on a DDS. Accordingly, to test the hypothesis presented in Section 1.3 that this is a

viable approach, decentralised patterns using the protocols of SSI are adopted as a

technical constraint for software architectures designed in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

A Framework for Roles and

Boundaries in Data-driven Systems

3.1 Introduction

Data-driven systems are complex, multi-actor ecosystems, in which different parties

are often required to contribute and collaborate in order to provide the required solu-

tion. By developing a framework that helps to identify the different stakeholders in a

particular DDS ecosystem, we will be better equipped to understand the goals and mo-

tivations of different participants, and to determine the nature of interactions they need

to have with each other. The research presented in this chapter enables us to address

RQ1, “What are the roles involved in developing and using a DDS, and what are their

responsibilities and requirements?”.

We design a conceptual framework for mapping the social structure of DDS. This Roles

and Boundaries (RB) Framework provides a lens to help decompose DDS and identify

the different roles, requirements and responsibilities of participants in ecosystems that

contribute to the deployment and on-going maintenance of such systems.

The DSRM framework guiding our research, which was first introduced in Section 1.6,

can lead to contributions of Information Systems artefacts of different types, including

conceptual frameworks, through the steps of designing and demonstrating the artefact,

and evaluating it through use within a context. The conceptual framework presented in
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this chapter has been realised and subsequently refined over two design cycle iterations,

which analyse the machine learning pipeline and develop an accompanying model ex-

pressed in the Unified Modelling Language [61](UML), as described in Section 3.3.

The resulting research contributions are presented in Section 3.4, and evaluated in Sec-

tion 3.5, prior to a summary which is offered in Section 3.6.

3.2 Problem Identification

The review of related work in Section 2.2 identified research concerned with the lineage

of data in DDS, and the implications of errors in data cascading through systems, and

the need to move towards adoption of engineering discipline through the DDS produc-

tion lifecycle. A gap was found in identifying the participants in the DDS production

lifecycle, and in enumerating requirements and responsibilities of each participant in

ensuring a successful system is developed and maintained. This gap is problematic,

as deployment and use of DDS and, in particular, systems categorised as AI systems,

in real-world environments is beginning to highlight “last mile challenges” [39], amid

concerns about the suitability of some systems and the digital assets they are derived

from.

To contribute towards addressing this gap, we seek to develop an understanding of

the general classes of stakeholder roles involved in developing and deploying a DDS,

and to investigate interactions between the identified roles, the responsibilities of each

role and the requirements and dependencies that each has on other roles. To provide a

solution to the problem of a lack of clarity on the roles of stakeholders, and depend-

encies and motivations of different parties in a DDS, we seek to develop a conceptual

framework which should meet the following requirements:

• Assist in identification of different contributions and stakeholder roles in a DDS.
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• Guide insight into responsibilities of each role, and requirements placed upon

others.

• Facilitate exposure of tensions that might exist between roles, particularly where

there are requirements for information sharing that might conflict with protection

of commercial or private information.

These requirements are enumerated in Table 3.1.

Requirement Description Design Cycle

R1 Assist in identification of roles and contributions in a DDS 1,2

R2 Guide insight into responsibilities and requirements 1,2

R3 Facilitate exposure of information sharing tensions 1,2

Table 3.1: Requirements of a Solution to the Problem

3.3 Design and Build

The research presented in this chapter is developed across two design cycles, which

are described in turn. Design cycles are a feature of the DSRM and are iterative, with

findings from the experience of building and demonstrating formative designs leading

to new knowledge and insight that serves to improve both the understanding of the

problem and the design of the solution in future cycles.

3.3.1 Design Cycle 1: The Machine Learning Pipeline

Definition of Objectives for a Solution

In seeking to gain further insight into last-mile challenges, and how they can be mit-

igated, we consider constructs that could support a party with responsibility in the
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Figure 3.1: DDS production pipeline, adapted from Renggli, et al. [130]

deployment environment to seek and gain assurance that a DDS is appropriate for use

within a given context. We identify this party as the Domain Authority (DA), which en-

compasses a role that might be adopted by a domain practitioner, a manager, inspector

or other responsible party. What is considered to be appropriate will vary from case to

case, and in some situations may involve regulatory authorities, best practice or simply

good judgement from an experienced practitioner. In many scenarios a citizen, or their

guardian, has no alternative than to put their faith in a DA to have performed some

degree of due diligence and chosen their tools with care. This responsibility extends to

the use of a DDS, which places an onus upon DAs to be able to provide citizens with

assurance on the suitability of a system. To facilitate this, those in the domain must be

able to develop a level of confidence in the supplier of the system, and in the suitability

of the components and processes used to build the system.

The objective of the first design cycle is to inform an overview of the processes and par-

ticipants involved in developing and deploying a DDS, and to begin to develop models

and terminology that can help to explore the roles, responsibilities and requirements of

the roles.

Design and Development

Design Cycle 1 considers a DDS as a deployable instance of a data-driven ML model,

packaged within a user interface, to meet the requirements of a particular customer or

end user. The production of the DDS includes processes which lead to the develop-

ment of an ML model from one or more datasets, increasingly this chain of production
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processes is referred to as the “MLOps Pipeline” [130]. ML models are then integ-

rated with supporting interfaces and application logic through software development

processes, with the aim of creating a usable, domain-specific DDS solution for de-

ployment in the field. The production pipeline of a DDS yields the components and

integration processes illustrated in Figure 3.1. We assign roles to the parties that under-

take the processes in the pipeline and are responsible for the delivery of components,

as outlined in Table 3.2.

Role Task Component

Data Provider Generates and/or curates data Dataset

Model Engineer Uses data to develop abstractions Model

Systems Integrator Combines components to build a solution DDS

Table 3.2: Roles in a DDS

We can ascribe characteristics, and identify responsibilities and requirements for each

role:

Domain Authority

We identify the DA as the party with day-to-day responsibility for use of a DDS, de-

ployed to provide analysis on a particular problem in a specialised domain. The DA,

and related stakeholders1, are unlikely to have AI or ML expertise, but have a duty of

care to their clients, patients or customers - the people ultimately impacted by decisions

or recommendations informed by the DDS.

Role Responsibilities

The DA has a responsibility to ensure that the DDS is appropriate for use in their

domain. This may mean that it meets requirements set down in law, or rules set

by regulators or professional bodies. The DA may be required to seek assurance

1Domain Authority is used throughout, but this role is intended to include any party or stakeholder

with responsibilities for the selection, procurement or application of the DDS in its domain environment.
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that the underlying data and processes used in the development of the DDS are

appropriate for use, to provide accountability for systems used.

Role Requirements

The DA is reliant on a Systems Integrator (SI) providing them with a reliable

system, and the SI having acted with integrity and good judgement when select-

ing ML models or data abstractions for use in an DDS. In order to determine

the suitability of the DDS for use in their environment the DA may have a need

for some degree of visibility or transparency into the underlying components

and processes that the SI used, so that they can form a judgement according to

their principles. There is a further dependency on the Model Engineer (ME)

providing sufficient, trustworthy information on the constituent components and

design criteria of an abstraction, such as an ML model, to the SI, and, in turn on

the ME having received reliable information from data providers, and being able

to provide satisfactory evidence of this. This need for transparency is, however,

potentially in conflict with other parties desires for confidentiality, due to protec-

tion of commercial information or in some cases legal requirements restricting

provision of information on individuals, such as employees involved in system

development or contributions to datasets.

Systems Integrator

The SI2 is the role responsible for providing a DDS suitable for use by the DA. SI

is a familiar role in other technical fields, and can be considered as “responsible for

designing and integrating externally supplied product and service components into a

system for an individual customer” [44]. The SI will typically provide an interface

through which the DA can provide case data in the domain environment and where the

results from the underlying modelling will be presented. This interface will often be

an app or a web interface, but could use other technologies such as voice or physical

2Many aspects of this role include software engineering tasks, but the Systems Integrator moniker

was chosen to highlight the need to integrate or combine many components to deliver the solution
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sensors or actuators. The SI will select one or more ML models, either from within

their own organisation or from an external supplier. The SI will have many other tasks

to perform to deliver a reliable DDS. They may work directly with the DA to identify

and serve agreed requirements, or deliver their DDS as a subscription service that can

be found and used by any DA, without a direct relationship necessarily being in place

between the SI and DA.

Role Responsibilities: The SI has a responsibility to ensure that the DDS they

deliver is robust and reliable, and available when the DA needs it. There is

a strong responsibility on the SI to choose suitable ML models, and to perform

due diligence in this selection process. The SI also has a responsibility to use any

adopted ML model within design parameters or in line with guidance set down

by the ML model providers. In seeking assurance on the suitability of a system,

the DA would in the first instance seek assurance from the SI on the nature of

system’s constituent components and their qualities. Furthermore, policy and le-

gislative direction is towards requiring transparency and accountability on DDS

– a task which is likely to become a responsibility of the SI, as the curators of

the system.

Role Requirements: The degree to which an SI can determine the suitability of

an ML model and the datasets used to develop the models they consider for ad-

option in DDS depends on information that is available about the model and the

datasets. The SI will also have knowledge or a perception of the trustworthiness

of the parties providing documentation and evidence in support of components.

Such considerations can include a need to know the design parameters for the

model, and the conditions under which the data was sourced. The required levels

of trustworthiness can arise from knowledge of the party who created and shared

the model, or may have to be delivered through documentation that is supplied

with the model.

Whilst the SI may engage with the DA to provide assurances on the qualities of
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their product, there is some information that they may be unwilling to readily

share, or be unable to share. Such information might include details of special-

ised algorithms, or commercial relationships, where the SI may have motivation

or contractual commitments to restrict information sharing.

Model Engineer The ME is the role responsible for developing, testing and publishing

models or abstractions based on data. The ME selects data to use to develop and test the

model. This data can come from a number of sources, within the ME’s organisation,

or sourced as secondary data from peers, commercially, or from open public sources,

including Government or city authorities or global actors including UN or The World

Bank [74].

Role Responsibilities: The ME has a responsibility to ensure that datasets used

in the preparation of their models are appropriate, and will not cause unanticip-

ated problems for other parties as they adopt and use ML models in development

of DDS or in the use of such systems. This places an onus on the ME to take

great care with the selection of datasets. Beyond selecting data, the ME has a

responsibility to use the data correctly - that is, to use it in a manner that is con-

sistent with the purposes for which the data was designed and shared, and in

accordance with any terms and conditions set down in data licenses.

Role Requirements: The degree to which an ME can determine the suitability of

datasets for use in models they create and publish depends on their perception of

the qualities of the underlying data and the party providing it. Information of this

nature about the contributing datasets is assessed by the ME from information

provided by the data provider. As with the SI, there is a tension between calls for

visibility or transparency into the contributing elements and processes of models

coming from parties adopting or using the models, and a need for protection of

information about commercially sensitive information belonging to the ME and

their partners and stakeholders.
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Data Provider The Data Provider (DP) role is considered to involve creation, pre-

paration and publication of datasets for re-use, either by third parties3, or to internal

customers within an organisation [95]. There is a dependency between the ME and

the DP, in that the DP needs to prepare datasets such that the ME is willing and able

to use the assets provided. Choices made by the DP in sourcing and preparing data

have impacts that travel up the hierarchy, and can greatly impact models and DDS as

ultimately perceived and used by DAs. Note that data governance [81] is an area that

has received attention, and is where frameworks for addressing these responsibilities

and requirements would lie.

Role Responsibilities: The DP has a significant responsibility to ensure that

datasets are prepared with accuracy and integrity, and will not cause problems

for other parties as they make use of the data, or products derived from the data.

This places an onus on the DP to take care in data preparation, and in document-

ing their data. Sambasivan, et al. [136], provide examples of problems caused

by “Data Cascades” in AI systems, as the effects of brittle or poor quality data

ripples through to the domain. This is not to say that responsibility for avoid-

ing such issues lies solely with the originating DP – there is a responsibility on

other roles to make sure that adopted datasets are used sensitively, and within the

bounds of which they are intended. The DP can facilitate this by preparing and

documenting shared datasets accurately and purposefully.

Role Requirements: There is a tension between calls for transparency about

data used in DDS and a desire for confidentiality or privacy, which can mani-

fest in two ways. As we have seen above, there may be a research or business

requirement from the DP to keep details of datasets and the processes of data

generation and curation secret, in order to protect intellectual property. There

are also significant potential implications surrounding privacy and traceability of

individual data items within the dataset, especially when the data is about people.

3In some cases, the DP may offer data through an intermediary data broker [73]
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Figure 3.2: A formative sketch of the hierarchy of roles and contributions

Figure 3.2 re-orientates the production pipeline to a hierarchical view, serving to high-

light dependencies between the parties involved and the components they provide to

the overall system. Each of the illustrated components, such as datasets and ML mod-

els, can be used across multiple DDS in different combinations, and deployed in dif-

ferent domains. This hierarchy will be reproduced across every instance of a DDS,

with some datasets or models being used in multiple systems. The boundaries between

the roles discussed above, and shown in Figure 3.2, are identified as Trust Fronti-

ers [66]. These boundaries denote the interfaces where information exchange is re-

quired between roles, with actors reliant upon the integrity of others in the hierarchy.

The tension between the desire for transparency from some parties and other’s motiv-

ation to restrict information flow described for each role above, has been described by

Trask, et al. [159], as “structured transparency”. Note that in some DDS deployments

individual actors in the ecosystem will take on several of the identified roles, whilst in
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other cases there could be no direct relationship between the parties or any knowledge

of the other actors.

Demonstration and Evaluation

The demonstration phase of DSRM provides a motivation for the artefact to be instanti-

ated during each design cycle. This supports formative evaluation [165] of the artefact,

providing feedback to inform and improve performance [98] in later design iterations.

Case study scenarios are used to demonstrate and evaluate the artefacts developed

through the design research of this thesis, and are described in Definition 1. Scenario

S1 is an artificial concept for a DDS that has been envisioned by Preece, et al. [125] to

be deployed to monitor NATO’s hypothetical Anglova urban setting [149]. This DDS

is described as being owned and provided by partners in a military coalition, and pro-

cure and analyse multi-modal sensor data during times of situational uncertainty and

rapidly-evolving circumstances. Military coalitions can be considered to behave as de-

centralised ecosystems, wherein different partners collaborate to deliver a solution to

a problem in a fast-changing, high-stakes environment. Relationships between coali-

tion members typically exhibit asymmetric power balances, and fragile trust. A further

scenario, S2, is based upon a commercially-deployed conversational software agent

(chatbot), named Aurora4, which is designed to provide families with advice on the

care of newborn babies. The diversity of settings of the example scenarios is reflective

of the differing natures of high-stakes settings in which DDS can be deployed.

Applying the framework for the hierarchy of roles developed in Design Cycle 1 (Fig-

ure 3.2) to each system, we can identify or infer the following roles (Table 3.3) from

descriptions and further references in Preece, et al. [125], with ‘?’ used to indicate

elements that remain unknown after initial analysis.

Whilst information is sparse, Table 3.3 immediately identifies the responsible SI for

4http://auroratechai.com

http://auroratechai.com
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S1 CCTV Monitor: Conceived by Preece, et al. [125], as a demonstration of a

setting in which data-driven systems are able to analyse multi-media data, and

detect unexpected events that might require the attention of security forces. S1

is an artificial scenario in which a CCTV video stream processing service owned

and operated by a local law enforcement agency (and described as being located

outside a venue frequented by members of a minority community) detects what

is believed to be an active shooter event via deep neural network (DNN) analysis

of audio-visual data, running on an edge device. This CCTV Monitor scenario is

representative of situations in which a domain authority is reliant on the output

of a system created and operated by a third party systems integrator.

S2 Aurora: A commercially available web-based chatbot, that provides a conver-

sational interface for parents and carers of newborns to ask for advice on any

concerns they have about their babies, particularly related to feeding. Aurora of-

fers conversation and advice in English and Portuguese. Aurora is intended to be

sold as a business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C) service, to agencies such as

healthcare authorities, for use by families when they have concerns about their

children. Aurora has been developed by CM, a childcare expert, using a hosted

AI service offered by Google. The Aurora scenario is representative of situ-

ations in which a commercial ML model has been used, and limited information

on its characteristics is available. Aurora is designed to be deployed such that

the systems integrator (the developer, CM) and the domain authority (the health

board) are different parties, and the domain authority is reliant on the integrity

and quality of work of the systems integrator.

Definition 1: Scenarios used in Demonstration and Evaluation

each DDS, and the providers of contributing assets where known. Relationships between

actors in the system are also made apparent, with UK - UK perhaps providing situations

where information might most freely be exchanged, and different relationships existing
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Scenario System DA SI ME DP

S1 CCTV Monitor UK Analyst Anglova Law ? ?

S2 Aurora Health Agency CM Google CM

Table 3.3: Roles Identified from Scenario Descriptions

between UK - Anglova and UK - US. In Aurora, the use of a Google service to provide

the model raises questions about how further information might be sought, and to what

extent it would be forthcoming. There are also cases where a single party holds mul-

tiple roles, in Aurora, for example, CM is identified as the SI and the DP. Aurora is

intended to be provided to families via health services, so we have identified the DA

as a potential customer health agency – as stated previously, the DA could also be an

inspector or an auditor.

3.3.2 Design Cycle 2: UML Modelling

Revision of Objectives

Design Cycle 1 has shown promise in guiding identification of the roles and relation-

ships between parties in a DDS from available descriptions and information. We now

seek to develop a formal model description and set of definitions, to provide a concep-

tual framework that can be used to analyse DDS and identify key parties and compon-

ents.

Design and Development

Building on the work of Design Cycle 1, we can refine Figure 3.2, and develop a model

in which relationships and dependencies between roles are described in terms of the

Unified Modelling Language [61], a graphical language for visualizing and document-

ing the artefacts of software-intensive systems and associations between components
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in such systems. Adopting UML allows us to document relationships between com-

ponents in a DDS using a standardised graphical vocabulary.

Figure 3.3: Relationships between components in a DDS. The white diamonds

show aggregation.

Figure 3.3 shows a UML object diagram representing a system, with the label 1..n

indicating that the DDS needs one or more Models, and * that a Model can be in 0, 1 or

more DDS, and so on, as defined in Table 3.4. This provides a succinct representation

that a dataset can be used in many models, and a model in many DDS.

Label UML Meaning

1..n Aggregation of one or more

* Contained in 0, 1 or more

Table 3.4: UML Nomenclature

Figure 3.4: Revised Framework for DDS Analysis

The model can be extended by adding human actors and their relationships. A UML

representation with key roles and connections in a DDS is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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Here, arrows are used to indicate dependencies – i.e. the DA is dependant on the

DDS, whilst the DDS is dependant on the SI, and in turn on the parties responsible for

the sub-components of Model and Dataset. Roles in the framework are based on the

discussion above in Design Cycle 1, with definitions as in Table 3.5.

Role Definition

DP Data Provider Party that sources and provides data and datasets

ME Model Engineer Party that develops models and abstractions from data

SI Systems Integrator Party that provides usable systems from models

DA Domain Authority Party with responsibility for the deployed system in the field

Table 3.5: Roles in a DDS

The framework is intended to highlight the socio-technical nature of a DDS, and show

the dependencies that the DA has on technical components and the human actors or

organisations responsible for these components.

Figure 3.5: Framework Instantiated for the CCTV Monitor Scenario (S1)
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Demonstration and Evaluation

To demonstrate the utility of the designed artefact, the framework is instantiated for

the DDS scenarios described in Definition 1. Figure 3.5 shows a model of Scenario

S1, the CCTV Monitor system. This identifies the UK Analyst as the DA, using the

CCTV Monitor DDS provided by Anglova Law Enforcement, as documented. We

also know from the system description that it uses a DNN to perform event detection

on audio-visual data, whilst other details about contributions and data sources remain

unknown on first inspection of provided documentation. We do not know anything of

the nature of the DNN, how it has been trained, and by whom. This shows that there

is limited oversight offered into the system. Operationally, the UK Analyst DA could

make a decision as to whether this is an acceptable situation, which would depend on

the nature of the DDS and the setting in which it is deployed, as well as the level of

confidence that the DA has on the SI in adopting suitable components. Use of the

modelling framework by the DA provides situational awareness, and facilitates further

investigation to understand system composition.

Figure 3.6: Second Iteration of Framework Analysis on the CCTV Monitor Scen-

ario (S1).

Returning to system documentation, in this case the scenario descriptions of Preece

and colleagues [125], more can be learned about the system by following references.
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In this case, we learn that the model component is from Taylor, et al. [151], and known

as Visual-Audio Discriminative Relevance (VADR). We further learn, that the “model

architecture comprising a 3D MobileNet and VGGish as feature extractors for the

video and audio input respectively.” and that “the bottleneck features of both sub-

networks are concatenated and fed forward to a classification layer with 51 logits to be

trained”. The training data is UCF-101 human activity recognition dataset [146] – but

only samples that have an accompanying soundtrack – a subset of 51 classes. Using

this further information, we can revisit the proposed framework, and produce a more

complete mapping as shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.7: Revised Second Iteration on the CCTV Monitor Scenario (S1)

Further reflection leads us to re-work the analysis once more, in order to reflect that

Taylor and colleagues documented that they used a curated subset of the UCF-101

data. This curation process puts Taylor, et al into the role of DP, in that they were

taking responsibility for curating the data through publication of this information in

their research. As such, they are a more plausible DP for this DDS than Soomro, et

al [146], and so the framework mapping has been redrawn in Figure 3.7.

Considering a second scenario from Definition 1, S2, the Aurora assistant. The frame-

work can be used to analyse the system with information provided in discussion with

CM, the SI of the DDS. The analysis, shown in Figure 3.8, highlights a dependency on

the Google ‘DialogFlow’ service, along with two models which are part of the Google
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Figure 3.8: Analysis of the Aurora Scenario (S2)

service and provide support for interpretation of text in English and Portuguese. These

models are trained on language specific data, which has been created and provided by

CM.

Reflecting on the application of the framework to the scenarios, it was noted that the

UML pattern defined in Figure 3.4 did not allow for the nested models and datasets

shown in Figure 3.7. The UML model had provided for use of multiple models or

datasets, but not provide a means to express a single model being an aggregation of

other models, or a dataset having a curation process that resulted in the dataset being

used being a subset (or superset) of another dataset. Analysis of the S1 CCTV scenario

has produced evidence that these are plausible constructs, and there is utility in extend-

ing the framework to support them. This finding leads us to extend the framework to

allow it to represent models which contain other models, and datasets which are reliant

on other datasets. A revised model, which uses recursive UML composition symbols,

is described in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.9: The Roles and Boundaries Framework

3.4 Research Outputs

3.4.1 The Roles and Boundaries Framework

As a result of iteration through the design cycles presented in this chapter a model that

can be used to represent the roles and relationships in a DDS has been developed and

refined. The resulting framework, which we name the Roles and Boundaries Frame-

work, is shown in Figure 3.9 and an accompanying model in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: DDS Representation in UML. White diamonds show aggregation,

black diamonds show composition.

The model uses UML symbols to describe the composition of a DDS, and to identify

the roles responsible for each component. The model is to be interpreted as described

in Table 3.6 which follows.

Entity Description

Domain Authority The DA is dependant on the DDS in their use case.

Systems Integrator The DDS is dependant on an SI for its integration.

Model Engineer The Model is dependant on an ME for its engineering.

Data Provider The Dataset is dependant on a DP for its provisioning.

DDS A DDS is an aggregation of one or more Models

Model A Model is part of 0 or more DDS.

A Model can be composed of other Models.

Dataset A Dataset is part of 0 or more Models.

A Dataset can be composed of other Datasets.

Table 3.6: Entities in a DDS Ecosystem
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Technological Rules

Engström, et al, [52] reviewed software engineering literature through the lens of

design science, and found utility in presenting a “technological rule”, building on

Aken’s [3] definition as “a chunk of general knowledge, linking an intervention or

artefact with a desired outcome or performance in a certain field of application.” The

intent of the technological rule is to help to communicate the core of the research con-

tribution to peer academics and industry.

Adopting this approach, technological rules can be developed in support of the research

output of this chapter, which are provided as Definition 2

• A data-driven system has the property of scrutability if a stakeholder can identify

the constituent components in the system, and inspect the qualities of those com-

ponents, to the level that their authorisation determines.

• A data-driven system provides verifiable oversight if a stakeholder can verify the

integrity of claims made about system composition and qualities of component

assets.

• A data-driven system has the property of accountability if it can be demonstrated

that claims being made about the system, or any assets in the system, were cryp-

tographically signed by a private key controlled by an identifiable participant or

role.

Definition 2: Technological Rules for a Data-driven System

3.4.2 Communication

Communication, which requires knowledge of the “disciplinary culture” [169] is con-

sidered an important aspect of the DSRM approach [122]. Communication of the

research leading to the design of the RB Framework has taken place throughout the
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design cycles described in this chapter. Following internal review, and discussion

within the research group, a paper was written and submitted to Workshop on Re-

viewable and Auditable Pervasive Systems (WRAPS)5. The paper was published as

grey literature, and the initial model (from Design Cycle 1) shared on social media

with requests for comment from a professional audience providing useful feedback.

Peer review of the WRAPS submission was used to publish a revised paper [10], and

the updated work was presented to a virtual workshop audience as part of UbiComp

2021. The framework was presented to industry practitioners from the UK’s Office of

National Statistics during their weekly research seminar, and to a meeting of the Trust

over IP Foundation (TOIP) AI and Metaverse Technology Task Force.

3.5 Evaluation

March and Smith [98] describe “Build and Evaluate” as design science research activit-

ies that are aimed at improving the performance of a design. The demonstration activity

described here has seen the RB Framework built and revised through the design cycles

described above, with each iteration given formative evaluation through its application

to case study scenarios. Peffers, et al. [120], have developed a taxonomy of design

science research artefacts, and a taxonomy of artefact evaluation method types. The

artefact resulting from the design research presented in this chapter is a framework.

In their research, Peffers and colleagues found that 4 of 9 published evaluations of

frameworks as design artefacts had adopted illustrative scenarios, as used through the

design cycle iterations leading to the development of the RB Framework. In these

formative evaluations [165], scenarios were used in an artificial [165] paradigm to de-

termine the efficacy of the model, and to inform design improvements toward the final

outcome. We have used formative evaluation in this way to assess and improve the arte-

fact through the design cycles described above, resulting in the research contribution,

presented in Section 3.4.
5https://wraps-workshop.github.io

https://wraps-workshop.github.io
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Further evaluation of the research contribution is framed in the context of Hevner’s 3

cycle view of DSR [68], which was introduced in Section 1.6, and provides a sum-

mative evaluation of the outputs of the overall Design Cycle, presented in Section 3.3.

Evaluation is conducted from the viewpoints of Hevner’s Rigour Cycle (the grounding

of the work in science) and Relevance Cycle (its positioning in the practice).

3.5.1 The Rigour Cycle: Expert Review Panel

In a summative, criteria-based evaluation [165], the final artefact resulting from the

Design Cycle iterations is appraised. A series of semi-structured interviews were con-

ducted with participants from the ERP (introduced in Section 1.6.2, and composed of

peers from industry, governments and academia, with varying levels of expertise and

experience across DDS, data and ML). Interviews were undertaken on conclusion of

the design work, with the results contributing to refinement of the created artefacts

presented in Section 3.4. A slide introducing the RB Framework (Figure 3.11) was

shown to interviewees, and verbally introduced. The ‘sketch’ format of the frame-

work was used to illustrate and describe the framework, The UML diagram was also

on the slide, but was only discussed with interviewees who presented themselves as

more technically minded. Following the introduction to the framework, a discussion

with participants sought to ascertain if they understood its purpose and function, and

to gauge their opinion on aspects of the framework. Each discussion was recorded and

transcribed, and subsequent analysis of the transcripts used to group responses within

evaluation criteria, based on the “5E’s” [37] - Efficacy, Efficiency, Effectiveness, Eth-

icality and Elegance (Definition 3).

Efficacy

Do subjects understand the framework and its purpose?

Efficacy considers whether the proposed solution works. In evaluation of the RB
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Figure 3.11: Roles and Boundaries Slide presented to ERP interviewees

Efficacy: Does the proposed evaluand work?

Do subjects understand the framework and its purpose?

Efficiency: Is resource use minimised?

Can subjects align their DDS structures with the framework?

Effectiveness: Does the proposal help to attain the long term goals?

Does the framework make elements of DDS more apparent and visible?

Ethicality: Is the proposal a moral thing to do?

Is it appropriate and acceptable to identify responsible parties?

Elegance: Is the proposal able to be performed aesthetically?

Can subjects express an appreciation of trust frontiers?

Definition 3: Evaluation Criteria formulated as the “5E’s”

Framework with the ERP, we consider the participants early impressions of the pro-

posal, and whether they felt it would be of use.

Eight of the nine experts provided positive first impressions to the framework, describ-

ing it variously as “very pertinent”, “totally true” and “making sense”. Expert H, who

uses ML and data in city communities was especially enthusiastic, “That’s so interest-
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ing. I’ve never seen it labelled in quite that way.” Expert A, a senior researcher from

industry, was the only subject who was initially sceptical. They later identified the

role of the framework very succinctly, identifying a “kind of trust which is about the

correctness of the system” and stating that “this diagram makes sense”.

The experts demonstrated understanding that the identified roles might be applied dif-

ferently in different scenarios, A stating “even if it turns out that some of these layers

are actually the same people, they’re sensible kinds of boundaries”. F, an experienced

ML engineer described the framework as “a pretty good description of reality”, and

identified that the “roles could be the same team even, depending on the size of the

system.” B, an executive with a publishing and media firm, described the framework

from a different perspective, pointing out that it could be used to describe systems

which included contributions from external providers: “you may be purchasing a data-

set and may not actually have any relationship with the dataset provider, so these things

aren’t necessarily part of an organisation - you know there are third parties involved.

So you could end up potentially having three different parties here.”

ERP members reacted favourably to the framework, and were able to express how it

might be applied in different scenarios.

Efficiency

Can subjects align their DDS structures with the framework?

The Efficiency criterion is motivated by consideration of the ERP members reflections

on the applicability of the framework to their environments, or environments that they

have knowledge of.

Two of the experts expressed difficulty in visualising how the framework might be

applied to their own work. C, a provider of data and business information systems

to customers in the marine industry, was able to identify their customers as “domain

authority people” and themselves as a data provider. However, they felt that most of
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their customers lacked systems integrators and model engineers, because the DDS cur-

rently used in maritime are “quite simple rule-based operational tools.” D, an engineer

in government, also struggled to fit their own work - developing ML for research -

into the framework, however they said that they could see how it might apply in other

scenarios, and was able to identify the roles for a hypothetical system they introduced.

Others were able to apply the framework to their own environments. J, responsible for

data within a national, non-profit organisation works with people across the roles, and

was able to speak of lived-experience of problems cascading through systems [136], as

the behaviours of an individual in a data provider role become inherited by the system,

“Things get bolted onto the top of it, added onto the side of it. Things get taken out

and that isn’t always fully documented, and then that becomes a legacy” and resultant

difficulties faced by a domain authority “who wants to trace something back”. G, an

academic researcher with industrial software development experience, was able to map

the framework to their view of software dependencies - “In any software development,

you know when you pull in a dependency, you are trusting that that code is well writ-

ten”. They posed the question “How do these system integrators get good information

about the model to make the decision? We need to have information that we can trust

about the things that we’re trying to make a decision about.” They further explained

“The domain authority just has to trust what they’ve been given. They probably don’t

even know that it’s made up of all these different components, they just say to the sys-

tems integrator, ‘Provide me something that that works’ and they wouldn’t realise that

there are ML models that somebody else provided.”

The majority of the ERP members were able to understand and identify how the frame-

work could be applied to their DDS, or systems that they could envisage.

Effectiveness

Does the framework make elements of DDS more apparent and visible?

Consideration of the effectiveness of the framework is presented in the context of topics
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of conversation about components of DDS that were initiated by participants.

In the discussion, three experts noted that they felt the framework would have particular

application where “foundational models” or models coming from third parties were

used in a DDS. Community researcher H identified “where I think it has a particular

application, is around the use of foundational models ... it essentially makes up a

chunk of that middle slice that you’re using and has been trained on data which you

don’t know anything about.”. H referenced the UML model on the slide, describing

model constitution as “almost multidimensional in the sense that datasets will go into

a model, but you might have another model with another originating set of datasets

attached to it. It’s almost like turning that diagram you’ve got on the left hand side [the

hierarchical framework] into that more sort of 3D one on the right hand side [the UML

diagram]”. D also brought up models coming from third parties: “I think we’re going

cloud-based now – there’s lots of excitement around having pre-trained ML models

from Google or Amazon, and they’re seen as off the shelf service that anyone can

come in and use.” They identified an issue with knowing what data those models are

actually trained on, and asked “Are they relatable to your problem? You might be

trying to classify something that’s completely different to what it was trained on in

terms of number of features, type of data, etc.”. G understood that where there is a

dependency on a model, it is “transferred to the engineer who’s built the model” and

“if I don’t feel I can trust them, then to verify the model myself I need to look at all the

surrounding context in which that model was produced”. They felt that there would be

a tendency among Systems Integrators to rely upon the quality of third-party models

based on their origin, “‘oh, it’s from Google and must be good’ - I imagine they do that

all the time!”.

Discussions also covered data, and the framework prompted participants to share ex-

periences and concerns around data coming from various sources. Participants tended

to be sceptical about shared datasets – D mentioned “Wild West data” and shared an

opinion that “smaller organizations would be using data that they could just get from
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anywhere” whilst A expressed their view that “a lot of standard datasets are extremely

weird”. B and F spoke particularly about health data (citing neuroscience and radio-

graphy), and how small datasets in this field were widely used – and very dependant on

the environment in which they had been collected, which might affect utility in where

models using them were deployed. They felt that being able to identify the use of par-

ticular datasets in a system “would be extremely useful and extremely important”. B

explained that “what typically happens is you get a dataset and you don’t really know

the risks inherent in that dataset.” and that when problems occur it is not clear whether

the problem is with the model or the dataset. They felt that “if the dataset came with

a with a set of oversight attached to it and accountabilities, I think it might help when

you then develop in the model.”

The framework was found to be effective in generating a range of discussion topics

with members of the ERP, highlighting different areas of interest and concern that

might need to be taken into consideration for a DDS.

Ethicality

Is it appropriate and acceptable to identify responsible parties?

The RB Framework provides an opportunity to identify contributors to DDS. It is useful

to consider whether this is ethical.

H, a community researcher with a strong interest in decentralised systems, was very

passionate that individuals should be named, drawing an analogy with being named as

an author on academic papers. B, D, and F wondered what might happen if a named

individual left their employment, and how that might be resolved within an organisa-

tion. Other experts in the ERP felt that assets such as models and datasets were the

result of work from several members of a team, or from multiple teams, and that they

would not be comfortable putting their name to such work as an accountable party.

Some roles within an organisation that might be expected to take responsibility were

identified, and included product owner, chief technology officer, chief data officer, de-
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partment head. Other experts identified that an organisation might be identified, but

did not specify the role that might be responsible. J, a data lead, felt that insight might

be gained from processes in place for responses to legal processes, such as Freedom of

Information requests, where an individual would be accountable but with caveats de-

fining what they were taking accountability for. This section of the interviews resulted

in thoughtful discussion, with a diversity of opinion offered, depending on the experts’

backgrounds and positions.

The experts on the ERP had mixed views on whether it was appropriate or viable for

named individuals to be identified in the framework, or whether a role might be more

appropriate. The RB Framework does not specify which is required, but provides a

mechanism for discussion.

Elegance

Can subjects express an appreciation of trust frontiers?

The reaction of the ERP members to the novel depiction of trust frontiers between the

roles in the RB Framework is used to evaluate the elegance of the framework.

Separation of the roles, and labelling of the boundaries between the roles as “trust fron-

tiers” motivated discussion. H was very keen – “I like the different trust frontiers, I run

into that a lot.” and suggested they might use the terminology themselves in future.

They were able to express the challenge of the boundaries: “is the data good, or is your

model good at synthesising this, or did curation reach a certain level of quality” and felt

the trust frontiers were “a really clear way to delineate that”. F also adopted the termin-

ology, and explained how it the framework might help when assessing a system, having

to traverse frontiers because “they may have regulations that say that they can’t procure

systems from companies that haven’t done their due diligence on the datasets”. Five

experts on the ERP used the term “governance” as one aspect of the type of reliance

that might exist across a trust frontier, with four of these participants also mentioning

“impact” and four ‘ethics”. Expert E, in particular, was very passionate about these
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considerations, and keen that a well documented “ethical review process” and “impact

and risk assessments” were part of the information made available to parties in a DDS.

The ERP experts were able to identify characteristics of contributions that might need

to be provided through trust frontiers, most typically from providers of assets such as

data and models to SIs and DAs. Where experts mentioned specific documents or policy

requirements, these could be generalised to fit into the framework.
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3.5.2 The Relevance Cycle

An evaluation of the relevance of the artefact is focused on considering the utility that

it contributes to its environment, and in particular how it well it operates as a solution

to the problems from practice identified earlier in Problem Identification, Section 3.2.

In its application to case study scenarios, the RB Framework and UML model has been

shown to generalise, and to provide a mechanism that can be used to analyse what is

known (and perhaps more importantly, not known) about the components of a DDS

and the parties responsible for them, satisfying requirements identified in Table 3.1.

Demonstration activities based on artificial scenarios for each design cycle have provided

a focus for technical risk and efficacy evaluation of the approach [165]. Discussion of

how each requirement is met through the RB Framework follows.

R1 Assist in identification of roles in a DDS

The RB Framework defines contributions of a DDS and associates a role as an

owner of each component. By applying the framework to a DDS implementa-

tion, parties and actors who assume each role can be identified from document

or enquiry.

Design Cycle 1 built upon existing models of ML pipelines to extract key com-

ponents and subsystems of a DDS. Roles have been identified as having respons-

ibility for each. Instantiating the model for a DDS puts names of individuals or

organisations into each roles.

R2 Guide insight into responsibilities and requirements

The RB Framework allows a DDS to be decomposed into models and datasets,

which can in turn be derived from other models and datasets. Identifying these

components for a DDS shows where responsibilities lie – which components

have been developed locally for a project, and which have been used from public

sources. This mapping shows where models have been combined and data has

been curated, and assigns ownership and accountability to these actions.
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Design Cycle 2 developed a UML model, which was applied to case study scen-

arios, and further refined for the final presentation in Figure 3.10 to support

composite models and datasets.

R3 Facilitate exposure of information sharing tensions

Applying the RB Framework to a DDS helps to identify the parties that are re-

sponsible for each component of the system. Identifying the actors shines light

on the relationships that each party has with the others, revealing the trust fron-

tiers between actors. This serves to highlight issues that may arise due to poor

or non-existent relationships between parties, such that they can be mitigated or

addressed.

Design Cycle 1 illustrated trust frontiers between roles. These are shown in the

RB Framework. They are not explicit in the UML representation, but can be

traced through the dependencies on components and their providers.

3.5.3 Limitations

The RB Framework was generally well received by experts on the ERP during evalu-

ation, and labelling has been revised somewhat in response to discussions with mem-

bers of the group, becoming less centred around ML models and more open to other

systems such as algorithms and rule-based systems. Labelling of the roles still has

room for improvement - the DA role, for example, covers many possible viewpoints -

from user or party impacted by the system, to other parties with an interest in systems,

such as a regulator or an auditor. There is a balance to be struck between identifying all

these possible roles, and making the framework more complicated, or in trying to find

a suitable label for a generic role at the upper end of the system. Currently, we propose

the latter, but are not convinced that Domain Authority is the correct term. Similarly,

as we travel through the hierarchy, we feel that Systems Integrator is a technical term,

familiar to those in Information Technology, but perhaps alien to those using systems

- where a simpler Supplier or Vendor might be more appropriate. Model Engineer
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and Data Provider too, are simplifications that may confuse those with little technical

knowledge, whilst being troublingly imprecise for those with knowledge. We adopt

these, until better terms are identified. This was evident during formative evaluation,

when we consider the situation of Aurora as a direct to consumer service, we need to

put Families, as the DA of the service (and the party making the decision to use the

service). If it is deployed via a health agency, then the agency is the DA - and Families

are a user. Clearly, we can have a range of stakeholders in the DA role, from auditors

through to potential customers, and the framework might be extended or modified to

reflect that.

The sketch of the RB framework drove the discussions with the ERP, and was used to

identify and explain Trust Frontiers. The UML model was intended to formalize the

framework, but does not identify communication paths and associated Trust Frontiers,

or provide such a strong visual framework. As a result of the positive reaction from

the ERP discussions, we have “promoted” the role of the sketch of the framework, and

propose it as a contribution to knowledge. Our initial intent was to use only the UML

model, but on reflection it is incomplete without identifying trust boundaries.

The framework as presented shows a static view of a DDS, in terms of showing its

construction or composition, rather than its use. As such, it has no representation of

the live data in the system, that might be used for inference or decision making. This

would provide an equally valuable view on a DDS, and would identify the sub-systems

and components that were being relied upon to drive the system, and perhaps to retrain

its models.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter we have sought to answer RQ1, and identify the roles involved in de-

veloping and using a DDS, and their responsibilities and requirements. This has been

approached through the development of a conceptual framework that can be used to
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derive insight into the different roles of stakeholders involved in providing and us-

ing DDS, and understanding typical responsibilities and requirements of each role. In

designing this model, the RB Framework, to represent roles and responsibilities in an

DDS deployment environment, we have been able to consider different actors in DDS,

which has helped to identify where and why each party might need information from

other stakeholders, and what responsibilities each has to others.

The RB Framework provides a lens through which contributions and contributing

parties to a DDS can be identified, and reveals primary, secondary and potentially

tertiary dependencies between the parties in a DDS ecosystem. Communication links

may need to be established between these parties, to exchange information in order

to provide accountability and maintain oversight over the system. Analysis of a DDS

through the RB Framework can lead to development of questions on who is responsible

for the system overall, and for elements within the system and can be used to highlight

shortcomings in identification of actors, which may prevent long-term problems if ad-

dressed sooner. The RB Framework brings focus on tensions that can exist between

a desire for transparency, and competing needs for confidentiality and privacy which

exist across the trust frontiers between roles.

The RB Framework defines a set of roles for actors involved in the development and

application of a DDS within a domain. Each domain will come with its own unique

responsibilities and requirements for actors fulfilling these roles. The ultimate respons-

ibility, and hence risk, for acting upon these systems rests with the DA who will sanc-

tion its use and then be held accountable for that decision. In order to take on this risk,

the DA needs assurance that the system is applicable, accurate and reliable for the use

case it is applied to. They need to be able to trust it, and be able to demonstrate to

others that it is trustworthy. This is especially important when a DDS is influencing

decisions that can significantly impact human actors, such as the scenarios considered

in the demonstrations set in military intelligence and healthcare domains.

Enumerating and clarifying the different roles and the hierarchy of interlinked depend-
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encies between these roles helps to define expectations and establish a specification

for an information sharing environment among actors, where often there is no direct

relationship between parties, and distribution of power in the relationships is uneven.

The RB Framework also helps to highlight tensions between desires for transparency

about a DDS, and requirements for varying levels of confidentiality and privacy from

contributors.
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Chapter 4

A Verifiable Supply Chain Bill of

Materials for Data-driven Systems

4.1 Introduction

This chapter considers how oversight can be provided on a data-driven system as a

whole, as well as on the component parts, and other contributions made to a system.

In particular, we seek to address RQ2 which asks “How can contributions to a DDS be

recorded and documented, so that traceability can be provided to stakeholders?”.

Through the design research of this chapter, we develop an approach to providing

oversight and traceability on DDS, such that systems can be scrutinised and assessed.

We propose adoption of a bill of materials record for tracing contributions to DDS, as

used in industry to keep records of the parts and assemblies used in physical products.

We provide a data model and schema that describes how DDS can be represented in a

bill of materials, in order that their contributions can be identified and scrutinised.

The research presented in this chapter has been realised over two design cycle itera-

tions, described in section 4.3. The resulting contributions to the research knowledge

base are presented in Section 4.4, with the results of evaluation by the Expert Review

Panel provided in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Problem Identification

As society increasingly relies upon inferences and predictions made by DDS, there is

a pressing need to provide mechanisms for responsible parties, such as the Domain

Authorities identified in the Roles and Boundaries Framework developed in Chapter

3, to be able to inspect DDS and the assets they are built from. Lack of oversight, or

an inability to scrutinise contributions to components such as models and data assets,

is exacerbated as the distance between specialist data providers, model engineers, and

those using a DDS grows. The potential for problems to be observed in, or caused by,

DDS compounds as datasets and models are themselves used to build new knowledge

products, which move out of research laboratories and into deployment environments.

This is a particular concern where shared datasets are used, or when models are sourced

from third parties, through channels such as commercial AI-as-a-Service offerings,

community marketplace platforms [173], science gateways and model zoos [87]. Ana-

lysis of experimental DDS developed rapidly in response to the COVID-19 pandemic

to predict patients’ conditions from CT scans [132], for example, uncovered systems

built on public datasets which were found to have included data that was likely to lead

to incorrect results. These so-called “Frankenstein datasets” [132], compiled from dis-

parate, re-packaged sources, and assembled without due care or attention to detail can

lead to unwitting introduction of bias into data – in this case using paediatric scans

as data for healthy conditions, and duplicated use of certain images [137]. Such cir-

cumstances could present significant issues in a DDS deployed in high-stakes settings,

and so it is vital that Domain Authorities and other stakeholders are able to identify

models and datasets used in systems, and be able to assure themselves that appropriate

standards are met.

As such, we contend that there is a need to develop mechanisms which can provide

visibility on the components and contributions that lead to a DDS deployment. Fur-

ther, any record of contributing assets should be machine readable, so that it can foster

the development and adoption of tools that are able to support documentation and pro-
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vision of scrutiny on DDS. A solution to the problem of lack of transparency and

oversight on DDS should meet the following requirements:

• Provide a framework that can give oversight on a DDS, by documenting the

components of, and contributions made, to the DDS.

• Provide a data model for machine readable documentation, such that interoper-

able tools can be offered in support of stakeholder needs.

The requirements are summarised in Table 4.1.

Requirement Description Design Cycle

R1 Provide a framework that can give oversight on a DDS 1

R2 Provide a data model for machine readable documentation 2

Table 4.1: Requirements of a Solution to the Problem

4.3 Design and Build

Following the DSRM, iterative design cycles were used to refine the research objectives

and outputs, which are described below.

4.3.1 Design Cycle 1: A Bill of Materials

Definition of Objectives for a Solution

We propose to take a lead from industry, through the adoption of artefacts that record

information about the supply chains of DDS. In the first design cycle, we develop an

understanding of traceability and associated terminology relating to supply chains of

other domains. We seek to use this knowledge to establish a framework which Systems

Integrators can adopt to provide oversight on DDS.
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Design and Development

The literature review of Chapter 2 introduced the notion of supply chain modelling,

used across industries such as manufacturing and food production, which have had

a long-standing need for traceability, for reasons of safety and quality assurance. A

definition for traceability from industry is provided by Opara [118], as “the collection,

documentation, maintenance, and application of information related to all processes

in the supply chain in a manner that provides guarantee to the consumer and other

stakeholders on the origin, location and life history of a product as well as assisting

in crises management in the event of a safety and quality breach.” As these are needs

increasingly evident in regards to DDS, describing the composition of DDS in terms

of their supply chains has the potential to achieve similar results. As such, maintain-

ing a record of the contributions that make up the supply chain of a DDS provides a

mechanism to enumerate and identify models, datasets and other assets which contrib-

ute to the system. Furthermore, as new assets are created and used in other systems

- perhaps by other parties - a record of the supply chain of these assets can provide

traceability across the DDS ecosystem. Offering traceability will facilitate oversight,

and lead to accountability, as Kroll observes, “traceability relates the objects of trans-

parency (disclosures about a system or records created within that system) to the goals

of accountability (holding the designers, developers, and operators of a computer sys-

tem responsible for that system’s behaviors and ultimately assessing that the system

reflects and upholds desired norms).” [85]

In industry, Jansen-Vullers, van Dorp, and Beulens [76] and van Dorp [161] discuss the

composition of products in terms of a BOM, which is a list of the types of component

needed to make a finished item. The BOM might specify a sub-assembly to be used,

for example, and can be multi-level, wherein components can be used to create sub-

assemblies which are subsequently used in several different product types. This maps

well to the structure of a DDS, which can be assembled from sub-components in the

form of ML models and datasets, for example. A DDS BOM could record a rich set of
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information per contribution in the supply chain, with associated documents and pay-

loads linked to or stored at each stage. By maintaining BOM documentation, SIs and

system developers can create a record of the composition of each asset, as well as sup-

porting artefacts, giving traceability onto models and datasets and the circumstances in

which they were generated or obtained.

As noted previously, in Section 2.2.4, the concept of using a BOM to identify and

record component parts of assets in a digital context is being recognised as good prac-

tice, with the US Department of Commerce working on the NTIA Software Compon-

ent Transparency initiative to provide a standardised Software BOM1 format to detail

sub-components in software systems and applications. Here the intent is to provide

visibility on underlying software modules, such that vulnerable or out-of-date code

can be identified and replaced. This supports our motivation to develop a BOM for

tracking the elements of a DDS, and in particular to document and provide a way to

trace contributions from providers, so that any issues of data corruption, bias or vul-

nerabilities found in data sources or other components can be identified and flagged to

DAs and other stakeholders. Research on the security and integrity of ML models, for

example, identifies threat vectors which include Sybil attacks [167], data poisoning at-

tacks [102], and model poisoning attacks [62]. Further, as models mature and are used

in deployed DDS environments, it is conceivable that qualifications, best practice, and

ethical or legal standards which were appropriate at development time are no longer

adequate by the standards of the day or appropriate in the target domain.

Demonstration and Evaluation

In considering the development of a BOM record for a DDS, the contributing assets

need to be identified and itemised. This can be achieved by analysing the production

pipeline for a system, which will typically include ML models, data sources and data-

sets used for model training and validation, along with human expertise used in data

1https://www.ntia.doc.gov/SoftwareTransparency

https://www.ntia.doc.gov/SoftwareTransparency
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preparation and curation, and in development and testing. In addition to recording

data and human effort, there may be other supporting assets which can be considered

useful supplementary information when recording the characteristics of a data eco-

system, which Singh, Cobbe and Norval [144] have described as providing “decision

provenance”. A BOM can provide a means to record such information so that it can

be readily located and referenced. Describing DDS in terms of their supply chains

provides a mechanism to identify data sources and the assets which contribute to the

development of the data components, or which are produced as the results of interme-

diate processes. Being able to clearly identify and enumerate data sources contributing

to a DDS provides a route to understand the “bibliometric data” [104] behind systems,

as a way to assess contributions to AI research by factors including geography, gender,

and other attributes.

Chapter 3 described the Roles and Boundaries Framework, a conceptual model de-

signed to help identify and represent the components and contributions in a DDS. An

instantiation of the RB Framework for a particular DDS, can provide the information

needed to populate a BOM record of the supply chain for the system. As such, if the

RB Framework is used to identify the components in a system and the stakeholders

responsible for those components, then this can be used to derive a BOM record for

the system. The process of analysis and inspection of the contributions to a DDS can

guide stakeholders to consider where the data and the work that created the assets they

are examining has originated, and how able they are to track changes and potential

problems. This can particularly lead to new awareness on contributions that have low

visibility, which evaluating parties can seek to address. Improving oversight on a DDS

and its underlying contributions, gives stakeholders an opportunity to become aware of

potential problems that might arise from components that might be considered to be of

low quality or have inauspicious origins.

The drive for wider adoption of SBOM for software use shows that provision of machine-

readable information in a digital asset’s supply chain record can foster improvements
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in identifying and mitigating problems caused by underlying components. Providing a

means to monitor the freshness of information provided about components and help to

identify those which are abandoned [38], for example, is one aspect that could be auto-

mated once machine-readable supply chain information is made available, reducing

potential attack vectors on systems due to neglected components [172]. Subsequent

design cycles consider how to address this need for a machine-readable and verifiable

BOM for DDS.

4.3.2 Design Cycle 2: A Schema for a DDS BOM

Revision of Objectives for a Solution

To advance the adoption of a machine-readable BOM record for a DDS supply chain,

Design Cycle 2 considers how such a document could be structured, and what it would

need to contain to convey information about a DDS such that the system can provide

transparency and traceability. The intended outcome of this design cycle is to identify

the elements required to describe the supply chain of a DDS, and to design a data model

for a DDS BOM which defines how to represent these elements and the relationships

between them. Developing a schema for the data model provides a structure that will

support development of a machine-readable BOM.

Design and Development

The structure of a DDS can be described through the definition of a data model. The

data model can be encoded in schema, providing an implementation of the rules that

determine the validity of a data document. JSON Schema2, a proposed IETF standard3,

provides one such structure that can support this encoding. An advantage of using

2https://json-schema.org
3https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-bhutton-json-schema-00

https://json-schema.org
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/draft-bhutton-json-schema-00
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JSON Schema is that both the schema and resultant BOM documents are machine-

readable, and can be used to support the development of APIs and user interfaces,

and to develop interoperable tool support around the documentation of a DDS [9].

Using a declarative schema formatted to the JSON Schema standard to describe the

data structure requirements for the BOM document will help to ensure that underlying

JSON documents are compliant with a consistent and constrained structure, supporting

interoperability and integrity of exchanged data [123].

Building on the analysis of DDS which derived the RB Framework described in Chapter

3, a DDS can be considered to be composed of digital assets, which include models

and datasets. These assets can have dependencies on other assets – both in aggregation

and composition, as demonstrated in the UML model shown in Figure 3.10. We have

identified a requirement for providing oversight on the component assets in a DDS. We

have also identified a need to identify parties that have provided assets, and who may be

accountable for their qualities. Furthermore, there may be confidentiality and privacy

constraints that prevent open sharing of information among participants in a system.

As such, we determine that the DDS BOM schema needs to provide a structure that

can support:

• Identification and descriptions of assets

• Identification of dependencies on other assets

• Identification of parties accountable for assets

• Conditional access to confidential or private information

The proposed structure for a BOM is shown in Table 4.2. The Asset Type is defined as

being one of a DDS, a Model or a Dataset, as used in Roles and Boundaries Frame-

work, or an Artefact – a new type which has been introduced to provide support for

recording other pertinent information – to build “decision provenance” [144]. Provider
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is a name or identifier of the party providing the asset – this would be the Systems In-

tegrator, Model Engineer or Data Provider in the RB Framework. The optional Verific-

ation attribute provides a route by which verifiable evidence of the claims made in the

component description can be obtained. The Verification route may also provide addi-

tional – and perhaps conditional – information to requesting parties and offers support

for structured transparency around sensitive commercial or private information. Veri-

fication is to be provided by a party that can be held accountable for the information

provided in the BOM description. Verification could be supported through a technical

approach (such as self-sovereign identity protocols, as future chapters will demon-

strate), or by other means, such as a phone number or personal contact. The party

identified as the Provider and the accountable party in Verification may be the same,

but it is not required to be so. The proposed structure is iterative, such that an asset

may contain other assets through the Known Dependencies field. This field is named

in recognition of the fact that not all information may be publicly shared, and so there

might be other dependencies that are not disclosed in the asset’s BOM document.

Field Description

Id An identifier so that entities can be uniquely referenced

Descriptive fields Name, identifier, version, description, etc.

Metadata Information about the asset and its generation, etc.

Asset Type DDS, Model, Dataset or Artefact

Provider Party providing asset

Verifier Route to get verification from accountable party

Known Dependencies List of other assets used to build this asset

Table 4.2: Elements of an Asset in a BOM document

This definition of entities can be used to develop a JSON Schema that describes an

Asset, so that BOM documents can be instantiated using the schema. Appendix C

provides Listing C.1, a JSON Schema definition that represents the Asset using the

attributes from Table 4.2.
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Demonstration and Evaluation

The proposed data model can be demonstrated by instantiating the JSON Schema as

a BOM for a DDS. The schema defined in this design cycle provides structures that

can be used to describe entities that contribute to a DDS as Models, Datasets and

Accountable Parties (i.e., the SI, ME and DP previously identified). By application

of the schema to different scenarios, and subsequent evaluation of these instances, it

can be determined whether the data model defines suitable objects and relationships.

Once again the artifical scenario S1 developed by Preece and colleagues [125] and

S2, the Aurora chatbot, described in Definition 1 are used to motivate demonstration

and evaluation of the design approach. The JSON Schema is instantiated for the DDS

described in these scenarios, which supports an assessment as to whether the entities

proposed in the schema are sufficiently expressive or require further revision.

Considering Figure 3.7, which illustrated the models and datasets for scenario S1 (the

CCTV Monitor), and using Table 4.2 to identify entities of the scenario, results in

Table 4.3. This can be encoded with the JSON Schema of Listing C.1 (Appendix

C), to provide a JSON formatted BOM document that describes the DDS. The JSON

representation of the BOM is shown in Listing C.2 (Appendix C), which shows defini-

tions for the component assets identified previously. A format has been adopted which

provides an id for assets which have further information available, and not for those

which have been sourced from outside of the direct ecosystem. Where an id is spe-

cified, a JSON definition is provided for the asset. Note that in all cases, references to

external documentation and other pertinent biographical information could be provided

through the descriptive or metadata fields.

A similar analysis can be followed for Scenario S2, the Aurora chatbot. Figure 3.8

identified the model and dataset assets using the RB Framework, which are enumerated

in Table 4.4. A JSON encoding of the data based on the JSON Schema of Listing C.1

(Appendix C), provides a BOM document for the Aurora DDS, which is shown in

Listing C.3 (Appendix C).
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Id Asset Attribute Value

$CCTVMonitor DDS descriptiveFields "CCTV Monitor"

Provider AnglovaLaw (SI)

knownDependencies $DNN

$DNN Model Name "DNN"

Provider Taylor, et al (ME)

knownDependencies 3DMobileNet,

VGGish,

$Curated_UCF-101

$Curated_UCF-101 Dataset descriptiveFields "Curated UCF-101"

Provider Taylor, et al (DP)

knownDependencies UCF-101

Table 4.3: Entities in Scenario S1, CCTV Monitor

Open source code is available4 to perform verification of supplied JSON Schema and

JSON data files instantiated against those schema. The JSON Schema and JSON

files resulting from Design Cycle 2 were successfully tested using a web-based JSON

Schema validation service 5. This shows both that the JSON Schema is grammatic-

ally correct, and the data in the JSON files correctly follows the structure defined by

the schema. Application of the data model, via its JSON Schema (Listing C.1), to the

scenarios described above has demonstrated that it provides a vocabulary that allows

the structure of a DDS to be documented, and the relationships between assets in the

DDS to be recorded.
4https://github.com/json-schema-org/JSON-Schema-Test-Suite
5https://www.jsonschemavalidator.net/

https://github.com/json-schema-org/JSON-Schema-Test-Suite
https://www.jsonschemavalidator.net/
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Id Asset Attribute Value

$Aurora DDS descriptiveFields "Aurora"

Provider CM (SI)

knownDependencies $DialogFlow

$DialogFlow Model Name "Dialogflow"

Provider Google (ME)

knownDependencies $EnglishModel,

$PortugueseModel

$EnglishModel Model descriptiveFields "Text Analysis (EN)"

Provider Google (ME)

knownDependencies $EnglishData

$PortugueseModel Model descriptiveFields "Text Analysis (PT)"

Provider Google (ME)

knownDependencies $PortugueseData

$EnglishData Dataset descriptiveFields "Conversation (EN)"

Provider CM (DP)

$PortugueseData Dataset descriptiveFields "Conversation (PT)"

Provider CM (DP)

Table 4.4: Entities in Scenario S2, Aurora

4.4 Research Outputs

4.4.1 A Bill of Materials for DDS and Supporting Data Model

Through the design cycles presented in this chapter we have motivated the adoption of a

BOM document for DDS. The proposed DDS BOM provides a framework to record in-

formation about the assets and contributions that form the supply chain of a DDS. The
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BOM enables parties to take responsibility for their contributions to a DDS, providing

transparency and enabling stakeholders to seek verification of claims made about the

DDS and assets that constitute it. The proposal is supported by the long-term use of

BOM in industry and food production for tracking components and sub-components in

an assembly in order to provide transparency and traceability. The approach is further

endorsed by SBOM initiatives in the software sector, which maintain a record of con-

tributions to software systems to help identify potential vulnerabilities in underlying

components and modules.

Figure 4.1: Data Model for a DDS Bill of Materials

In order to facilitate development of a machine readable DDS BOM document, a data

model has been developed, and instantiated in a schema defined as a JSON Schema.

The data model and schema define a format for recording contributions to a DDS, so

that a BOM can be written for a DDS and used by other tools and systems that adopt the

schema. The data model is shown in Figure 4.1. The model is presented in Entity Data

Model (EDM) representation, which is intended to support development of rich, data-

centric applications [25], by describing the structure of data in terms of its constituent

parts. The data model diagram shows a conceptual model with three key entity types:

Asset, Provider, and Accountable Party.

Following the recommendation of Engström, et al. [52], we provide a technological

rule to summarise the research contribution, thus: In order to provide transparency and
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traceability on contributions made to a DDS where machine readability is required,

one should maintain a BOM document based on a published data model.

In comparison to proposals from published literature for recording the constituent parts

of an AI System or an ML Model, including Model Cards [107] and Factsheets [6], the

contribution presented here provides a record that is machine readable, through its

observance of a data schema format. This will facilitate the design and development

of software tools and other systems that can collect and convey information between

stakeholders.

4.4.2 Communication

Research from this chapter has been formally communicated as it has developed by

publication of peer-reviewed papers [11, 13, 17], and through informal venues. The

proposal to analyse the supply chain for DDS and maintain a BOM record has been

regularly communicated within research groups at Cardiff University and University

of Notre Dame, and to academic and industry colleagues in the DAIS-ITA project. The

work has also been presented in a research seminar to an audience of data industry

experts at the UK’s National Statistics Office, and to the scientific community through

presentations at the International Workshop on Science Gateways.

4.5 Evaluation

The design cycle iterations described above have each included a formative evalu-

ation, through the application of the BOM framework, data model and associated JSON

Schema in artificial scenarios. To conclude this episode, an ex-post, summative evalu-

ation on the adoption of a supply chain-based approach for recording of contributions

to a DDS was undertaken.
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Figure 4.2: Data Supply Chain Slide presented to ERP interviewees

4.5.1 The Rigour Cycle: Expert Review Panel

Evaluation of the proposed application of a supply chain model and BOM for DDS was

conducted by expert peer-review, taking the form of semi-structured interviews with

expert peers on the Expert Review Panel, as described in Section 1.6.2. Interviews with

panel members took place following the conclusion of the design research described

across this thesis. ERP participants were first introduced to the research problem, and

then to the Roles and Boundaries Framework, which resulted in findings presented in

Section 3.5.1. As discussion on the RB Framework concluded, subjects were shown

slides introducing the notion of a supply chain for DDS, Figure 4.2, and an extension

of the supply chain in which qualities of contributions might be able to be endorsed

and subsequently verified, Figure 4.3. Both slides were presented verbally to panelists.

The ensuing discussion with each interviewee was later transcribed and analysed, to

develop a critique formulated against Checkland’s 5E’s criteria [37], summarised in

Definition 4.
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Figure 4.3: Verifiable Supply Chain Slide presented to ERP interviewees

Efficacy: Does the proposed evaluand work?

Do subjects see value in the supply chain BOM model for DDS?

Efficiency: Is resource use minimised?

Can subjects align their DDS with the model?

Effectiveness: Does the proposal help to attain the long term goals?

Could a BOM provide traceability on contributions to a DDS?

Ethicality: Is the proposal a moral thing to do?

How might a DDS BOM be adopted?

Elegance: Is the proposal able to be performed aesthetically?

Could asset endorsement and verification work in practice?

Definition 4: Evaluation Criteria formulated as the ‘5E’s’

Efficacy: Do subjects see value in the supply chain BOM model for DDS?

The criterion of efficacy seeks to consider whether the proposed solution is likely to

work. In this case, we report the early reactions of the subjects to the proposal of a

supply chain model, and whether this is positive or otherwise.
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Following analysis of the interview transcripts, eight ERP members introduced to this

proposal6 expressed an opinion on the suggestion of considering the contributions to

a DDS as a supply chain. Of these, six were positive – Machine Learning Engineer

F saying “I definitely very much like the supply chain analogy” and B, a Chief Data

Officer, thought along the same lines – “I think the analogy is a good one”. Software

engineer G thought the proposal was “a good idea”, as did D, and H, who works with

data in a community setting “loved the idea”. J, the data lead at a national scale non-

profit organisation, expressed enthusiasm for the idea, and had actually suggested it

during the part of the interview about the RB Framework (discussed in Section 3.5.1).

C was more reticent, based on their experience with rule-based maritime systems. They

aligned the BOM to a “technical specification of a solution”, and stated that they pre-

pared this type of documentation for their customers, but was doubtful that they “sys-

tematically use it for anything.”. A, a senior researcher at a global organisation, felt

maintaining a BOM was a sensible approach, but said they had come across the idea

previously, during work with the AI Now Institute7.

A significant proportion (six out of eight) of ERP members reacted favourably to the

proposal, two members were more guarded, but not overly negative or dismissive of

the notion. Two panel members (one very keen, and one less so) had previous exposure

to the concept of a supply chain for DDS from other sources.

Efficiency: Can subjects align their DDS structures with the model?

Efficiency is considered in the context of the applicability of the model to the subject’s

requirements, with the view that if it is a good fit, then it can be considered likely

to efficient (or worthwhile to make an effort to apply), otherwise not. Here, we seek

to understand whether interviewees could align the proposal to their understanding of

6The interview with E was cut short due to unexpected circumstances, and finished prior to this

section
7https://ainowinstitute.org

https://ainowinstitute.org
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DDS, as that would be likely to lead to an efficient adoption of the model.

In discussion, five of the experts from the ERP replayed their own version of the narrat-

ive about a supply chain for a DDS, and how it would work and the potential benefits

it would bring. D referred back to the UML model shown to panel members on an

earlier slide (3.11) and used that diagram to set the context of their description of a

supply chain, relating the process to food production “the system that is providing the

output, is the meal. And then within there’s the ingredients that go into it, being the

data and the model”. J described the supply chain in terms of food processing, using a

metaphor of tracing meat back to a farm, and saying that such a scheme “doesn’t seem

to exist in this [DDS] world”. F and G both described a DDS supply chain. F imagined

datasets being combined to create new data sets and trained models. G pointing out

that “it is not just the materials it’s the way that they’ve been combined” and that “we

start from the raw materials which are the datasets”. H also picked up on this point,

“if you were able then to trace how that data was used, and how it was used to build

models, in future studies you could know where the source data comes from.”

Participants were very clear that they understood the concept of the DDS BOM, and

provided unsolicited descriptions of the approach in their own words and contexts,

demonstrating that the model aligned well with their own mental models.

Effectiveness: Could a BOM provide traceability on contributions to a DDS?

To help evaluate the potential effectiveness of the supply chain BOM model, we con-

sider ERP members expressed thoughts on it being able to bring transparency and

traceability to a DDS, and the components of a DDS.

J, who had mentioned a supply chain before the slide was shown, used the food ana-

logy, and suggested “you can have a look and trace it back, and there’s a record of

where it goes back to”. F expressed that a supply chain BOM record would be “great

from a visibility perspective”. H felt that it would be “extremely powerful” to be able
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to “trace systems through to their roots, and then seeing how they move through net-

works would be awesome”. G similarly saw the opportunity to “track that materials

go into something that is produced into a product and then pass on to the next”. D

suggested that “the data, a lot of the time is probably the least known part of a system.”

Drawing on a particular use case from their experience in neuroscience, H pointed out

a potential benefit of such a system “if you were able then to trace how that data was

used, and how it was used to build models, in future studies you could know where

the source data comes from, and then you know any problems that arise.” C, one of

the panelists showing the least enthusiasm towards the BOM approach, gave a stronger

endorsement to the benefits of traceability on the origins of data in their systems: “to

explain where each piece of IoT or other data comes from is a valuable thing for the

the end users”.

A was less sanguine about the proposal, stating that “it doesn’t capture all the things

that you need to capture.” They gave their view that a BOM in the manufacturing world

is used to determine product cost and price, but doesn’t have any link to processes or

information on how parts are to be used – they illustrated their point using an example

of an Arduino: the BOM for which might state that it contained “a crystal in the CPU

and some resistors” but wouldn’t cover how the parts were “glued together”. Similarly,

they felt that knowing that an ML model was trained on MNIST “doesn’t particularly

tell me what I’ve trained, and the shape of the model, and the function that determines

what it’s learning, and the goal of the function.”

Several participants expressed a clear view of how a supply chain record for a DDS

could provide a means to gain visibility and transparency on the components of a

system. A provided further insight, and identified that a BOM record that is just a list

of components in a system does not capture all the information that stakeholders might

need to fully understand the system.
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Ethicality: How might a DDS BOM be adopted?

The Ethicality criterion considers whether the proposal is a moral thing to do. Here,

we report on the ERP participants observations on how such schemes might be ad-

opted, and whether SIs or other participants might voluntary share information, or

whether it would require regulation from government or other bodies. As a result of

the semi-structured nature of the interviews, this topic was not discussed with all of the

panellists, but interesting perspectives were offered where it was covered.

C, the owner of a business that provides DDS to the maritime sector, revealed that they

had “a very open policy to explaining how our system works, and we don’t hide much

of what we do.” They reflected that the systems they provided were (in their view)

simple, rule-based systems, based on common sense. They felt that the value their

business offered to customers was “not the technical side or the fine algorithms, more

the usability, the customer service levels.” In behaving in such a way, and focusing on

developing relationships with customers as their SI, they were able to gain the trust of

their customers. Based on C’s experience, they felt that “the end users neither care, or

know about, where all data comes from” and that usually there were staff within the

customer organisation who’s role was to understand how the system works, and where

the data comes from. Other staff in turn trusted the person in that role – “every person

in an organisation has a specific set of tasks, and if you have a data gatekeeper in your

organisation, then the rest of the organisation should be able to trust those buyers” –

by developing a good relationship with those gatekeepers, C was able to help them in

their jobs as the “gatekeepers” in their organisations.

As the Chief Data Officer of a global publisher, H was able to share insight into the

factors that might drive adoption of a DDS BOM. They related it to a recent surge in

demand for evidence around the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) impact

of operations. H identified that there is a lot of work being done around ESG sup-

ply chains, with no real underlying regulatory requirement. They felt that the moves

seemed to be being driven by investment markets, and wondered whether that might
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be an interesting first step – perhaps driven by “adverse consequences” from a DDS,

which will motivate the financial investment community to make demands to have sys-

tems in place in order to make sure their investments were sounds. H felt that a DDS

BOM (or other approach) could be imposed either by future regulation, or be “driven

by the financial investment community”.

Participants offered insight into the benefits of having an open approach to sharing

DDS information via a BOM, for C this was as part of their customer service ethic. H

felt that a move to such openness might be driven by demand from investors, as had

been the case with ESG – this demand preceded regulatory requirements.

Elegance: Could asset endorsement and verification work in practice?

Finally we consider the elegance of the proposed approach, which considers how it

could be applied, and what might be involved in that process. Panelists were introduced

to the notion of parties having an ability to endorse qualities of contributions to the

DDS BOM for subsequent verification. Discussion often turned to how aspects of the

system might be endorsed and verified, and who might fulfil roles in that process.

A succinctly raised the concern, “One of the things that I think is tricky is verified by

who?”. A was uneasy with the notion of verifying parties being assigned, feeling it is

“deeply unsatisfactory for the world to tell me who the verifiers are” - conversely, they

felt exposed to being “conned” when having to make their own choices. In summary

they felt “It’s quite a tricky problem.”

F explained that “you can either self sign or presumably there might be some other

external bodies that could sign something for you if you want like a that extra stamp”.

B’s experience suggested that trusted third parties might have a role to play, in inspect-

ing components of a system, and providing a certification of qualities. In particular, B

felt that companies “will make all sorts of proclamations about their data sets which

aren’t necessarily accurate or true” – and those dependant on these parties had to rely
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on their honesty, but they felt it would be “really quite helpful” if a trusted third party

could provide and attest to verification. B provided examples of bodies that might play

such a role, often coming from existing regulatory groups in different domains, such as

Financial Conduct Authority, Law Society, Solicitors Regulation Authority or the Gen-

eral Medical Council. They felt that a regulator would particularly have a role to play

as AI regulations from the EU and other groups emerged. C suggested that an “NGO-

backed organisation” might occupy a trusted role, and gave Wikipedia and Mozilla as

other examples. They were sceptical of placing trust in claims made about “commer-

cial technology managed by a specific company”. G suggested that endorsement of

qualities of a DDS or components from a regulator or “somebody independent” might

hold more credibility than assertions from an SI.

F explored the situation further, and raised an awareness of data and models being used

across multiple DDS, asking “could a data set have multiple different certificates that

would be contextual in a way, because the value or the potential harm from data set in

the model or the value from a data model is context dependent”

Several panelists revealed concerns as to whether they would have confidence in parties

making claims about assets, with a reluctance to place faith in claims from commercial

companies. Enthusiasm was expressed for the role of a third party in endorsing assets,

whether that was a party in an official, regulatory role, or an independent inspector

or auditor of some kind. F raised a significant point about the value of endorsement

being contextual, or domain dependant.

4.5.2 The Relevance Cycle

The relevance of a designed artefact can be evaluated by considering it in the context

of its environment, and assessing how it well it would operate as a solution to the

problems identified in the environment, as described in Section 4.2.

Through application to artificial case study scenarios, the BOM model and supporting
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data model, with its JSON Schema structure, has been shown to be adaptable, and able

to be used to record contributions made towards different DDS. Table 4.1 identified

requirements for a documentation structure that needed to be satisfied to address the

problems of a lack of oversight on DDS. Discussion of how each requirement is met

through the proposed BOM record and data schema follows.

R1 Provide a framework that can give oversight on a DDS

A BOM document provides a framework by which contributions to a DDS can

be documented and recorded. By documenting a DDS as a BOM, details on each

element of the system can be captured, such that contributions to the system can

be identified. As such, a BOM document can provide oversight on a DDS.

Design Cycle 1 considered existing documentation of multi-contributor systems,

from industry and food production, and identified similarities between the re-

quirements from these sectors for transparency and traceability and the needs in

a DDS deployment. The BOM approach used in the other sectors was determ-

ined to be appropriate for adoption in documenting a DDS to provide oversight

on its components and contributors.

R2 Provide a data model for machine readable documentation

In order for BOM documentation to have maximum utility, it is desirable for it to

be written in a machine-readable format. This will facilitate the development of

APIs and tools for creating and later viewing and verifying the BOM of a DDS.

JSON Schema was adopted as a format for defining a data model that described

a BOM structure.

Design Cycle 2 developed a data model and schema that can be used to describe

a DDS BOM. The JSON Schema structured format supports creation and use of

interoperable and machine readable documentation of a DDS BOM, which can

be used to describe the structure of a DDS and identify and document its com-

ponents and contributors. Adoption of the JSON Schema will provide an integrity
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layer to support data exchange between APIs and tools which use JSON format-

ted data records to document DDS BOM structures. As a technical IS artefact,

the JSON Schema that encapsulates the data model can be verified for its gram-

matical correctness, and was analysed in Design Cycle 2 with a JSON Schema

validation service8which verified that the schema is grammatically correct.

4.5.3 Limitations

This chapter has presented design work from our research in identifying a supply chain

model as a viable framework for providing documentation of contributions towards a

DDS. Evaluation of the approach has been conducted during formative design cycles

through application to artificial case studies, and through analysis of opinions on the

approach offered during semi-structured interviews with expert peers. A set of exper-

imental deployments using a wider range of DDS styles would provide further insight

into the practical applicability of the approach, and its suitability for use in real sys-

tems. Practical application of the proposed approach to DDS would also help to sup-

port and validate the opinions offered by the members of the ERP, who were largely

supportive of the proposed model, and its ability to record contributions to a DDS.

The data model developed through the design research of this chapter provides a simple,

document-based structure for recording contributions to a DDS, backed by a schema

that supports implementation of the data model. In practical use, additional data fields

may be identified as required to provide the richness of documentation necessary to

convey information about a DDS from its developers and integrators to practitioners.

The data model and JSON Schema can be extended to add support for such new attrib-

utes as required. JSON’s support for data representation as key-value pairs provides

useful flexibility to integrate existing documentation or workflow pipeline data into

an account of the supply chain for a system. This includes documentation for data-

sets and ML models which followed schemes such as Datasheets for Data [58], Model
8https://www.jsonschemavalidator.net/

https://www.jsonschemavalidator.net/
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Cards [107], or similar proposals. These artefacts would be able to be linked into the

BOM by reference. Application of the approach to an extended set of use cases and de-

ployments would serve to motivate further work into fully describing the data structure

required to record a BOM, and the assets it contains.

4.6 Summary

In addressing the research question “How can contributions to a DDS be recorded

and documented, so that traceability can be provided to stakeholders?” (RQ2), we

have sought to identify an approach to providing oversight on a DDS so that systems

and assets that contribute to the systems can be identified and scrutinised. Taking a

lead from manufacturing and food industries, and inline with recent developments in

US Government policy towards SBOM, we have adopted a supply chain model and

applied it to DDS, through the definition of a data structure for a BOM document.

There is a strong mapping between sub-assemblies used in manufacturing production,

for example, and the composition of a DDS, which is reliant on integration of models,

which in turn are reliant on generation and curation of data assets. Discussions with the

ERP showed a very strong fit between the mental models of interviews about DDS, and

the proposed BOM approach, to the extent that several panellists mirrored descriptions

of the approach in their own words and contexts.

Proposals such as TRLs for DDS, as suggested by Lavin and colleagues [90] provides

useful framing for the timeline of development and deployment of these systems. A

DDS BOM becomes increasingly relevant from a TRL Level 4 onwards, where pro-

ject teams become larger and more interdisciplinary, and the DDS is deployed further

into its production environment. As a DDS progresses through the TRL stages and

across organisations, the need for accountability and the ability to scrutinise and verify

the qualities of assets becomes more and more important. We contend that adopting a

BOM model based on an industry supply chain, and maintaining a record of the con-
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tributing assets of a DDS through a BOM document is an effective way to maintain

traceability of such systems, and provide accountability as systems mature, in support

of a TRL-based approach advocated and used in large-scale systems engineering pro-

jects. The ERP discussions provided insight that a demand for such documentation

may come from unexpected quarters, such as the financial investment community, as

was the case with ESG evidence requirements for manufacturing supply chains.

The research presented in this chapter has also resulted in the design of a data model

and a published schema definition, which provides a structure capable of describing

a DDS and the digital assets that contribute to the DDS in a machine-readable form.

Providing the data model definition in JSON Schema format facilitates the develop-

ment of software tools that can support documentation of DDS and digital assets, as

well as mechanisms for providing oversight and verifying accountability of contribu-

tions to a DDS.
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Chapter 5

Providing Accountability, Oversight

and Information Security for Digital

Assets

5.1 Introduction

The hypothesis for this thesis, detailed in Section 1.3, is that principles and design pat-

terns, data models and protocols from the emerging field of Self-Sovereign Identity can

provide a technological means towards providing necessary assurance on the qualities

of digital assets, and accountability on parties making such claims. The research in this

chapter looks into the application of the SSI approach, and considers RQ3, “How can

SSI models be used to provide accountability and assurance on the qualities of assets

contributed by different participants to a data-driven system, whilst maintaining the in-

formation security requirements of the contributors?” In addressing this question, we

seek to demonstrate that an SSI-based approach can be used to provide oversight and

accountability on digital assets, whilst also protecting confidential and private material

from unauthorised access. As a step towards the overall goal of this thesis in designing

a solution for DDS oversight and accountability using SSI, the focus of this chapter is

on how to provide oversight and accountability on a singular digital asset, which might

subsequently be used as a component of a DDS.
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Following the DSRM framework introduced in Section 1.6, the research of this chapter

has been realised over three design cycle iterations, each containing the stages of de-

fining objectives for a solution, design and development, and demonstration and eval-

uation, and informing the subsequent cycle. The design cycles are described in section

5.3, and result in a software architecture. This architecture is applied to a case study

scenario based on scientific data sharing in the multi-messenger astrophysics com-

munity, which is described in Section 5.3.3. In addition to production of functional

artefacts, DSRM design cycles are intended to provide contributions to the knowledge

base through communication and formalised learning. Our contributions are presented

in Section 5.4, and evaluated in Section 5.5. Concluding thoughts are given in Section

5.6.

5.2 Problem Identification

The review of literature and related work in Section 2.2 identified the lack of a vi-

able technical solution for providing transparency, traceability and accountability in

on assets in multi-stakeholder DDS, and found that maintaining control over access to

confidential or proprietary information about assets is needed.

To address these shortcomings, a solution needs to meet the following requirements,

which are summarised in Table 5.1:

• Provide assurance on qualities of digital assets, by enabling verifying parties to

inspect and verify claims made about an asset’s qualities.

• Provide accountability for digital assets, such that parties using assets can identify

the party responsible for making claims about its qualities and suitability.

• Protect confidential information which might be commercially sensitive, or private

personal information, relating to digital assets, from unauthorised access.
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Requirement Description Design Cycle

R1 Provide assurance on qualities of digital assets 1,2

R2 Provide accountability for digital assets 1,2

R3 Protect confidential information 3

Table 5.1: Requirements of a Solution to the Problem

The concepts and design patterns of SSI were introduced in Section 2.4. Here, we

consider how SSI concepts and nascent implementations of technology that supports

these concepts can be used to provide a solution that meets the requirements outlined

above.

5.3 Design and Build

The DSRM guides research through a series of design cycles which aid in refining the

objectives and iterating towards a design solution. Our research, and the resulting IS

artefact presented in the form of a software architecture is developed over 3 design

cycles, described below.

5.3.1 Design Cycle 1: Investigation of Verifiable Credentials

Definition of Objectives for a Solution

The primary objective of the first design cycle is to apply SSI constructs of decentral-

ised identifiers and verifiable credentials to digital assets, in order to develop a model

that enables asset owners to use VCs to provide signed attestations about their datasets.

The integrity of these attestations are then able to be verified by interested parties. For

clarity, it is not the content of the claims about assets that can be verified here, rather it

is the statements (the VCs, in SSI terminology) making the claims – SSI protocols can
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be used to show that those statements were made by the party claiming to have made

them, and to have not been tampered with subsequently.

Design and Development

A core tenet of the SSI approach is that entities claiming to be the controller of a

DID can provide cryptographic proof that this is the case, facilitated by a protocol that

provides a resolvable route to a verification mechanism. At its simplest, this proof

can be provided in the form of a structured document file containing the public key of

the DID, along with the methods by which a party can verify. By using the published

verification mechanisms the holder of a document that purports to have been signed by

the DID’s controller can obtain cryptographic proof that it was indeed signed by the

DID controller, and furthermore can verify that the document has not been tampered

with since it was signed. This systematic mechanism for a party to prove that they

have access to the private keys relating to a DID is used when issuing VCs. If the VC

claim document is signed by a party with a DID that is known to the verifier, or can

be found in a trusted registry, then the claims made in the VC document can be valued

by the regard given to that party. Where the issuer is a representative of an entity,

such as a university or other well-regarded organisation this trust may be inherent. In

other circumstances the issuer may need to provide their own credentials from bodies

with a better established reputation in order to assert their qualities as a trustworthy

party. In other cases, where a peer-to-peer relationship exists, between scientists, for

example, identification and knowledge of the issuer as a member of a Community of

Practise [164] can be significant and powerful.

Demonstration and Evaluation

Guided by Venable, et al., FEDS framework for evaluation in design science research [165],

we can create an artificial scenario in order to evaluate technical risk and efficacy of a
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proposed approach in a formative manner, providing insight that can be adopted in fu-

ture design cycles. To provide a demonstration, a scenario was constructed based upon

scientific data, that is set to be shared with other parties, with VCs used to provide

signed assertions of qualities of the metadata of the dataset.

This requires that the Principal Investigator (PI) signs a document using the private key

of a DID they control, signalling that any claims in the document can be taken to be

claims that they are willing to endorse [14]. As the credential issuer, the PI will be

a “trust anchor” in the system, such that verifiers will need to have or develop trust

in the PI (and “directly accept [them] as reliable”) to place value on credentials they

issue [91].

{

"@context": "https://w3id.org/did/v1",

"id": "did:web:uniofscience.com",

"authentication": [{

"id": "did:web:uniofscience.com",

"type": "Ed25519VerificationKey2018",

"controller": "did:web:uniofscience.com",

"publicKeyBase58": "71ANMccQC..."

}]

...

}

Listing 5.1: A Fragment of the UniOfScience DID Document

To instantiate the demonstration, a VC document was produced for an example dataset,

using domain names registered for UniOfScience, a fictitious university, and a web site

for the dataset, at DIDdoi.com. An open source software package vc-js [47] was used

to generate VC documents using the did:web [153] DID scheme for identifiers. This

naming scheme takes advantage of the fact that most organisations operate web sites,

with SSL certificates proving the legitimacy of the identity of the web site’s address.
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The did:web scheme uses the web site of the organisation to host the DID document,

resolving did:web to a JSON-LD file located on the web site at a well known path [114].

This provides assurance that is reliant on authorised users being able to upload files to

an organisation’s official web site. Listing 5.1 shows a fragment of the DID Document

for UniOfScience.

A further requirement is a credential schema [147], which defines the semantic vocab-

ulary used to describe the attributes of the dataset, and provides the format in which the

claims about a particular subject will be made. To produce a VC document for demon-

stration, the vc-js library was integrated with the Node.js Express [63] framework to

enable a simple web form to be served to allow a user — a PI preparing to publish a

dataset — to enter metadata for the dataset. This was subsequently used to populate

data fields in the credential schema, and vc-js invoked to encapsulate these values in

a JSON-LD formatted VC document containing a proof issued by the DID belonging

to UniOfScience. The inclusion of the DID of the issuer of the VC document enables

third parties to check its integrity, achieved by resolving the DID to locate the DID

Document holding the mechanisms for verifying signatures. Verifiers can use methods

in vc-js to receive cryptographic proof of the integrity of the VC document, assuring

them that it hasn’t been tampered with since it was issued. As the payload of the VC

document contains the DID of the dataset that it refers to, verifiers have cryptographic

proof that the issuer has signed a document attesting to the properties of the DID of the

subject. If the subject DID references a dataset, then the verifier can be assured that

the VC document carries signed assertions about the properties of the dataset.

This demonstration provided insight into the use of DIDs and VCs for assets. However,

providing a VC to another party is not sufficient to prove that a claim made about an

asset is valid. An unauthorised party with possession of a VC could present it as

valid, making verifiying parties vulnerable to a replay attack [59]. To prevent such

replay attacks, the verifier should ask the claim holder to present a Verifiable Proof

(VP). This takes the form of a document signed by the VC holder, which contains a
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response to challenge, typically a nonce, issued by the verifier, along with the credential

and its proof. By inspecting the VP through resolution of the DID of its issuer, and

comparing this DID with the DID of the VC’s subject, the verifier can determine that

the challenge response is acceptable, and has been generated in response to a request.

Further verification of the credential contained in the VP can demonstrate that the

credential has not been tampered with, and thereby provide assurance that a VC about

the dataset has been issued by an authorised party, to a holder who is authorised to

present it.

The credential and proof exchange mechanism demonstrated in this design cycle re-

quired that parties wishing to verify an asset’s credentials make requests and that op-

erators are on hand to manage incoming requests, and to generate and sign VP docu-

ments. This would likely become impractical where there was high demand, or a need

for a timely response. One approach to mitigation might be to consider a digital asset

such as dataset or an ML model as a self-sovereign entity in its own right, represented

by a software agent, which maintains control over its own credentials. The follow-

ing design cycle considers this approach, and investigates how to automate generation

of proof requests for assets, such that they are suitable for adoption in machine-to-

machine interactions.

5.3.2 Design Cycle 2: Self-sovereign Data

Revision of Objectives

To provide further understanding of the implications of using an SSI approach with di-

gital assets, Design Cycle 2 investigates an approach in which the digital assets them-

selves are treated as self-sovereign entities, each with its own DID and the ability

to hold and present credentials and proofs. The objective of this design cycle is to

design and demonstrate a system that represents digital assets with SSI-capable soft-

ware agents, so that parties in the ecosystem can issue, inspect and verify claims made
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about the assets.

Design and Development

This design cycle extends the use of SSI for digital assets towards an agent-based

paradigm. In this approach, software processes are used to represent different entities

in the system, which are able to communicate with each other using SSI protocols. An

agent-based approach to a data sharing scenario would use an SSI software agent to

represent a published dataset. This dataset agent (DSA) would be issued with VCs,

and would have the capabilities required to issue VPs to third parties that requested

them.

Figure 5.1: Data providers declare information about assets, and issue signed

Verifiable Credentials.

To analyse this approach, we consider a setting in which a party responsible for a data

asset wants to provide assurances on the asset’s qualities to interested parties. In this

case, the data asset is represented by DSA, a software agent capable of interacting

through SSI protocols. The data provider is the credential issuer, and interacts with
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their own software agent (via web page or mobile application) to issue credentials

signed with their private key. As such, the data provider takes accountability for issuing

claims about the dataset, as it is cryptographically provable that they were the issuing

party. This provides a trust anchor in the system, in that anyone relying on VCs issued

by the data provider to be assured of the qualities of the data asset, will need to have

confidence in the data provider’s reputation and expertise in order to place value on

credentials signed and issued by the data provider.

To publish a new dataset, the data provider populates an instance of a VC schema with

information about the dataset, and then issues a signed VC to the DSA, as shown in

Figure 5.1. DSA runs as a software process, and its address and interaction protocols

are made known to parties who might wish to access it. Sharing these endpoints would

become part of the data publishing process, and be among the public information dis-

played on a web page about a dataset, for example.

Figure 5.2: Data users request and verify claims about datasets.

Third parties interested in the dataset would be provided with instructions on how to
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Figure 5.3: Process Flows in Publication and Verification.

request verifiable information about the dataset, in the form of a VP. They would be

able to use the VP to inspect claims made about the dataset. To request a VP, interested

parties would interact with DSA via its published endpoints, using their own SSI agents

(either a cloud-based process, or a mobile application) to request proofs of credentials,

as depicted in Figure 5.2.

The flow of interactions between entities in the ecosystem is shown in Figure 5.3,

which illustrates the publication process undertaken by the data provider, and the pro-

cess by which an interested party would request proof of claims made about the dataset

from the DSA.

Demonstration and Evaluation

The DSRM approach favours implementation of design artefacts as part of the research

process. This supports evaluation of technical risk and efficacy [165], which can be

conducted in an artificial environment. In this design cycle, we instantiate the proposed

solution for the scenario of sharing a scientific dataset, to provide technical validation

of the approach.
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As SSI sees adoption across different use cases, commercial and open source imple-

mentations of the protocols are becoming available. One such implementation is Hy-

perledger Aries [56], which provides an environment that supports development of

SSI-based ecosystems using software agents. Each agent represents a party in the eco-

system, which could be a human or non-human entity. Agents are implemented as

software processes, which provide endpoints on the network for communication with

other entities. These endpoints can be used to issue VCs, request VPs, and to verify

VPs and credentials they contain. The Aries framework provides secure storage of

private keys and credentials through a digital wallet component embedded within each

agent’s process. SSI implementations developed on Aries can take advantage of infra-

structure provided by the platform for core SSI functionality, and focus resources on

developing interactions between agents necessary to provide the required application

or business logic. An abstraction layer is provided by the Aries Cloud Agent Python

(ACA-Py) toolkit [57], which provides Python language bindings to instantiate and

manage Aries agents in the system. These agents are intended to run as software pro-

cesses on servers, either locally within a network or on hosted cloud services. Building

an implementation on the Aries platform provides an efficient means of demonstrating

the design for providing assurance and accountability on shared digital assets.

In an example scenario, a city planner might seek to use a dataset shared by a mobile

phone company to understand people’s movements in the city. The planner should be

concerned that data in the dataset had been collected ethically, with appropriate permis-

sions from citizens, and that it didn’t compromise the privacy of citizens by allowing

individuals to be identified and tracked, for example. Here, the shared dataset is rep-

resented by DSA, which is implemented with the infrastructure provided by ACA-Py.

As part of the on-boarding process for DSA, a configuration script generates a digital

wallet, to hold its private keys and credentials, and creates a DID and an endpoint,

through which DSA will be accessed on the network. The data publisher uses a soft-

ware interface to cryptographically sign and issue credentials to DSA, using an Aries

implementation of SSI protocols provided by the platform infrastructure. This provides
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an implementation of the approach shown in Figure 5.1.

Credentials in the scenario are structured according to published JSON-formatted Cre-

dential Definition schema [94] and contain a set of key-value pairs which the issuing

party asserts about the subject. Listing 5.2, Hash of Data shows a credential which

contains the cryptographic hash of the dataset, which inextricably links the credential

to the dataset it represents, and Ethically Sourced, which represents an ethical status

of the dataset, as claimed by the data publisher. A practical scheme would hold other

credentials, for metadata about the dataset, and could include conditions for dataset

usage.

{

"Hash of Data": "0xFFEE...AA1122",

"Ethically Sourced": "YES"

}

Listing 5.2: An Example of a Credential Set

The city planner, and any other researchers interested in the dataset, use an interface

to DSA, facilitated by the Aries platform, to request verified proofs of qualities. These

parties would use their own SSI agents to communicate with DSA, through its pub-

lished endpoint. The SSI agents may be edge agents, such as a digital wallet application

on a mobile device, or hosted cloud agents accessed through a web interface. Anyone

knowing the published endpoint address for DSA can request proofs of credentials,

and DSA will respond with a VP containing the credentials. In the implementation de-

scribed, the credential includes the cryptographic hash of the dataset, which provides

an inextricable link to the dataset it represented. The public DID of the data publisher is

also included in the returned proof, providing accountability on assertions made about

the dataset – in this case the claim that it was ethically sourced.

The demonstration implementation in this design cycle used VCs as a means to asso-

ciate qualities with a dataset, as an example of a digital asset. These qualities could
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include metadata, or any other information that a provider determines is useful in docu-

menting their assets. The use of VCs and VPs to represent and convey this information

provides a mechanism to link the qualities to the digital asset in a tamperproof, verifi-

able manner. As demonstrated, a scheme which enables parties responsible for assets

to issue signed assertions about asset qualities, can be implemented using standards-

compliant SSI software infrastructure, as provided by the Hyperledger Aries platform.

All operations are performed using published protocols, with roles defined for parties

to issue, hold and verify credentials. Using standardised SSI protocols to request and

check the veracity of credentials provides a means for third parties to inspect and gain

assurance on claims made about assets, in support of requirement R1. Furthermore,

the party sharing assets is required to take responsibility for claims made and stored

in VCs, underpinned by their cryptographically verifiable signature, with ownership

provable by control of a DID. This can be used to provide accountability on digital

assets, as recommended for DDS process improvement, such as the TRL proposed by

Lavin, et al. [90], in support of requirement R2 from Table 5.1.

The use of software agents to store VCs and provide VPs has allowed the system to

operate autonomously, without the need for human intervention to generate to and is-

sue VPs. A limitation of this approach, however, is that DSA has to be configured to

provide VPs in response to any request it could satisfy (i.e., if it held a matching cre-

dential, it would present it). This is in conflict with the identified requirement (R3) for

providing protection to certain confidential or private information about assets. Design

Cycle 3 seeks to address this limitation, and considers how to provide control over ac-

cess to potentially sensitive information and digital assets, through the introduction of

an access control subsystem.
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5.3.3 Design Cycle 3: Policy Based Access Control

Revision of Objectives

Design Cycles 1 and 2 identified and demonstrated that SSI constructs and protocols

can be used as the basis of a method to enable digital asset owners to issue signed doc-

umentation and claims about qualities of their assets, taking accountability for assets

they provide. Third parties wishing to scrutinise asset qualities can request and inspect

these claims, which are provided alongside proofs that they are as signed, and have not

expired or been revoked. As identified in Table 5.1, a further requirement of a digital

asset sharing architecture is that access to confidential or private information should be

under the control of the asset owner. The objective of this design cycle is to extend the

design approach of Design Cycle 2 to include an access control subsystem.

The multi-messenger astrophysics (MMA) research community provides an example

of an ecosystem of participants from different organisations who need to share digital

assets to meet individual and collective goals. In a review of requirements to support

on-going progress in the MMA field, Chang, et al., [36] describe the environment

as one which “requires diverse scientific teams to bring together their observational

resources, data, analysis and modelling tools, and expertise to ensure the maximum

scientific return” and identifies the need for collaborative groups to have “the ability to

form flexible teams on short time scales, to share data, codes and other digital objects

in real time, and to self-organise into spontaneous collaborations of varying scope”.

Data sharing in MMA is centred around observatories, who gather data from their tele-

scopes. Most observatories list data policies on their web sites, and describe a range

of data access conditions covering their research customers and the wider public. It is

common for researchers to have a closed or proprietary period during which they have

exclusive access to data they have requested from the observatory; beyond this pro-

prietary period the data becomes openly available. Proprietary periods vary between

observatories. At the East Asian Observatory, the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope
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(JCMT), for example, operates on two semesters with data becoming openly available

one year after the end of semester. Access to data from JCMT is tied to user accounts,

with different accounts needing to be manually linked in order to gain access to new

resources. The European Southern Observatory provides PIs (and their delegates) with

exclusive access to their scientific data for a proprietary period of one year after the

data is available. Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU) telescope data access

policy provides insight into how data protection is implemented during a proprietary

period and beyond: “science data are held in a password protected, online data archive.

LJMU will provide the access password to the PI and Co-Investigators (CoI) named on

the proposal application and to other individuals nominated by the PI. ... At the end of

the one-year proprietary period the password protection will be removed and the sci-

ence data will become publicly accessible.” In moving forward to support more flexible

data sharing, the Rubin Observatory describes different categories of data products, in-

cluding User Generated data products originating from the research community, which

will “provide for users and groups to maintain access control over the data products

they create, enabling them to have limited distribution or to be shared with the entire

Rubin Observatory community”.

Implementing these differing requirements and data access policies currently requires

intervention from observatory support staff, as well as placing administrative overhead

on PIs in managing user accounts and access levels for their collaborators. As such,

a situation exists in which researchers need to be able to share data resources of high

value with flexibility, whilst maintaining data security. This provides a relevant case

study to motivate multi-party data-sharing requirements, and discussion of the design

and demonstration of an architecture that aims to meet these requirements follows.

Design and Development

A software architecture designed to offer controlled access to confidential or private

information is shown in Figure 5.4. The proposed architecture supports two modes of
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Figure 5.4: Architecture using Verifiable Credentials to provide quality assurance

and access control for digital assets.

use, asset publishing and mediated access to assets. Asset Publishing is the approach

developed in Design Cycle 2, and operates as described in subsection 5.3.2 to enable

asset owners to make cryptographically signed claims about their assets, and in doing

so, take accountability for the assets they seek to share.

Providing mediated access to digital assets requires the introduction of an access con-

trol subsystem. A possible strategy for access control is a model known as Policy

Based Access Control (PBAC) [174]. This approach uses defined policies or rules to

describe credentials that are required to be presented by an entity in order to access

a protected resource. Such an approach to authorisation supports a zero trust secur-

ity model [82], in that access is only provided to parties who are able to present the

credentials requested by the access policies, and all other access is denied. The archi-

tecture proposed here uses SSI protocols to provide a PBAC scheme, via a component

acting as a Policy Decision Point (PDP) [174]. The PDP mediates incoming requests

from parties seeking access to assets, and determines whether to satisfy the request.

The PDP provides digital assets with a representation of the decision-making process

that a human actor would adopt when assessing whether to grant requests for informa-
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tion. In an instantiation of the architecture, the PDP can be provisioned in a number of

ways: it could offer a simple pass-through where all requests are granted, refer requests

to a human supervisor, or enact a number of static or dynamic machine-driven policy

checks.

Extending the architecture of Design Cycle 2, the proposed design follows the SSI

paradigm, with each actor and entity represented by an SSI software agent. Table 5.2

shows a mapping between actors and entities of the case study scenario and elements

of the architecture of shown in Figure 5.4.

Element Use Case Mapping

Digital Asset A shared scientific dataset

Asset Qualities Metadata pertaining to a shared dataset

Access Policies Rules mediating access to a shared dataset

Asset Provider Principal Investigator (PI)

Asset User Researcher with an interest in a shared dataset

Table 5.2: Mapping the Use Case Scenario to elements in the Architecture

Access to published datasets is controlled by a PDP, a system component which:

1. Intercepts incoming requests from researchers requesting access to datasets.

2. Identifies which dataset the researcher is requesting access to.

3. Determines whether the researcher has the rights to be granted access to the

requested dataset.

An approach to the design of a PDP using SSI principles is that the asset publisher,

here a PI, issues a VC containing access policies to an asset. The PI will also issue peer

researchers with credentials which attest to their role on the project. The researcher’s

credentials are held in an SSI agent, or digital wallet. These access policies and status

credentials are used in combination to determine whether a requesting party can be
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provided with access to the requested asset. In the proposed design, the PDP employs

an SSI agent process as an Access Control Agent (ACA). The ACA uses SSI protocols

to request an Access Policy (AP) credential from the dataset’s agent (DSA), and then

processes the AP to determine which credentials the requesting party needs to provide.

The ACA uses SSI protocols to request a matching credential from the requester in

order to fulfil their access request. If a suitable credential is provided, then access to

the dataset is granted. If the request cannot be satisfied, then the access request is

rejected and access to the dataset is denied.

The PDP can operate alongside a web server component, and mediate requests for

access to the dataset, shown in Figure 5.5. Provisioning the PDP in this “sidecar”

role [31] offers a practical approach to deploying PBAC into a data sharing environ-

ment, and can support existing working practices where data access is requested via a

web browser or Jupyter Notebooks interface.

Figure 5.5: Access to Data in MMA Architecture

Interaction flows between the parties in the system are shown in Figure 5.6. An ht-

tps server listens for incoming requests, and then determines which dataset is being

requested. The Policy Decision Point component is activated, and makes an SSI pro-

tocol request via the ACA to the requested DSA to provide its AP credential. The PDP

parses the returned AP credential and extracts the policy requirement. To enact the
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policy, ACA makes an SSI protocol request to the researcher, and asks them to provide

a VP that matches the policy requirements. If a credential is returned by the researcher,

it is compared with the required value from the AP. On a successful match, the PDP

allows the request for the dataset to proceed, otherwise the request is rejected. In this

way, ACA performs the role of an SSI verifier, requesting and verifying VPs from other

parties in the system in order to manage access to resources.

Figure 5.6: Interaction Flows for SSI Policy-based Access Control

Demonstration and Evaluation

Peffers, et al. [122] identifies demonstration of the use of IS artefacts developed through

the DSRM framework in an example scenario as a suitable way to determine the extent

that the artefact can provide a solution to the problem. The proposed artefact interacts

with the context as a treatment, and building and demonstrating treatments based on

the designed artefact provides an opportunity for evaluation of the artefact in the con-

text of the scenario. In evaluation, we consider how effective the treatment would be –

the treatment can be validated if it satisfies its requirements [169, p.59]. This approach
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provides an instance of a “single-case mechanism experiment”, often performed in

the laboratory to test an artefact prototype [169, p.64], and further contributes to a

technical risk and efficacy evaluation [165]. Conboy, et al. [40], also advocate demon-

stration of the design approach in this way, as it shows not only that the design can be

implemented, but also how it can be implemented.

The demonstration of Design Cycle 2, described in Section 5.3.2, used the Linux

Foundation’s Hyperledger Aries SSI platform [56] and ACA-Py [57]. This provides

a technical infrastructure, but does not readily map to application logic. To perform

more effective and efficient modelling of systems, collaboration with colleagues at

University of Notre Dame led to the specification and development of a higher level ab-

straction layer, operating above ACA-Py. This abstraction layer, named ‘Syndicate.id’,

provides a framework for software engineers to efficiently implement SSI agents that

represent entities in their environment. Syndicate.id uses the Go Programming lan-

guage [49] to enable SSI credential exchange between agents to be performed with the

ACA-Py framework, whilst the supporting application logic and interaction between

agents is conducted through https-based REST interfaces. Figure 5.7 shows the layered

architecture of the SSI infrastructure based upon Syndicate.id and Aries.

Figure 5.7: Architecture of Experimental Framework

For the demonstration, a simple web form interface was developed to support the tasks

of the PI. An SSI agent was instantiated to represent the PI. This agent used the Syn-

dicate.id framework’s https interface to populate the credentials in the system. An SSI

agent was instantiated to represent a published dataset. This agent performed core SSI
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tasks of accepting offered VCs and providing VPs on request, and no adaptation or

custom code was required to support the scenario. A further SSI agent process was

instantiated to represent a peer researcher. This agent had to accept VCs and provide

VPs on request, and again no custom code or modification was required from a stand-

ard SSI agent implementation. Code was written to intercept incoming https requests,

and interface with an ACA agent to request and parse access policies, and initiate and

manage credential exchanges with researchers, implementing the design shown in Fig-

ure 5.7.

In SSI terminology, the PI had the role of the issuer, and the dataset and researcher were

subjects and holders of credentials in the system, and ACA was a verifier, as detailed

in Table 5.3 and illustrated in Figure 5.8.

Role SSI Role Implementation

PI Issuer Standard SSI Agent

Dataset Agent (DSA) Subject/Holder Standard SSI Agent

Researcher Subject/Holder Standard SSI Agent

Access Control Agent Verifier Extended SSI Agent

Table 5.3: Components of the Demonstration Scenario

To test the PBAC scheme, the demonstration used an AP that required that certain

affiliations to be provided. This meant that any researcher requesting access to the

dataset must be able to provide a VC that attests that they have a suitable affiliation.

In the demonstration, the data value of the dataset was held as a VC by the dataset’s

agent. In order to retrieve the data value, ACA requested the value of the credential

from DSA and then passed this value on to an authorised requestor, as a response to

the original https request. In a practical system, access could be provided to a dataset

through a one-time URL, or through integration with existing web-based authorisation

schemes, such as oauth2 [65].

The access control subsystem was tested by using the PI’s web interface to issue dif-
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Figure 5.8: SSI Roles in the Demonstration Scenario

ferent values for the affiliation credential to the researcher, and by issuing different

requirements in the access policy, and verifying that a match was required to provide

the data value in response to the request, following Table 5.4. This demonstrated that

multiple agents in the system could interact to change system behaviour dynamically,

and that an AP issued as a credential to an agent could be accessed and enacted by

another agent.

Requestor Role Access Policy Access Allowed

Student affiliation=student Yes

Professor affiliation=student No

Student affiliation=professor No

Professor affiliation=professor Yes

Table 5.4: Roles and Access Policies
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To illustrate the self-sovereign nature of the solution, the agent representing the PI was

shut down. This did not affect implementation of the AP, as the policy was held by

the DSA, and so data could still be accessed according to the policy without ongoing

involvement or availability of the PI in the system. A video demonstration of the

system was made available1 as part of the communication of the research.

The implementation of the MMA case study scenario focussed on the access control

elements of Design Cycle 3, and on demonstrating that an SSI-based architecture could

be used to provide a PBAC scheme to mediate access to shared resources. Using VCs

for dataset access policies, and holding these in an SSI agent representing the dataset

offers a novel approach to data security. Access policies are only available on request,

in the form of VPs, and the demonstration showed that policies could be requested

and enacted by an ACA agent, using SSI protocols. The ACA then interacted with the

requesting party, without revealing the required value for the credential required by the

policy, and only provided access when a suitable value was provided. Such a scheme

provides an implementation of zero trust security architecture [82], as no party is able

to access the dataset until they have provided the credentials specified in the access

policy to access the resource.

5.4 Research Outputs

5.4.1 SSI-based Software Architecture Providing Assurance and

Accountability on Digital Assets

A software architecture based upon SSI concepts and protocols has been designed

through the 3 design cycles presented in this chapter. The architecture can provide

verifiable assurance on asset qualities, placing accountability on parties making claims

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JBce6UM0wg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JBce6UM0wg
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about asset qualities. The architecture also provides information security support for

digital assets across multiple stakeholders in an ecosystem.

Figure 5.9 shows a context view for a system architecture designed to provide assur-

ance and accountability on a shared digital asset. A context view “defines the relation-

ships, dependencies, and interactions between the system and its environment” [133]

and is intended to show the people, systems, and external entities that interact with the

architecture. The context view shows the role that the designed system has in providing

parties interested in using digital assets with assurance on the qualities of the assets,

engendered by information provided by parties responsible for the system and its com-

ponents. Providing information about the shared assets places accountability on the

parties providing the information. The system also provides a means for asset owners

to define policies around provision of access to the shared assets, offering them control

over access to confidential or private information.

Figure 5.10 shows the conceptual architecture for a system that provides assurance and

accountability, and supports access control. The architecture adopts SSI principles,

with software agents representing parties in the ecosystem, and exchanging VCs to

attest to asset qualities, provision access control policies and provide evidence of access

rights.

The contribution presented here provides a mechanism in which metadata and supple-

mentary information about a dataset or other digital asset can be recorded in a struc-

tured, machine readable format. This information can be digitally signed by the re-

sponsible party. The use of standard’s compliant data models and protocols allows

other stakeholders to request and verify the integrity of claims made, and the parties

that are accountable for making such claims to be indentified. Previously published

proposals, such as Datasheets for Datasets [58] and The Dataset Nutrition Label [70]

do not provide mechanisms that demonstrate the integrity of information about assets,

or place accountability on parties providing such information.
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Figure 5.9: Context View of Digital Asset Assurance and Accountability System

5.4.2 Communication

Regular communication of the problem and the ongoing research work towards design-

ing a solution has taken place in bi-weekly meetings with academic and industry peers

as part of a research group within the DAIS-ITA project. Occasional formal present-

ations have also been made to a wider, international, group of peer researchers within

DAIS-ITA. Dialogue with scholars and professionals through these forums propagated

the work into the knowledge ecosystem, and resulting discussions fed into the design

cycles, informing the objectives of the design and development stages in particular.

The value of this form of continuous, “agile communication”, within internal and ex-

ternal teams is recognised as particularly valuable in DSRM by Conboy, et al. [40],

in resisting “artificial equilibria”, and ensuring that ongoing relevance of the work is

maintained.
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Figure 5.10: Architecture in support of Digital Asset Sharing Requirements

More formally, the research has been communicated through publication of peer-reviewed

workshop papers [14, 15] and accompanying presentations, and journal papers [12, 16].

The publication Certifying provenance of scientific datasets with self-sovereign iden-

tity and verifiable credentials [14], has also informed development of published work

by colleagues Radha, et al. [128], and Millar, et al. [103].

5.5 Evaluation

Section 5.4 described the contribution that the research developed through this chapter

makes to the knowledge base, namely the design of a software architecture providing

digital asset assurance, accountability and information security, and communication of

the work. Demonstration activities based on artificial scenarios have provided a focus

for a technical risk and efficacy [165] approach to formative evaluation of the artefact,

through each design cycle. To conclude this design episode, a summative evaluation is

performed on the artefacts resulting from the design process.
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5.5.1 The Rigour Cycle: Software Quality Review

In evaluating software architectures as design artefacts, Venable, et al., FEDS frame-

work [165] for evaluation in design science research and Wieringa [169, p.54] guide

us to consider dimensions of software quality as evaluands. Mistrik, et al. [106], con-

sider quality to be a “fundamental property of software systems” and describe it as “the

degree to which a software system lives up to the expectation of satisfying its require-

ments”. The international standard, ISO 250102 (which superceded the better known

ISO 91263) provides a taxonomy of characteristics for software quality, and identifies

functionality, efficiency, compatability, usability, reliability, security, maintainability,

and portability as the factors by which software quality can be determined. Within

each of these dimensions, the ISO 25010 quality model further identifies properties

that are suitable for use in an evaluation. We choose to consider interoperability and

aspects of portability as worthy evaluands, as they form part of the motivation towards

using SSI protocols in the solution design. We also consider security as being relevant

for evaluation of the architecture, as information security forms part of the solution

requirements defined in Table 5.1.

Interoperability and Portability

The proposed architecture adopts SSI data models and protocols, and builds upon the

notion of digital assets being self-sovereign and represented by an SSI software agent.

We seek to leverage characteristics of interoperability and portability afforded by the

adoption of SSI standards. As such, it is appropriate to evaluate the proposed design

approach against the principles of SSI, in order that the design does not diverge from

those principles, and the protocols and standards that embody those principles. Follow-

ing a structured literature review and interviews with members of the SSI community,

Sedlmeir, et al. [139], identify ten design principles for SSI-based systems. These

2https://www.iso.org/standard/35733.html
3https://www.iso.org/standard/22749.html

https://www.iso.org/standard/35733.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/22749.html
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principles can be used as a benchmark by which to evaluate our architecture. We have,

however, replaced Sedlmeir and colleagues’ Privacy guideline with Confidentiality,

which we feel has more relevance in commercial settings, such as digital asset shar-

ing. An evaluation of the architecture’s performance against the design principles is

summarised in Table 5.5, with commentary below.

SSI Principle Approach

Representation Human actors, and agents for data assets

Control Humans control own identity, agents for data

Flexibility Interoperable credentials employed

Security Provided by underlying platform implementation

Confidentiality By protocol design, and supported by PDP component

Verifiability Supported by underlying SSI protocols

Credibility Supported by underlying SSI protocols

Authenticity Credentials need to be bonded via hash or id

Governance Ecosystem needs governance policies

Usability Web interfaces and digital wallets for interaction

Table 5.5: SSI Principles as manifested in the System Architecture

The SSI Design Principles [139], and their embodiment in the architecture, are as fol-

lows:

1. Representation: SSI can represent any entity digitally

The architecture uses SSI constructs for the human actors in the system, and

represents data assets with SSI-capable software agents. Implementation of the

PDP, for mediating access control, could be via a web interface to an SSI as

demonstrated in the example, or on each dataset agent.

2. Control: Only the holder has decision making power over their identity

Human actors control their own data, such as credentials required to access data-

sets. The MMA use case scenario demonstrated that data assets can hold access
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policies and mediate access through an Access Controller, as an example of a

PDP.

3. Flexibility: Adoption of interoperable standards, without vendor lock-in

Interoperability is a key benefit of the proposed approach, and the implementa-

tion of the architecture in the MMA scenario demonstrated that standard digital

wallets could be used for human actors and data assets.

4. Security: State of the art cryptography, and end-to-end encryption

The architecture is designed to be implemented using an SSI technology plat-

form, either from a commercial vendor or open source. As result, any imple-

mentation will build upon security mechanisms in the platform provided for key

management and end-to-end encryption.

5. Confidentiality: Only essential data is revealed in each interaction

This is an important aspect of the solution that is provided by the underlying

SSI platform, which adopts principles of minimal information disclosure. The

designed architecture augments this, by explicitly identifying a PDP for data as-

sets, such that measures can be put in place to determine access rights according

to policies held within the asset’s agent.

6. Verifiability: Issuers provide credentials that can be automatically and efficiently

checked for their correctness

Dataset quality certification is provided through VCs, which are issued by PIs

and verified by research peers. The architecture takes advantage of SSI platform

protocols and implementations to provide this functionality.

7. Credibility: Validity and timeliness of claims can be checked

This is provided by the SSI protocol and platform implementation, which should

support revocation and expiry of VCs such that invalid information can be iden-

tified, and data freshness can be assured.
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8. Authenticity: Claims are bonded to their holders

This is a design choice to be made when specifying schema layouts for VCs.

It is possible to include a unique identifier into a VC, such that VCs are bound

to the entity that presents them [64]. For a data asset this identifier might be a

cryptographic hash, for a human it might be something that ties to an external

identifier such as a photo id or a biometric marker.

9. Governance: Guidance that helps verifiers to decide which issuers to trust

This is a design choice that would be made for any individual ecosystem that

implemented an SSI-based solution. Governance policies determine how parti-

cipants in the ecosystem are expected to act, and identify the trust anchors in the

system.

10. Usability: User-friendly interfaces, as well as scalability. Minimum downtime,

high performance, and streamlined processes should also be achieved.

This strongly relates to the design and implementation of an individual system,

and determines which components are used and how users interact with the eco-

system. Platform infrastructure choices will determine scalability capabilities.

Information Security

Security is a software quality attribute, identified by Ozkaya, et al. [119], as a “top-level

quality attribute”, and is of particular importance in DDS, where new attack surfaces

are found [62, 102, 167]. Information security can be considered through application

of the STRIDE threat modelling technique developed at Microsoft [142]. STRIDE

is an acronym, which motivates consideration of threats to a system across common

attack vectors: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of

Service, and Elevation of Privilege. Applying a STRIDE analysis to the proposed

system architecture provides a description of the possible threats to the system, and

any mitigation in the design.
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• Spoofing: DIDs and VCs are based upon asymmetric cryptography, in which

participants use private keys to provide proof that they are an authorised party.

To provide a trustworthy data-driven system, it is important to be able to place

accountability on parties that make contributions to the system, so that they are

answerable for any claims that they make about the contributions they provide.

The SSI-based approach uses asymmetric cryptography to include digital signa-

tures into verifiable credentials as evidence that the signing party attests to the

integrity of the claims being made. Stakeholders can trust the claims made if

they trust the party that signed the claims. This trust system breaks down if an

attacker is able to spoof the identity of a trusted party, and sign claims on their

behalf. The integrity of the system is dependant on participants maintaining

control of their private keys, which needs to be supported through education and

policy.

• Tampering: Data, which can include metadata or Access Policies, can be held

as VCs which will be encrypted and stored in a secure digital vault or digital

wallet as part of the SSI infrastructure. Use of encryption and digital signa-

tures provides proof that components and data within the system have not been

tampered with, and is provided by SSI protocols and infrastructure. Verifiable

Credentials contain claims and digital signatures which protect the integrity of

the claims made. An attacker might wish to change the information held in

the credential to make false claims about a data asset. However, any attempts

to tamper with the data and provide misinformation would be identified by the

protocols which check the content of the claim with the corresponding digital

signature. If the claim data has been changed, the signature will be not be valid

when it is checked. The protocols used in the architecture are designed to prevent

such attacks.

• Repudiation: Access to data is consent-based, and parties must request access

to information in the system. Access requests can be logged for future audit,
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supporting non-repudiation. Where digital signatures are used to demonstrate

accountability for claims made about assets in a DDS, a party may subsequently

deny having had access to the keys that identify them as the signing party, or may

claim that the keys have been stolen in order to try to deny having responsibility.

A claim of this nature would need to be investigated by their employer, or in

some cases by the police.

• Information Disclosure: Access policies and credentials with metadata and

other information are held privately by the digital asset’s agent, so that third

parties are unable to determine which access policies are in place prior to mak-

ing a request. They are required to provide a value for a named attribute, but

they are not informed as to what the acceptable values for that attribute are, pre-

venting leakage of information. Self-sovereign Identity protocols are designed

to provide privacy, and access to any data is based upon consent being granted

to the party requesting access by the party controlling the data.

• Denial of Service: Through adoption of a decentralised paradigm, SSI avoids a

central point of failure. Each asset controls access to its own credentials through

open protocols. As such, there is no central point in the system which could be

compromised to create a denial of service attack. Individual entities could be

targeted, but in large quantity this would be expensive for attackers and require

coordination to cause widespread disruption.

• Elevation of Privilege: Access to information is not granted unless criteria

defined in access policies are met. Following the Principle of Least Privilege [135],

the PDP ensures that access to protected assets is prohibited unless the request-

ing party is able to provide the appropriate credentials, resulting in a zero trust

environment.

Analysis of the proposed architecture against well-regarded software quality attributes

of interoperability and portability, and information security has determined that the
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approach based upon SSI principles and protocols, provides strong support for meeting

requirements.

5.5.2 The Relevance Cycle

The relevance of a designed artefact can be evaluated by considering it in the context

of the environment in which it is to operate, and considering how effectively it would

address problems identified during the scoping phase, as discussed in Section 5.2.

Table 5.1 identified requirements for a solution to providing accountability on parties

sharing digital assets, and giving assurance on qualities of those assets, whilst offering

protection of confidential information. Discussion of how each requirement is met

through the proposed architecture follows.

R1 Provide assurance on qualities of digital assets

SSI protocols allow responsible parties to specify, populate and sign digital cre-

dentials. These credentials can be used to make claims about qualities of a di-

gital asset, such as metadata for a dataset. DIDs and asymmetric cryptography

provides proof that the claims were made by the signing party, and have not been

tampered with subsequently. This can provide a verifying party with trustable as-

surance on the stated qualities of an asset, based on the reputation of the signing

party.

Design Cycles 1 and 2 demonstrated that a PI could issue signed claims about

digital asset qualities as VCs. Third parties can request and inspect VPs, and

verify that they were signed by the PI and not tampered with. The scenarios used

in the demonstration phase of the design cycles enabled testing and evaluation

of the technical risk and efficacy of the proposed design, and demonstrated that

requirement R1 is met.

R2 Provide Accountability on Digital Assets

Adoption of SSI protocols in the architecture of Figure 5.10 provides mechan-
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isms for responsible parties to specify, populate and cryptographically sign di-

gital values as VCs. The use of DIDs and asymmetric cryptography creates a

verifiable linkage between claims made in a VC and the signing party. Parties

wishing to verify asset credentials, and who the claims in VCs are signed by, can

request a VP from the asset’s agent. This VP provides cryptographic proof that

the signed claim was issued and has not been subsequently tampered with, and

places accountability for making such claims onto the signing party.

Design Cycles 1 and 2 demonstrated that a responsible party could define and

issue signed claims about digital asset qualities as VCs. Third parties are able

to request and inspect claims made as VPs, and can verify that they were signed

by a key under the control of the signing party, and had not been tampered with

or revoked. The artificial scenarios used in the design cycles enabled us to test

and evaluate the technical risk and efficacy of the proposed design in providing

accountability on claims made about digital assets. Thus requirement R2 is met

by the architecture.

R3 Protect confidential information

SSI is based on the principle of self-ownership of data, with a VC stored in

a secure digital wallet under the control of the entity which owns it. In the

proposed architecture, VCs for digital assets are held by a software agent, with

secure storage provided by an SSI platform implementation. In the design, a PDP

is used to mediate and control access to information. One way to implement the

design is to use policies issued to the digital asset to control access to resources.

In Design Cycle 3, and the MMA case study scenario, we demonstrated that a

PI could use VCs to issue and store access policies for digital assets. The PDP

in the implementation used these access policies to control access to resources,

based on credentials held by accessing parties. In this way, requirement R3 is

met.

Section 3.4 defined technological rules for the properties of scrutability, verifiable
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oversight and accountability in a data-driven system (Definition 2). Here, scrutab-

ility is provided for an individual asset, such as a dataset, by publishing a mechanism

for parties to request information about the asset. Verifiable oversight is provided, as

claims are stored in a Verifiable Credential data structure containing a digital signa-

ture. This signature can be used to verify the integrity of the information within the

credential (i.e., that is has not been modified or tampered with). The Verifiable Creden-

tial data model and protocols also support the provision of accountability, as a public

key is used to validate the signature provided with a claim, providing proof that the

claim was signed by the associated private key. It should be noted that an external gov-

ernance system or registry would be required to provide an irrefutable link between

any individual and control of a particular public and private key pair.

5.5.3 Limitations

The architecture developed through the design cycles of this chapter and presented in

Section 5.4 uses SSI concepts to provide assurance, demonstrate accountability and

offer protection to shared digital assets. The subsequent evaluation has shown that

there is value in adopting this approach in circumstances where assets need to be shared

between parties. Many of the anticipated benefits come as a result of the underlying

SSI platform’s implementation of standards, and currently such platforms are at an

early stage of development and deployment. There are still challenges to overcome in

terms of operationalising frameworks such as Hyperledger Aries, for example, and in

provisioning and deploying software agents to represent each entity of a system.

The evaluation of the architecture presented in this chapter has considered artificial

scenarios, and has concentrated on technical risk and efficacy, following the FEDS

approach [165]. FEDS determines that an artificial, technically focused approach is

suitable for evaluation where testing with human users is infeasible, and deployment is

far into the future. Deployment of the proposed architecture is dependant on provision

of SSI infrastructure, and will be most likely to succeed when SSI is already adopted
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for other use cases, such as personal credentials. This would be an appropriate time to

perform a human-centered evaluation on the approach, as users would have familiarity

with the core concepts and supporting technology. The COVID-19 pandemic stalled

engagements with researchers in the MMA field, which might have otherwise allowed

a more naturalistic evaluation.

5.6 Summary

This chapter has considered RQ3, which sought to determine how SSI could be used to

provide assurance and accountability on claims made about qualities of digital assets

from different participants in a DDS, whilst maintaining confidentiality and informa-

tion security requirements of asset providers.

The problem is addressed through the design of a software architecture presented in

Section 5.4. The proposed architecture employs decentralised, self-sovereign creden-

tial technologies to bring accountability to digital assets, by enabling parties respons-

ible for publishing and sharing such assets to make signed assertions about asset qual-

ities. By using asymmetric cryptographic protocols, these signed credentials provide

immutable evidence that a particular party has made a claim about an asset, and gives

oversight on accountability being taken for asset qualities. A further aspect of the ar-

chitecture is the use of a PDP that mediates requests for access to assets. This provides

the asset owners with a mechanism to control access to information that is shared about

their assets, enabling them to create policies that can be used to protect sensitive com-

mercial information.

In demonstrations of the proposed software architecture, a required stage of the DSRM

framework followed through this thesis, the design approach was applied to a scenario

based on data sharing requirements of the multi-messenger astronomy research com-

munity. The implementation used VCs to hold signed and verifiable metadata about

data assets. Access policies were defined for a dataset, and issued as VCs, which
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provided rules by which a PDP component could mediate access to the dataset. The

implementation demonstrated that certain components (SSI agents for datasets and re-

searcher) could be used without any customisation or modification, as requirements

for storing and presenting the required credentials were supported by the core SSI plat-

form, promising interoperability with other systems in the future. The MMA scenario

offered a demonstration of the viability of the proposed architecture, and the role of

SSI in providing verifiable oversight and accountability on digital assets, as well as

a means of protecting data from unauthorised access through the adoption of policy

based access control. A benefit of the Syndicate.id framework is that in abstracting the

SSI layer away from the application logic, it is possible to change the underlying SSI

technology platform if required in the future.

Further research will be required to understand how such an architecture can scale

to support digital assets in volume. This will require definition of a supporting en-

vironment, to manage such shared assets, as well as experimentation on performance

characteristics. This will determine the design of components in the system such as

the PDP, which will increasingly benefit from being decentralised as the system scales,

such that it does not become a bottleneck or a point of failure. Whilst this will bring

benefit, it will also require customisation, and will potentially introduce complexity to

the digital asset’s agents - which are currently implemented as standardised SSI agents.

Understanding this trade-off will be most beneficial as SSI platform maturity improves

and deploying such systems becomes simpler.
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Chapter 6

Providing Verifiable Oversight on

Data-driven Systems

6.1 Introduction

This chapter builds upon research introduced in Chapter 4, which presented a proposal

to develop and maintain a bill of materials record for data-driven systems as a means

to provide oversight across contributions to systems, and designed a schema to support

representation of a DDS BOM in a machine readable form. We also adopt and extend

the architecture designed in Chapter 5, which used signed digital credentials in an SSI

infrastructure to provide verifiable accountability on digital assets. Here we consider

how a BOM can be used as the basis for providing a verifiable and accountable record

for a DDS as a whole. In doing so, we seek to address RQ4, which asks “How can SSI

models be used to provide verifiable oversight and accountability to DDS, such that

systems can be scrutinised by authorised stakeholders?”

The research contribution of this chapter is a method for providing verifiable oversight

on a DDS, which can assign accountability onto providers of contributions to the DDS.

The method is demonstrated by an implementation of a web-based tool, the AI Scrutin-

eer, which illustrates a scenario that allows Domain Authorities and other stakeholders

to scrutinise DDS.

Once more the research is presented as a series of design cycle iterations, which are de-
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scribed in Section 6.3. The research outputs of the chapter are described in Section 6.4,

and evaluated in Section 6.5. A summary of the chapter is provided in Section 6.6.

6.2 Problem Identification

The review of related work in Section 2.2 outlined proposals from researchers to

provide documentation of DDS contributions in various forms, in order to support

DAs and other stakeholders in gaining oversight onto systems. Analysing this work,

Section 2.5 identified a gap in current provisions for viable technical solution designs

for managing information visibility and providing transparency and accountability in

complex multi-stakeholder DDS. This gap is problematic, as deployment and use of

DDS in high-stakes settings requires that Domain Authorities and other stakeholders

are able to gain oversight and develop confidence in systems, such that they can form

an opinion on the suitability of the system for use in their domain.

A solution to this problem should meet the following requirements, summarised in

Table 6.1:

• Provide verifiable oversight and assurance on DDS, by enabling parties to in-

spect and verify claims made about a DDS contributions.

• Provide accountability on DDS contributions, such that parties using DDS can

identify the party responsible for making claims about qualities of contributions.

Requirement Description Design Cycle

R1 Provide verifiable oversight and assurance on DDS 1,2

R2 Provide accountability on DDS contributions 1,2

Table 6.1: Requirements of a Solution to the Problem
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In previous chapters of this thesis, a software architecture that can provide verifiable

metadata about an individual digital asset, and identify the party that takes account-

ability for claims made about the asset has been designed. We have also developed

a framework to help identify roles and contributions to a DDS, and designed a data

schema that can be used to structure a BOM document to record the supply chain of

contributions to a DDS, tracking models and datasets that a constitute a system.

We now extend this work and seek to use the artefacts in combination, in the design

of a method which can provide a verifiable record of contributions to a complete DDS,

giving oversight and identification of accountable parties. The approach, which is once

again developed through design cycle iterations of the DSRM framework, considers

how SSI can be used in combination with the BOM JSON Schema designed in Chapter

4 to provide oversight and scrutability on DDS to stakeholders. A demonstration of the

method is provided as a web-based tool, which enables a Domain Authority to seek

oversight on a DDS.

6.3 Design and Build

6.3.1 Design Cycle 1: A Verifiable Bill of Materials

Definition of Objectives for a Solution

A robust and reliable architectural model needs to be designed in order to provide sup-

port for a verifiable record of the supply chain for a DDS to be maintained. This will

help DAs and other stakeholders gain confidence in a DDS, by providing oversight, and

the ability to perform necessary and ongoing scrutiny on the system. This architecture

should provide those scrutinising a DDS and its contributing elements with evidence of

accountability, confidence that claims are made by authorised and trusted parties, and

that records are accurate and up-to-date. The philosophy and technological approach

of a decentralised SSI-based system again offers a technical constraint on which the
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solution is designed, in order to test the hypothesis of this thesis, presented in Sec-

tion 1.3.

Chapter 5 provided the design for an architecture based on SSI principles to provide

oversight and accountability on discrete digital assets. Here we extend that architec-

ture, so that it can be used for multiple digital assets across a DDS.

Design and Development

In an extension of the architecture presented in Figure 5.4, we consider that a software

agent can be used to represent a whole DDS as an entity. This agent will hold a BOM

document describing the components used in the DDS. The BOM will reference mod-

els and datasets used in the DDS, employing the JSON Schema developed in Chapter 4

to define its structure.

To provide assurance of the integrity of the DDS BOM document, it be can be issued

as a VC by the party accountable for the DDS. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is the

Systems Integrator providing the DDS. The BOM VC will be issued to, and held by, the

software agent representing the DDS. Any party that needs to examine the composition

of the DDS can request the BOM VC from the DDS software agent. The returned BOM

can be read and deconstructed into representations of individual assets which comprise

the DDS. The verificationRoute field of the asset descriptor in the BOM JSON data can

be used to provide a route, or endpoint, to access an SSI agent representing other assets

in the DDS. This provides a means to to determine which party is taking accountability

for each asset, and to verify claims made about individual assets.

Figure 6.1 shows three roles from the RB Framework developed in Chapter 3: an

SI, a Model Engineer and a Data Provider. These roles represent the parties that are

accountable for components in the system. SSI software agents represent the digital

assets: one agent representing the DDS itself, with further agents representing each

model and dataset used in the DDS. The BOM of the DDS and of each asset describes
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the properties and relationships between these entities, and is digitally signed by the

party issuing the BOM, and as a result, taking accountability for the BOM of the system

or component. A further participant in the system is a verifying party - this represents

an entity that makes enquiries about the DDS or its components. In the RB Framework,

this is the DA role – the party that seeks oversight on the DDS. The DA will interact

with the DDS agent through a published interface, and be able to request and process

the DDS BOM credential. Figure 6.1 provides an overview of the process of the DA

seeking verifiable oversight on a DDS, by requesting the BOM VC from an asset’s

agent (via a known endpoint), processing the returned VP, and then requesting the next

VC in the chain. This enables the DA to develop an overview of the assets in the DDS

as they proceed through the supply chain.

Demonstration and Evaluation

The method can be demonstrated by application to artificial scenarios. Initial con-

sideration is given to Scenario S1 (Definition 1), a DDS providing CCTV monitoring

services described by Preece, et al. [125]. This scenario has been presented in the RB

Framework in Figure 3.7, and its components described in Table 4.3 and the code List-

ing C.2. Here, the DDS is modelled using SSI agents, with VCs used to hold a BOM

for each asset.

The environment, which is based on Figure 6.1, is described first from the point of view

of its initialisation, with parties providing verifiable documentation for their assets.

Then the act of seeking oversight and verification on the DDS and its contributions is

discussed. Table 6.2 provides a summary of the entities and the credentials issued.

The setup for the system requires the following steps:

1. SSI software agents are instantiated to represent the digital assets in the DDS –

namely, the DDS itself CCTVMon, the dataset CuratedUCF101, and the model

VADER.
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Figure 6.1: Domain Authority Interactions with SSI Agents of Constituents

2. Human actors are equipped with SSI wallet capabilities, the actors in this scen-

ario are: Hiley, the DP; Taylor, the ME; AnglovaChief, an officer within the

Anglova Law Enforcement, as the SI; and UKAnalyst, a DA who seeks oversight

on the system. Hiley and Taylor are each accountable for a digital asset used in

the DDS, and AnglovaChief, as SI, is accountable for the overall DDS. UKAna-

lyst is a verifying party – they will not issue credentials, but need to be able to

access VCs for to have oversight on the DDS.

3. Following the process outlined in Section 5.3.2 for a single asset, Hiley and

Taylor populate, sign and issue VCs about the digital assets that they are account-
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Issuing Actor Role Credential Issued to Agent

Hiley DP Dataset Qualities CuratedUCF101

Hiley DP Dataset Bill of Materials CuratedUCF101

Taylor ME Model Qualities Model

Taylor ME Model Bill of Materials Model

AnglovaChief SI DDS Qualities CCTVMon

AnglovaChief SI DDS Bill of Materials CCTVMon

Table 6.2: Credentials issued to SSI Agents in CCTV Monitoring Scenario

able for, and issue the VC to the asset’s SSI agent, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

4. The SI, AnglovaChief, creates a BOM document for the DDS they have as-

sembled, using the JSON Schema developed in Chapter 4. The BOM document

is used to populate a VC, which is signed and issued by AnglovaChief to the

CCTVMon agent, which represents the DDS itself.

To achieve verifiable oversight on the DDS, the process followed is:

1. UKAnalyst uses software that supports SSI protocols to make a request for the

BOM Credential from the CCTVMon agent, via a published address or endpoint.

2. To satisfy this request, the CCTVMon agent issues a VP, which UKAnalyst uses

to verify that the BOM Credential was issued and signed by AnglovaChief, and

has not been tampered with subsquently – this puts accountability on Anglo-

vaChief for its content. As such, if UKAnalyst trusts AnglovaChief, then UKAna-

lyst can put trust into the BOM credential that AnglovaChief has signed and

taken accountability for.

3. The BOM credential adopts the JSON Schema previously defined, and can be

read and interpreted by UKAnalyst. It will contain a list of the digital assets
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that have been used to develop the DDS, with endpoints at which verification for

each can be made.

4. UKAnalyst iterates through this list, and requests a BOM credential from each

endpoint.

5. UKAnalyst uses the returned BOM credential to gain assurance on the veracity

of each asset, and to identify the accountable party.

As a result, UKAnalyst can gain oversight over the supply chain of the entire DDS.

A similar method can be employed for Scenario S2 (Definition 1), the Aurora Chatbot,

with entities shown in Table 4.4. This scenario needs further consideration, as the

DialogFlow framework and the model sub-components of the DDS are provided by

Google. The approach needs to consider how oversight on the system can be provided

without the (likely unfulfillable) requirement for an organisation such as Google to

contribute and run an SSI agent. A further difference in S2 is that CM adopts the

roles of both SI and DP, having curated the conversation data, used it to train models

provided by Google, and then produced the final system to offer to health agencies

(HA). In this case, HA is in the role of DA, as the party seeking oversight on the DDS.

To support this scenario, an assumption is made that Google will not issue VCs to ex-

press qualities of services, and so CM is the only human actor. CM can take account-

ability for the datasets in English and in Portuguese, and for the DDS itself – which

includes choices made during integration, including the use of DialogFlow. No iden-

tifiable party is able to take accountability for the Google components, but metadata

about them – version numbers, internet locations of assets, etc. – can still be supplied

as part of the DDS BOM. Indeed, the BOM Schema described in Chapter 4 provides

structures for this type of information to be conveyed in the BOM for the DDS – a BOM

can provide attributes of contributions through the knownDependencies structure. Fur-

thermore, a JSON object can be created to represent the Google services, however its

verificationRoute field will be empty, as there is no accountable party able to verify the
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1 BOM = DDSAgent.BOM

2 i = 0

3 while asset = BOM.knownDependencies[i]

4 BOM ′ = asset.BOM

5 i = i+ 1

6 j = 0

7 while asset′ = BOM ′.knownDependencies[j]

8 BOM ′′ = asset′.BOM

9 j = j + 1

10 (Repeat until all known dependencies reached...)

Algorithm 6.1: Iterating over a DDS and its assets’ known dependencies

service itself. Table 6.3 identifies the entities in the system, and the credentials issued

to attest to asset to qualities and the BOM structure for each asset.

Issuing Actor Role Credential Issued to Agent

CM DP Dataset Qualities HealthAdviceEN

CM DP Dataset Qualities HealthAdvicePT

CM SI DDS Qualities AuroraAgent

CM SI DDS Bill of Materials AuroraAgent

Table 6.3: Credentials issued to SSI Agents in Aurora Scenario

The process of gaining oversight on a DDS is documented as pseudocode in Al-

gorithm 6.1. The algorithm is implemented as a Tree Traversal Algorithm, performing

a Depth-First Search, with Preorder Traversal.

Peffers, et al. [122] describe demonstration of the use artefacts developed through the

DSRM framework in artificial scenarios as a way to determine the extent to which

an artefact can provide a solution to the identified problem. Through the scenarios
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described, we have considered two different types of DDS. In the first instance, based

on S1, every element is verifiable and a known party is able to be held accountable for

each asset. In the second, based on S2, an asset is provided on an AIaaS basis by a

third party who has no significant relationship with the DDS ecosystem, and is unlikely

to participate in credential exchange. The proposed method has been shown to be

adaptable in such circumstances, and able to provide a verifiable entity and accountable

party where such exists, whilst still functioning where no such provision is possible.

6.3.2 Design Cycle 2: Providing a Human-Machine Interface

Revision of Objectives

We have designed a method to provide oversight on a DDS, using the BOM schema de-

signed in Chapter 4 and the SSI-based architecture from Chapter 5 and demonstrated its

application in artificial scenarios. In a practical situation, a DA or other stakeholder will

require tools to support requesting the BOM VC, processing it and iterating through

the supply chain to scrutinise all contributions. To meet this need, we are motivated

to investigate the feasibility of providing a web-based tool to support a DA in gaining

verifiable oversight of a DDS. The tool would conduct the SSI interactions on the DA’s

behalf, and present information about the DDS in a accessible manner.

Design and Development

The system described is titled the AI Scrutineer (AIS), and provides a web-based user

interface to demonstrate how verifiable oversight and scrutability on DDS could be

provided to DAs and other stakeholders.

Entities in the AIS have the following roles:

SI: The SI is the party with accountability for the system as a whole. They take

ownership of documenting the overall structure in the BOM to provide oversight.
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The contents of the BOM is defined by the JSON Schema structure designed in

Chapter 4 which provides a template that the SI can populate with information

about the DDS, including models and datasets used. The JSON structure for

the BOM is encoded as a VC, signed by the SI and issued to the software agent

representing the DDS.

DDS Agent: The DDS is represented by a software agent, which holds the DDS

BOM VC issued by the SI.

Model Engineer: The ME is responsible for the model, and populating the model’s

BOM schema, and signing and issuing it as a VC to the model agent. The ME

can interact with the ecosystem through a digital wallet, or be represented by an

autonomous software agent as part of the ML production pipeline.

Model Agent: The Model Agent (MA) is an SSI software agent which represents a

model and holds the BOM VC issued by the ME, interacting with other parties

requesting information about the model. The MA should remain available and

accessible at a known endpoint, in order that it can satisfy credential requests

from interested parties.

Data Provider: The DP is responsible for a dataset, and will populate the BOM

record for the dataset and sign and issue it as a VC to the data agent.

Dataset Agent: The Dataset Agent (DSA) is an SSI software agent which represents

the dataset, and holds the dataset’s BOM VC issued by the DA. As with the

MA, the DSA should remain accessible at a known endpoint location, to satisfy

stakeholder requests.

In Design Cycle 1, the DA – as the party interested in the system – was described as

interacting directly with the DDS agent, via the SSI infrastructure. AIS introduces a

new layer into the interaction – the DA will interact with a human computer interface

(HCI) accessed through a web browser. The HCI will interact with the SSI subsystem
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Figure 6.2: AI Scrutineer Architecture

on behalf of the DA. This interaction is delivered through an additional component, the

Scrutineer Service.

Scrutineer Service: As the AIS design is intended to demonstrate how non-technical

DAs can gain oversight on a DDS, the Scrutineer Service (SS) has been intro-

duced to mediate between a web-based HCI and the SSI infrastructure. The SS

represents the DA in SSI interactions.

When a DA wants to inspect a DDS, they visit a supplied web address for the AIS

(perhaps by scanning a QR code with the address embedded, provided by the SI).

On receiving the user’s request via an HCI, an SSI agent component within the SS

makes an SSI connection to the DDS Agent and requests a presentation of the BOM

credential. On delivery of the presentation, the SS decodes the JSON payload data from

the BOM. The SS iterates through the knownDependencies field of the BOM and shows

information for all known models and datasets used in the DDS. This information can

be presented to the DA in a human-readable form via a web interface. The architecture

for such a system is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Demonstration and Evaluation

The AIS demonstration integrates with existing ML workflows, and takes advantage of

documentation that might already exist within a DDS production pipeline. The BOM

document for the model in the demonstration uses metadata from Model Cards for

Model Reporting [107] documentation by integrating with The Model Card Toolkit

(MCT) [55], a software tool that supports Model Card authoring. MCT is an open

source application, published by Google researchers, which integrates with the produc-

tion workflow of TensorFlow1 model development and deployment. The AIS demon-

stration has been designed such that metadata from MCT is used to populate the BOM

for the model.

Implementation of the demonstration used the Hyperledger Aries platform, abstracted

through the Syndicate.id layer, as described in Section 5.3.3. In the demonstration, a

Jupyter Notebook interfaces with an SSI agent that represents the Model Engineer. The

Notebook has integration with MCT and pulls model metadata from the TensorFlow

production pipeline to populate the model’s BOM VC. In particular, the MCT provides

the name, overview and version number of the model. Other fields of the BOM are

populated manually in the Jupyter Notebook. These provide information about datasets

used to train the model and the team responsible for development of the model. A

request to publish creates a connection between the ME’s agent and the MA. The data

for the BOM is encoded as the payload of a VC, which is cryptographically signed by

the ME agent, and issued to the MA. The SI also populates a BOM, listing the models

and any known datasets used in the DDS. This BOM is encoded as a VC by the SI, and

issued to the DDS agent.

AIS demonstrates how a DA could be provided with oversight on a DDS through a

web-based interface, presenting information that provides oversight, and identifies ac-

countable parties. Figure D.1 in Appendix D shows a screenshot of the AIS web in-

terface, as it might be presented to a DA. The interface employs a graph-based view

1https://www.tensorflow.org/

https://www.tensorflow.org/
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of the DDS components, with the model and datasets enumerated. Further details on

the model (automatically taken from the TensorFlow model, and encoded in the VC)

are shown below the graph, along with brief biographical information about the team

and the dataset used for the developing the model. The green check mark illustrates

that the information displayed has been retrieved from a signed VC, and cryptograph-

ically proven to be as provided by the accountable party, and unchanged from the time

of signature. The demonstration shows one way in which an SSI-based system for

providing oversight and accountability could be used by a DA, without requiring the

DA to directly interact with SSI software and processes.

The architecture that supports the AIS demonstration builds upon the foundations that

can be used to attest to shared data qualities first proposed in Chapter 5, and extended

in Design Cycle 1 of this chapter to integrate with a BOM record of the supply chain of

assets and artefacts used in development of a DDS. The architecture has been demon-

strated with an implementation of a system showing that the BOM can be requested

and inspected by DAs who need to have oversight and assurance on the integrity of

the constituents of the system. The demonstration uses a web-based interface layer

through which DAs can request and inspect the DDS, and evaluate the suitability of its

underlying models and data for their use case and domain. The web interface is dynam-

ically populated from information retrieved from the BOM, held by a software agent

representing the DDS and its components, and the information displayed is backed by

a visual mark of assurance that it has been cryptographically verified. This verifica-

tion is an important aspect of the approach, as it shows that the documentation and

metadata has not been altered or revoked. As such, practitioners can gain confidence

in the documentation provided with their DDS, through the accountability that VCs

provide.

The implementation of the architecture in the AIS demonstration provides an instance

of a “single-case mechanism experiment”, which is often performed in a laboratory en-

vironment to test artefact prototypes. This approach contributes to a technical risk and
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efficacy evaluation [165], showing that the technical approach is effective. A demon-

stration of this nature shows not only that the design approach can be implemented,

but also how it can be implemented [40]. Design of the method and architecture and

the subsequent demonstration through an implementation of the AIS system has shown

that it is technically feasible to use SSI protocols and VCs to attest to qualities of DDS

and their components. A third-party ML model production tool has been integrated

with the processes that populate the BOM, and cryptographically sign and issue it to

a software agent representing a model in a DDS. Implementation of the design has

demonstrated that VCs containing information about the DDS, models and datasets

can be accessed and verified, and presented to a DA or other stakeholders.

6.4 Research Outputs

6.4.1 A Software Architecture Providing Oversight and Account-

ability on DDS through a Verifiable BOM

The research presented in this chapter has led to the design of a software architec-

ture that supports provision of verifiable oversight on a DDS, and a means for asset

providers to take accountability for their contributions. The architecture extends the

design of Section 5.4, and uses a BOM record of the supply chain of contributions to

a DDS to provide a means to deliver verifiable metadata and documentation about a

DDS, and to demonstrate accountability of contributing parties. The BOM record is

based on the JSON Schema structure presented in Section 4.4, and encapsulated as a

VC, in order that it can be associated with an accountable party by a using a digital

signature through SSI protocols.

Figure 6.3 shows a context view for a system architecture designed to provide over-

sight and accountability on a DDS. The context view shows the role that the System

Integrator has in providing the DA and stakeholders with verifiable claims provided by
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Figure 6.3: Context View of DDS Oversight and Accountability System

parties responsible for the system and its components. These claims should serve to

increase the confidence that the DA has in the DDS, and the trust that they are able to

place in the system.

Figure 6.4 shows a functional view for the architecture of a system to provide verifi-

able oversight and accountability on a DDS. A functional view “defines the architec-

tural elements that deliver the functions of the system being described” [133]. Figure

6.4 uses UML symbols to represent the main components of the system, and the in-

terfaces between them. The functional diagram shows a DDS BOM SSI Agent, which

holds a credential storing the BOM of the overall system, built from knowledge of

the individual contributions towards the system collected and curated by a DDS BOM

Generator component. External DDS Contribution SSI Agents hold credentials re-

lating to individual contributions to the DDS, from models and datasets. The BOM

and the contribution credentials can be requested by an external Credential Inspector,

through interfaces that follow SSI protocols. An Identity Registry can provide inform-
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Figure 6.4: Functional View of DDS Oversight and Accountability System

ation about parties signing credentials, so that stakeholders relying on the the Creden-

tial Inspector can determine whether signing parties are known organisations, trusted

peers, or members of a community of practice, for example, and use this knowledge to

determine how much trust to place in the information provided.

The contribution presented here extends published approaches to sharing information

about data-driven systems, notably Model Cards for Model Reporting [107]. The con-

tribution provides a mechanism in which information about a system and the con-

stituent parts of the system can be digitally signed by parties with responsibility for

development or selection of those assets. This provides stakeholders with traceability

on DDS, and the ability determine who is accountable for systems and their compon-

ents. Published approaches do not provide verifiability and evidence of accountability

on claims made for system qualities.

6.4.2 Communication

The problem and outcomes of the design cycles of this chapter have been regularly

presented to academic colleagues and industry peers in research group meetings at

Cardiff University, the University of Notre Dame, USA, and in the DAIS-ITA project.
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Resultant discussion has served to inform direction of the research through the design

cycles.

The AI Scrutineer demonstration of the method has been documented in an engineer-

ing white paper format, and was submitted as an entry to an SSI Use Case competition

run by the Sovrin Foundation2. The research problem, proposed solution and the AIS

demonstration has been presented as part of a research seminar at the UK’s Office of

National Statistics. A presentation was also given to the AI and Metaverse Technology

Taskforce of the Trust over IP Foundation3, an expert group which includes leading re-

searchers and practitioners from the SSI field. One member of the group described the

talk as a “very timely presentation on ‘AI Data Stacks”’. A rich and detailed discussion

among the group ensued, which has informed the Future Work section of this thesis, in

Section 7.3.

The research developed through this chapter has been formally described and published

as a peer-reviewed journal article [12].

6.5 Evaluation

Evaluation of a software architecture is concerned with resolution of the question “will

the computer system to be built from this architecture satisfy its business goals?” [79].

Following the approach of the DSRM, evaluation is considered from the viewpoints

of rigour and relevance. In the Rigour Cycle, we adopt a formal approach to software

architecture evaluation, aligning business goals to quality attribute requirements. In the

Relevance Cycle, we consider the ability of the architecture to address the requirements

introduced as the problem characteristics, presented in Section 6.2.

2https://twitter.com/SovrinID/status/1366573747419770880?s=20
3https://trustoverip.org

https://twitter.com/SovrinID/status/1366573747419770880?s=20
https://trustoverip.org
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6.5.1 The Rigour Cycle: Architecture Decision Review

Erder and Pureur’s Continuous Architecture [53] is an architectural approach developed

to support rapid delivery cycles, meeting demands driven by advances in software en-

gineering. One of the principles of the Continuous Architecture approach is to focus

on quality attributes, rather than on functional requirements. Quality attributes are

classified into ‘Quality Attribute Requirements’ (defined as “qualifications of the func-

tional requirements or of the overall product”) and ‘Constraints’, which are “design

decisions with zero degrees of freedom”. Erder and Pureur’s view is that an archi-

tect should make design decisions in order to meet quality attribute requirements. In

their work on software architecture evaluation, Eloranta, et al. [51], state that “the

goal of architecture evaluation is to find out if made architecture decisions support the

quality requirements set by the customer”. Erder and Pureur [53] describe a decision-

centric evaluation approach as a “lightweight yet very effective architecture validation

method”, and propose adoption of the Decision-Centric Architecture Review (DCAR)

method [163], which is based on an evaluation of the decisions – “the key unit of work

of architecture” [54] – that lie behind a software architecture design. This evaluation

adopts DCAR to review the design decisions made, in the light of their impact on the

quality attribute requirements of the proposed solution.

An overview of the DCAR method is provided in Appendix E. Eloranta, et al. [51], de-

scribe making adaptations of the DCAR approach to work in different settings, based

on “observed real-life software architecture practices”. Being mindful of the availabil-

ity of our colleagues and peers, and in alignment with emerging work practices follow-

ing the COVID-19 pandemic [171], our evaluation adapted DCAR so that it was able

to be conducted asynchronously. The sequence of the DCAR method was followed

to produce a document that described the context and architectural decisions, and the

reasoning behind those decisions. The document (provided in Appendix G) was shared

with colleagues from different organisations, and with different levels of experience in

software architecture design. Colleagues were invited to study the document in their
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own time and provide their feedback via an online form.

DCAR evaluation begins with a Management Presentation, to identify business goals.

To provide a business focus, we identified cost effectiveness as a quality attribute. Er-

der and Pureur [53] state that “Cost effectiveness is not commonly included in the list

of quality attribute requirements for a system, yet it is almost always a factor.”. In-

deed, cost effectiveness will likely be a significant factor in the adoption of a system to

provide oversight and accountability on DDS, that is intended to be deployed across a

number of stakeholders, often with very limited connections to each other.

Accordingly, the business goals are defined as:

1. The solution adopts SSI Principles, as a technical constraint.

2. The solution is cost effective through its lifecycle.

3. The solution can be widely adopted.

These business goals are used to evaluate the quality attributes of the architecture

design.

Aligning with Step 2 of the DCAR process – the Architecture Presentation – three

existence decisions [86] made during the architecture design cycles are described.

The DCAR method proposes a format for documenting decisions, which is shown in

Table 6.4. Appendix F shows the template populated for decisions made in the design:

using standard SSI interfaces (Table F.1), using VCs to hold metadata (Table F.2) and

encoding the BOM as a VC (Table F.3).

Step 3 of the DCAR approach creates a decision relationship diagram, showing how

architectural decisions influence each other, and where decision forces have had an

impact. This thesis is focused on the use of SSI as a possible solution approach, which

is considered to be a technical constraint. This constraint is a property decision [86],

and has consequences for other architectural decisions in the design. As such, the

adoption of SSI is considered to be a decision force [51].
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Decision Name

Problem or Issue What problem or issue is solved by the solution

Solution Description of the decision or solution.

Alternatives Which alternative solutions were considered?

Arguments for Benefits of the chosen approach

Against Shortcomings of the chosen approach

Table 6.4: Decision Description Template

Figure 6.5: Decision Relationship viewpoint of Architecture

The format of the diagram is based on the Decision Relationship viewpoint proposed

by Van Heesch, Avgeriou, and Hilliard [162], which is designed to show architecture

decisions, their relationships to other decisions, and their current states. The Decision

Relationship viewpoint for the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 6.5. Decision
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forces are presented as a bullet list, using the vocabulary of the domain – i.e., the

domain in which the architecture is set, which in the studied case is taken to be that of

DDS and SSI in general, rather than the domain of any particular deployment of the

system.

The outcome of this step of the DCAR process is a list of business-related decision

forces that should be taken into consideration during evaluation of the proposed archi-

tecture. These decision forces were identified as:

• SSI implementations are available as open source

• Components of SSI systems will be interoperable

• The system will be deployed when SSI infrastructure is more mature

• Running an SSI software agent will be no more complex than (e.g.) running a

web server, so is not to be considered as a barrier to adoption

Step 4 of the DCAR approach involves narrowing the scope of the evaluation to focus

on key decisions, which are voted upon during the review process. As this review con-

sidered the early stages of an architectural design, reducing the quantity of decisions

was not a concern. As such, documentation produced in Step 3 was taken forward to

the final evaluation, omitting the need for Step 5 – a similar adaptation was applied by

Eloranta, et al., [51] when applying DCAR to projects in the software industry.

Step 6 is the evaluation itself, which requires presentation of the material produced

and discourse with reviewers to determine whether decisions made are considered to

be sound, or need to be re-visited. In this asynchronous adaptation of DCAR, this

step was implemented by sharing the prepared material (Appendix G) with review-

ers – colleagues with software architecture design experience or expert knowledge of

SSI technology. The reviewers were invited to read the material, and to provide any

thoughts and feedback electronically. In particular, reviewers were asked to consider

whether they felt the designed architecture was capable of satisfying the business goals.
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Results

The reviewers were asked to consider the design decisions, and decide whether they

considered them to be sound. Three reviewers completed the process and submitted

their thoughts on the designs. The reviewers remained anonymous, but each provided

their level of familiarity with SSI, and the time they had taken to review the presentation

and provide their feedback, which is summarised in Table 6.5.

Reviewer Knowledge of SSI Time Taken

A A lot 30 minutes

B None 30 minutes

C A little 1 hour

Table 6.5: Self-reported Knowledge of SSI and Time Taken

• Decision 1: Use Standard SSI Interfaces: Reviewer A stated that “Using open

standards allows innovation at the edges and prevents vendor lock-in by enabling

multiple distinct implementations and technology stack to interface over com-

mon protocols.”. Reviewer B added that “Non-standard interfaces could cause a

barrier to wider adoption”. Reviewer C did not provide a comment here.

• Decision 2: Use VCs for Metadata: Reviewer A stated that “I think it is an

excellent idea. VCs provide a structured, integrity assured payload that can be

used to assert claims about a subject.” Reviewer B, who had no knowledge of

SSI, felt that when considering the decisions forces “It is a sound decision. It

provides the required functionality with minimal extra complexity.”. Reviewer

C, who claimed a little knowledge of SSI, speculated whether storing metadata

on a blockchain might be useful to provide evidence of tampering. Reviewer A

also outlined a challenge to consider – “who controls/holds the VC. The subject

is the Model of Dataset, but the holder needs to be an ‘intelligent’ entity that is
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capable of presentation.” We propose to use software agents as the holder, and

to represent assets as the holder.

• Decision 3: Encode the BOM as a VC: Reviewer B repeated their response to

Decision 2, “It is a sound decision. It provides the required functionality with

minimal extra complexity.”. Reviewer A agreed with the decision, although ex-

pressed uncertainty about how the BOM contrasts with the Metadata. Pragmat-

ically, the reviewer is correct, all VCs are JSON key/value pairs, and so the BOM

is a type of metadata, just as any other credential issued to the asset would be.

Reviewer C also agreed with the decision, stating that “Storing the BOM as VC

is a good idea when compared to storing on database or file format. BOMs in the

form of VCs can be controlled more securely and efficiently by the organization

or author using an SSI controller agent.”.

Reviewers were asked to consider whether the design approach would satisfy the busi-

ness goals. Reviewer B agreed. Reviewer A agreed, with the caveat that they felt that

adopting SSI Principles was quite vague as a business goal. This reviewer also pro-

posed that a decision force that focused on the adoption of open standards might be

appropriate to drive wide adoption – they pointed out that the Hyperledger platform

would not be a sound implementation choice if the adoption of open standards was an

objective, as it does not currently follow emerging standards. Reviewer C also agreed,

but wondered whether scalability also needed to considered.

6.5.2 The Relevance Cycle

As previously discussed, the relevance of a design artefact can be determined by con-

sidering it in the context of the environment in which it is to operate, and evaluating

how effectively it would address the problems identified in its domain. Section 6.2

identified the requirements for a solution to provide oversight and accountability in

complex multi-stakeholder DDS, in order that DAs and other stakeholders are able to
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form an opinion on the suitability of the system for use in their domain. These are

summarised in Table 6.1.

R1 Provide verifiable oversight and assurance on DDS

Adopting SSI protocols in the solution architecture to support claims about con-

tributed assets and their metadata, provides mechanisms for responsible parties

to specify, populate and cryptographically sign digital credentials as VCs. The

use of DIDs creates a cryptographically verifiable link between claims made in

a VC and the signing party. Parties wishing to verify claims made about a DDS

and its assets, and who those claims in VCs are signed by, can request a VP from

the asset’s SSI agent. This VP provides cryptographic proof that the signed claim

was issued and has not been subsequently tampered with, and places accountab-

ility for claims made onto the signing party.

Design Cycle 1 demonstrated that parties responsible for assets in a DDS could

issue signed claims about the asset qualities as VCs, and that a BOM could be

used to collate the assets across the DDS, and itself be issued as a signed VC.

Assets which did not have a party able to take responsibility for them, such as

those provided by organisations outside of the ecosystem, could still be included

in the BOM. Third parties are able to request and inspect the BOM as a signed

VP, and are able to iterate through the BOM to identify individual assets. Each

asset in turn can be inspected, and a request made for its own VP. Stakeholders

can verify that claims were signed by a key under the control of the signing

party, and had not been tampered with or revoked. Exploration of the artificial

scenarios used in the design cycle enabled demonstration and evaluation of the

efficacy of the proposed design in providing a BOM of a DDS, and accountability

on claims made about the DDS, and the digital assets that contributed to the

DDS. Thus we can assert that requirement R1 is met by the architecture.

R2 Provide accountability on DDS contributions

As previously shown, SSI protocols allow responsible parties to specify, popu-
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late and sign digital credentials. These credentials can be used to make claims

about qualities of a digital asset, such as the metadata of a dataset. DIDs and

asymmetric cryptography provides proof that claims were made by the signing

party, and have not been tampered with subsequently. This can provide a verify-

ing party with trustable oversight on the stated qualities of an asset, based on the

reputation of the signing party.

Design Cycles 1 and 2 showed that contributors to a DDS could issue signed

claims about the digital asset qualities of their contributions. By accessing and

iterating through a BOM for the overall DDS, itself a signed and verifiable cre-

dential, third parties can request and inspect VPs of each contributing asset, and

verify that they were signed by an identfied contributor and not tampered with.

The scenarios used in the demonstration phase of the design cycles enabled test-

ing and evaluation of the efficacy of the proposed design, and demonstrated that

requirement R2 is met.

A set of technological rules for the properties of scrutability, verifiable oversight and

accountability in a data-driven system were identified in Section 3.4 (Definition 2).

Here, scrutability is provided for a data-driven system through the provision of ac-

cess to a bill of materials record for the system. The AI Scrutineer demonstration in

Design Cycle 2 provided an illustration of how scrutability could be offered to differ-

ent stakeholders in a DDS ecosystem, with the adoption of a user-facing web interface.

Verifiable oversight is provided through the use of a Verifiable Credential data struc-

ture, which contains a digital signature within its payload. This signature can be used

to verify the integrity of the information within the credential, demonstrating that it

has not been modified since it was signed. Accountability is also supported by the use

of asymmetric cryptography, with a published public key being used to validate the

signature provided with each claim, providing proof that the claim was signed by the

associated private key. Protocols for decentralised identity adopted through this thesis

provide a means to locate the public key that signed a verifiable credential. An external
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registry would typically be used to maintain a registry of known DIDs and the asso-

ciated parties, providing a mapping between a DID and the entity accountable for any

claim being made.

6.5.3 Limitations

The evaluation has considered the technical viability of using SSI to provide over-

sight and accountability on a DDS. The DRSM approach adopted through this thesis

provides a method that is in alignment with agile methods used in industry for the de-

velopment of high quality software solutions. The choice of DCAR as an evaluation

approach was motivated by its suitability for application in industry, alongside agile

development methods [51].

It was not feasible to conduct a full, face-to-face DCAR evaluation, yet adaptation of

the approach such that it could be conducted in an asynchronous manner enabled a

wider set of reviewers with different backgrounds to contribute to the evaluation. Pre-

paration of the material for the asynchronous peer-review followed the DCAR steps,

with a focus on the decisions made, their relationships and the decision forces provided

good insight into the evaluation methodology. This showed how the evaluation ap-

proach might be adapted to be suitable for use in a modern business setting, where

key stakeholders have limited availability and different working patterns, often across

timezones. The framework for the evaluation created a set of material which was able

to be shared with experienced software architects and SSI experts, and supported the

beginning of a constructive discourse on the merits of the proposed architecture and

its ability to meet the defined business goals. The adaptation of the method provided

access to a group of reviewers who would have been difficult to reach with a syn-

chronous, face-to-face approach. As such, the asynchronous approach taken here to

the DCAR evaluation may be applicable to a practical situation in industry, and we

recommend that researchers further consider how their methods for software architec-

ture evaluation can be adapted and applied in software businesses. Reviewers A and B
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provided feedback on the evaluation approach itself. Reviewer A stating that “I think

it worked well, because I already have a decent understanding of the architecture you

are working with. Although, I can imagine those with less firm a grasp might struggle

to get down to the details.” They added, “I think the approach works well in conveying

how you made design decisions about the architecture in order to meet a set of goals/re-

quirements.” Reviewer B felt that “it’s an interesting approach, and I like it. I do think

it’s missing a feedback step - prior to asking if the decisions are sound, it might be per-

tinent to ask if the decisions appear well informed. A decision could be sound given

the assumptions, but if those assumptions aren’t sound that’s not captured.”

Whilst the evaluation considered the architectural approach as sound, practically there

are challenges to overcome in terms of operationalising the deployment of SSI-based

systems, and in provisioning and deploying a set of software agents to represent each

entity of the system. Reviewer C raised the question about scalability, for example.

Further work is required to understand how a system can be deployed and how it can

operate at scale, and development of a use case scenario in a practical environment

will provide insight. The architecture, and the demonstration of the AIS system in

particular, is developed on SSI software which follows standardised data models and

protocols, and so the design principles and interactions can be ported to other SSI

platforms as they become production ready. This should provide a robust foundation

for further work, and is in line with the quality attributes and business goals identified

during the DCAR evaluation.

There are other directions in which to extend the work. The demonstration AIS system

employed an instance of the Scrutineer Service operating as a singular entity, yet the

decentralised nature of SSI means that many different parties can operate agents in this

role, and present the model’s BOM information in different ways, appropriate to their

audience - the only information that needs to be known to the Scrutineer Service is

the endpoint of the agent representing the DDS, and the credential which needs to be

requested. That is not to say, however, that all data would be freely made available
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to all Scrutineer Services. The agent receiving a credential request (in this case, the

model agent) can determine whether it wishes to respond to the request, and further

can decide what to return to the request, through a model of selective disclosure which

can be used to protect confidential information belonging to the actors in the system.

As such, different levels of transparency – or opacity – could be provided for different

scrutineers, providing opportunities for customising information provision to partners

and customers or the wider public, for example.

The AI Scrutineer demonstration was developed with a focus on providing insight into

the technical feasibility of the proposed approach, rather than to understand the user

requirements of a tool that could be deployed into an end user environment. Fur-

ther research and usability studies should be undertaken to identify requirements for a

practical tool with an HCI that would meet the needs of a range of stakeholders in a

real-world deployment.

6.6 Summary

The architecture and demonstration of the AI Scrutineer system described in this chapter

has shown that SSI data models and protocols can be used to assert and take account-

ability for properties and qualities of DDS, datasets and ML models. The solution has

demonstrated that a data publisher can issue credentials that provide information on the

metadata or other qualities of their datasets, which can be securely held by software

agents, and provided on-demand to show the claims made by the publisher or owners

of assets. If circumstances change, the claims can be revoked, and parties inspecting

assets will be able to determine that the asset is no longer considered suitable. The

ability to provide verifiable oversight on a supply chain BOM for a DDS can be used

as part of a facility to provide assurance of the ongoing integrity of the DDS to practi-

tioners and other stakeholders, who can access it directly or through a web-based user

interface – as demonstrated in the AI scrutineer implementation. Such a system can
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protect practitioners from using DDS where the training or test datasets have been dis-

credited, as real-time integrity checks on the supply chain of the asset can be performed

and presented.

The asynchronous adaptation of the DCAR approach used for review proved an effect-

ive mechanism of performing an architecture review with expert colleagues, without

requiring scheduling or a significant time cost across timezones, with each reviewer

stating that they spent 30 minutes to an hour on the evaluation, and found that the pro-

cess went well. One reviewer commented that they liked the “clear justifications of

decisions with arguments both for and against” that the DCAR framework facilitated,

and felt that the approach worked well in conveying how design decisions were made

in the architecture towards meeting goals and requirements.

While work remains to be done in regards to researching effective user interface design

for presenting information to end users, as well as further integrating the system into

data and ML production pipelines and operationalising for deployment, the technical

approach has been shown to be effective in meeting its design goals. The architecture

and implementation has shown that SSI protocols and data models can be used to add

oversight and assurance to DDS, and provide mechanisms will lead to better visibility

into DDS. This can help to build and maintain confidence between the different actors

in the system and in the system itself.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the results of the design research presented in this

thesis, placing them in the context of the evolving socio-technological environment in

which data-driven systems are deployed and operate.

In Chapter 2 we identified a need to design Information Systems artefacts that could

contribute to the development of a viable approach to providing verifiable oversight,

transparency and accountability across the ecosystems of contributors and users of a

DDS. Section 7.2 coalesces results from our research towards this goal, described in

detail in previous chapters, aligning it to the research questions posed. The primary

contributions to the knowledge base resulting from our research are enumerated in

Section 7.2.1, with the limitations of our approach in developing these contributions

explained in Section 7.2.2. The climate in which DDS are developed and operate con-

tinues to change, as does the field of decentralised systems, including self-sovereign

identity, which underpins our technical approach. We have identified areas in which

future research can take advantage of these developments, and provide additional con-

tributions to the knowledge base. This thesis ends in Section 7.3 with suggestions for

future work.
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7.2 Research Outcomes

The decision to adopt a DDS and apply it to a domain, is ultimately a decision to

place trust in the system within the context that it will be applied. Where systems are

provided by vendors, systems integrators or other third parties, the DA is unable to

know with certainty how the system was developed and tested (and to what degree),

including which actors were involved, and what data was used and for what purpose.

As such the choice to adopt and use a DDS is risky. As risk increases, the act of pla-

cing trust becomes harder to justify [111] – as such, access to trustworthy information

becomes increasingly important.

The research presented in this thesis sought to gain insight into this problem, and to de-

velop Information Systems artefacts to contribute towards a solution. Chiefly, we iden-

tified a need for information visibility, transparency and accountability on DDS, com-

ing from policymakers and academics, and recognised in analysis of semi-structured

interviews with peers who formed the Expert Review Panel. There are many propos-

als in the literature for documentation formats for DDS and their constituents, but we

found that existing work lacked mechanisms to provide verifiability and demonstrate

accountability, and the proposed formats are not designed to be easily machine-read.

We also identified a lack of viable technical solution designs for providing transpar-

ency, traceability and accountability across multi-stakeholder DDS. We adopted the

DSRM framework to help us design IS artefacts that can assist in understanding and

communicating the structure of a DDS, and to provide machine-readable mechanisms

for delivering visible information on assets which comprise a DDS, such that transpar-

ency, oversight, and accountability can be offered.

The hypothesis that motivates this thesis is that adoption of a decentralised approach

using self-sovereign identity data models and protocols can provide stakeholders of

data-driven systems with verifiable oversight onto systems and constituent parts of

systems, offering scrutability on contributions to the systems and identifying parties

who are accountable for contributions, whilst protecting commercial or private inform-
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ation from unauthorised disclosure. Research to test this hypothesis is guided by four

research questions, which have formed the main body of the work presented in this

thesis. We first considered how to identify the different roles involved in developing

and using a DDS, and to understand their different responsibilities and requirements.

This led to the development of the Roles and Boundaries Framework, described in

Chapter 3, which was well received by many members of the ERP, who could see how

they could apply and use it in their own environments. Interviews with the ERP mem-

bers provided insight into who might be held accountable for contributions to DDS,

and whether it was appropriate to place such responsibility onto a named individual,

or if it should be a role-based responsibility. This was followed, in Chapter 4, by the

development of a proposal for a verifiable bill of materials record of contributions to

the supply chain of a DDS. The proposal was again largely well received by the ERP

in their evaluation, and correlated with their own mental models on how system con-

stitutions could be recorded. A data model and accompanying schema was developed

in support of the BOM model, such that machine-readable records could be developed

and maintained. Discussions with the ERP gave insight into how DDS and their con-

tributions might be verified, and whether this was a role that a regulator or other party

might perform, and whether legislation might ultimately require this.

Motivated by the hypothesis, the use of SSI patterns was adopted as a technical con-

straint in the design work of this thesis. We first considered, in Chapter 5, how SSI

could be applied to a singular digital asset, and how the approach could be used to

provide verifiable assertions about qualities of assets, backed by a digital signature

from the publisher of the asset. We established this through a scenario based upon a

researcher publishing a scientific dataset. We also considered how SSI could be used to

mediate access to assets, and through a scenario based on data-sharing challenges in the

multi-media astronomy community, we developed an architecture that used verifiable

credentials to store access policies for digital assets, which were used by a policy de-

cision point to control access to the asset. The approach used a sidecar design pattern

to only allow researchers with appropriate credentials to access the requested digital
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assets. The design was evaluated against software quality criteria, of interoperability

and portability, and information security. Chapter 6 built upon the work developed in

earlier chapters, bringing designs together to demonstrate how an SSI approach could

be used to encode a BOM for a DDS, such that it could provide verifiable oversight

on the contributions to the DDS. This was manifested in a demonstration of the AI

Scrutineer system, which used an SSI agent as means to collect information about a

DDS and present it to a domain authority in a web interface. The architecture of the

system was peer-reviewed, using an asynchronous approach based on DCAR, which

analyses the decisions made in the development of a software architecture. Here, the

software quality of cost-effectiveness was adopted as an evaluand, in order that the

solution might be widely adopted.

The results of the design work presented in this thesis, and subsequent evaluation of

the designed artefacts, confirm our hypothesis that adoption of self-sovereign iden-

tity data models and protocols could provide stakeholders of data-driven systems with

verifiable oversight onto systems and the constituent parts of systems, offering scrut-

ability on contributions to the systems and identifying parties who are accountable for

contributions, whilst protecting commercial or private information from unauthorised

disclosure.

7.2.1 Contributions to the Knowledge Base

The DSRM approach is strongly motivated by the desire to communicate knowledge

gained through the iterations of the design cycles, and resulting from summative eval-

uation of designs. Knowledge should be shared both through formal academic public-

ation, and with professionals from industry. Communication of knowledge developed

during the research of this thesis has been a strong feature of the work, resulting in

publication and presentation of the formative stages of the research at workshops, and

formal publication of peer-reviewed journal papers. Presentation to academic and in-

dustry colleagues has also been a core component: notably to the DAIS-ITA project
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team, the Blockchain Research Group at University of Notre Dame, the UK National

Statistics Office and the Trust over IP foundation.

Formally, we identify the core research contributions of this thesis as:

• The Roles and Boundaries Framework, which can be used to guide identifica-

tion of the roles and assets in a DDS. This has been developed as a conceptual

framework, and UML model.

• A conceptual model of a verifiable BOM for the supply chain of a DDS, with a

supporting data model and schema design.

• A software architecture design, that provides verifiable assurance of claims made

about digital assets, identifies accountable parties, and provides mechanisms to

mediate access to such assets.

• A software architecture design, that provides verifiable oversight across a DDS,

enabling stakeholders to perform scrutiny on the system and its constituent as-

sets, and identify parties that take accountability for their contributions.

7.2.2 Limitations

The research presented in this thesis has been technical in nature, and development

and evaluation has been framed in the context of artificial scenarios. Conversely, DDS

are complex, socio-technological systems, with the potential for making a significant

impact on people, both as users of the systems in the DA and as parties affected by

the outcomes of the system. As such, our research has only been able to consider

the viability of our technical designs in a laboratory context, and has focused strongly

on how such solutions might work. We have been unable to consider how systems

would be operationalised, and how they might be deployed to different stakeholders

and how they would operate in practical environments. Our final technical architecture

design has been evaluated using the DCAR approach, but it was not viable to perform
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a full evaluation session as suggested by the method, as a peer-group with sufficient

knowledge of the project was not available. The approach was adapted to be able to be

performed asynchronously, which appeared to work well, but did not lead to discussion

and consensus forming among a peer group as would happen in a face-to-face group

setting. Conversely, feedback was obtained from colleagues from different organisa-

tions, who would not have met in a face-to-face setting. The conceptual frameworks

were evaluated with a group of peers in the ERP, which led to very valuable insight.

However, interviews were conducted by an inexperienced researcher, and better results

might have been achieved if colleagues with more experience in qualitative research

methods had been available to assist.

7.3 Future Work

The research described in this thesis has been developed alongside work by others in

the wider academic and industry community that have an impact upon it, and its op-

portunity make a contribution. We have identified possible future work through this

thesis, in the context of extending the design work of each chapter. We also see sig-

nificant opportunities available to develop this work in line with research and industry

developments in the field in which our work sits. Here, we describe some of these

opportunities.

7.3.1 Self-sovereign Identity

When research toward this thesis began, SSI was in a formative stage. There were

few implementations available for use, and what was available was quite fragmented.

Now, SSI is well accepted as a paradigm, if not yet widely adopted. Several govern-

ments and industry coalitions, most notably in the EU are running research projects

and pilot programs using SSI as the foundation for digital identity schemes, for driving
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licenses, and proof of educational qualifications, for example. The DID scheme has

been accepted as a W3C standard, and the VC scheme is progressing through a sim-

ilar route. There are many companies offering commercial-grade SSI solutions, and

industry bodies are increasingly working on pragmatic approaches to deploy the tech-

nology into and alongside established identity and security produces and frameworks.

We have argued in the summary of our design chapters that the approach will be viable

if SSI is adopted widely, such that users are familiar with the paradigm and have access

to the technology. It is possible that this may come to pass. This presents an opportun-

ity to continue to contribute research to the SSI community, in particular in fields such

as improving trust in multi-actor systems, and in adopting SSI for machine-to-machine

operations. Discussions which followed a presentation of the research of this thesis

to The Trust Over IP Foundation’s AI and Metaverse Technology Taskforce identified

interest in developing schemas and attribute sets that would be appropriate for use in

VCs or other mechanisms for providing verifiable declarations on data or ML qual-

ities, as well as how to support trustworthy decentralised mechanisms for identifying

parties taking responsibility for issuing and signing claims. Continued development of

paradigms, and availability of underlying SSI technology also serves to provide better

foundational components on which to develop architectures and to deliver demonstra-

tion systems. Ideally, these systems will be able to be deployed into case studies bey-

ond the laboratory constraints of this thesis, and work will be undertaken to understand

how to operationalise SSI-based approaches to information visibility, transparency and

accountability.

7.3.2 New Modes of Access Control

The use of VCs for access control policies offers promise in providing a lightweight,

decentralised, granular access control mechanism. The advantage of the approach is

that assets can hold their own access policies, and parties wishing to access the re-

sources can be provisioned through a range of attributes in credentials they hold. This
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provides significantly more flexibility than role-based access control, for example. Fur-

ther work can be conducted to investigate and demonstrate the viability of designing

more advanced access policies and adoption of SSI and credential features such as ex-

piration and revocation, and constraints based on the Issuer of the credentials being

presented. Integration with policy-based access tools used in the wider community,

such as the Open Policy Agent and its Rego policy language will extend the utility of

the approach, as will investigation of integration with authentication approaches based

on oauth2. Integration with a blockchain platform could further improve security and

accountability, by providing an immutable audit record of all data access attempts. The

architecture designed in Chapter 5 adopted a sidecar design pattern as part of a web-

based data sharing infrastructure. It is envisaged that the approach could be modified

such that access policy implementation could be conducted directly by the dataset’s

own agent, providing a more decentralised architecture, and further work in this area

is recommended.

7.3.3 Human-Centred Research

There are a number of areas in which research could be conducted into human-centric

aspects of design. The ERP members were generally enthusiastic about the Roles and

Boundaries Framework when it was presented to them. It would be very valuable to

take the framework out into the field, and to apply it to deployed systems or systems

being considered for deployment. Researchers could test the validity of the labels that

the framework currently employs, and determine whether better alternatives can be

found. Similarly, they could analyse whether there are effective ways to demonstrate

and extract the trust relationships between parties. We see there is a huge scope for

social experiments in this area, using the RB Framework as a starting point.

In considering the AI Scrutineer, a very primitive UI was developed in our demon-

stration. A useful area of future research would be to consider how information about

DDS could be presented to stakeholders to best effect. This would involve close collab-
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oration with human-computer interface experts, in order to understand how complex,

live, hierarchical information about systems can be expressed most clearly and effect-

ively. Some insight may be gained from the open source software domain, SBOMs

are used to alert users of vulnerabilities in underlying software components – although

this audience is typically other software developers, and not Domain Authorities or

more generally skilled stakeholders. There is a rich area of future research into how to

present complex, and important, verifiable information to an audience of DDS stake-

holders.

7.3.4 Verifier Roles in Decentralised Architectures

The architecture of the AIS demonstration provided an instance of the Scrutineer agent

operating as a singular entity, yet the decentralised nature of SSI means that many dif-

ferent parties can operate agents in the verifier role and present the BOM information

in different ways, appropriate to their audience - the only information that needs to be

known to this agent is the endpoint of the agent representing the DDS, and the cre-

dentials which need to be requested. Discussions with the ERP provided insight into

different roles that might be entrusted as verifiers of information about DDS and their

constituents, from regulators through to trusted commercial or community partners.

Future research could consider this from a social perspective, as well as a technical

perspective. Consideration could be given to how a regulator might operate in such

a role, and how they might present information to stakeholders. Similarly, business-

focused research might be able to determine whether there is a case for a commercial

or not-for-profit organisation adopting the role of trusted verifier for a DDS, and inter-

preting and presenting information to their customers or communities in such a way

that stakeholders can understand it and trust it.
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7.3.5 Emerging Data-centric Design Patterns

Within the data community, there are emergent notions of “data as a product” and data

mesh architectures [95] are being developing in support. The concepts that these devel-

opments bring, in terms of well-defined data products, with clear boundaries and own-

ership of the product, fit well with the approach developed through this thesis. Research

could be conducted to explore how these new data paradigms can be mapped onto de-

centralised SSI design patterns, and whether the roles and responsibilities defined and

required in data mesh architectures can be used to provide accountability on assets

in DDS. As such, future work could determine how to align or modify the research

presented in this thesis so that it can make a contribution to emerging work in the data

mesh research community.

7.3.6 Asynchronous Design Review Methods

The evaluation of the software architecture presented in Chapter 6 adopted an approach

which considered decisions made in the design, based on the solution requirements.

The DCAR framework was said to be more time efficient than scenario-based evalu-

ations, and suitable for integration with the scrum approach adopted in agile software

methods. Nonetheless, a DCAR-based design review was still anticipated to take half

a day, and involve several parties including business stakeholders and peer software

architects. It was not viable to create such a group for the evaluation of this project,

and so the DCAR approach was modified such that it could be conducted asynchron-

ously. Material was developed and shared with peers, with participants able to take

part and make contributions to the review at a time that suited their work schedules. In

our experience, this process worked well, and delivered an effective evaluation without

placing undue burden on colleagues or requiring synchronisation of schedules across a

global team. We strongly advocate that further research is conducted into approaches

for software architecture evaluation that can be conducted in this asynchronous man-
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ner, as this aligns with working practices that are increasingly common in the software

industry. If such research can lead to the development of viable methods for the eval-

uation of software architecture designs that work in remote, asynchronous team envir-

onments, this will bring significant benefit to those who seek to improve the quality of

software architecture designs.
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Appendix A

Definition of Terms

For clarity, we provide definitions of terms used in this thesis. First, we provide a

definition for the data-driven systems that are the focus of the thesis.

Data-driven Systems: We use DDS to refer to computational systems which use

algorithms or processes derived from analysis of large quantities data to make

decisions or predictions. Datta, et al., identify DDS as systems which “include

machine learning and artificial intelligence systems that use large swaths of data

about individuals in order to make decisions about them” [42]. Our definition is

broader, and we do not restrict our DDS to including information about individu-

als. Systems we call DDS are described elsewhere [170] as algorithmic decision-

making systems (ADM). We prefer the focus on data of the DDS moniker used

here, as it serves to provide a reminder of the origins of such systems, which we

build upon in our narrative.

This thesis discusses properties and characteristics of information, and relationships of

different stakeholders to information. Definitions of the terms used are given here.

Accountability: Kohli, et al., provide a lexicon of terms for use in Human-

Centered Software Systems [83] and define accountability as being “fundament-

ally about the answerability of actors for outcomes”. In the context of DDS,

Kroll instantiates accountability as the ability to “hold the designers, developers,

and operators of a computer system responsible for that system’s behaviours” [85].
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Our motivation in this thesis is to be able to link actors to their contributions, such

that they can become answerable, or be held responsible for the impact of their

contributions on DDS.

Appropriate: When considering a DDS for adoption in a particular domain,

we suggest that stakeholders consider that it is ‘appropriate’ for use. The inten-

tion is to convey that the system should be “ethical in the context of its deploy-

ment” [18].

Assurance: The Open Data Institute (ODI) are making ongoing contributions to

research on assurance on data and DDS. The ODI provide an explanation of the

concept of assurance: “Being assured is about having confidence in an action,

result or process. One way to assure people they can have confidence in you is to

show that you are reliable or trustworthy, which might require evidence” [145].

We seek to develop mechanisms that can support the processes of both providing

and gaining assurance.

Provenance: In data, provenance refers to the process of tracing and recording

the origins of data and its movement between databases [29]. Provenance of

data was a particular concern during the emergence of the big data era, and a

significant research area for scientific databases, where it plays a key role in the

validation of data. Here, we see provenance on data and other contributions as

a part of the information that can be made available about a DDS. Singh, et

al. [144], for example, term the recording of history of actions which influence

systems as “decision provenance”.

Oversight: In AI settings, oversight is generally associated with the supervision

of a system during its operations, by providing an opportunity – or a requirement

– for supervisors to inspect and potentially override the AI system. Here, we

are concerned with the components from which DDS are developed, rather than

their dynamic, operational state. As such, our use of oversight is more akin to an

inspection than ongoing or active supervision.
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Scrutable / Scrutability: In their work on ubiquitous, context-aware applic-

ations, Assad, et al. [7], described models in their environment as scrutable “if

they are designed so that a person who chooses to investigate them can determine

just what is modelled.” Here, we adopt a similar meaning – a DDS is scrutable

if it designed such that a person investigating the system can understand how it

is made. Conversely, it is inscrutable if it cannot be understood, which could

arise as a result of incomplete or inaccurate information. Our desire is to provide

mechanisms that can help make DDS more scrutable, or to assist those who need

to scrutinise DDS – in other words, we seek to increase the scrutability of DDS.

Norval, et al., use “reviewability” [113] to describe similar intentions, yet we

prefer scrutability, as it implies that more of a critical review or critique can be

performed.

Scrunitise / Scrutiny: We adopt the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defini-

tion of scrutiny as “investigation, critical inquiry”. Our objective is to provide

mechanisms that support the ability for stakeholders to perform investigations

into the supply chains of DDS.

Traceability: The ability to trace component parts through a supply chain, is a

core contributor to safety in manufacturing and food production. As such, we

adopt the definition of traceability from the international quality standard, ISO

90001, as the “ability to trace the history, application or location of an object”,

and further “When considering a product or a service , traceability can relate

to: the origin of materials and parts; the processing history; the distribution and

location of the product or service after delivery”. When applied to DDS, we

require the ability to trace datasets, models and other contributing components.

In DDS, Kroll [85] observes that “traceability relates the objects of transparency

(disclosures about a system or records created within that system) to the goals of

accountability”

1https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:9000:ed-4:v1:en

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:9000:ed-4:v1:en
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Trust: The definition of trust as “the degree to which subject A has confident

positive expectations that object B will fulfil its obligations in context C to limit

L” from Lacity and Lupien [88] is adopted here, as it is simple and elegant, and

includes trust placed both in other humans, and in objects – such as communities,

or data-driven systems. The definition accounts for the fact that trust is context

dependent and has limits, depending on circumstances. High-stakes situations,

for example, require very high degrees of trust to be placed by subject A on

object B, whereas in other contexts the limits may be much lower.

Trustworthy: The OED defines trustworthy as reliable or dependable. Whilst

simple, this definition is appropriate for documentation of DDS and components.

We require that information provided is reliable, and can be depended upon.

Transparency: According to Kohli, et al. [83], transparency can be succinctly

described as “the disclosure of system internals to look under the hood of a given

technology”. Transparency results from information on shared digital assets be-

ing made visible [148]. We use transparency as a property of organisations or of

systems.

Visibility: Stohl, et al. [148], characterise information visibility as the combin-

ation of three attributes: availability of information, approval to share informa-

tion, and accessibility of information. Stakeholders who provide assets towards

development of a DDS can provide different levels of visibility on information

about their assets, which affects the transparency of the system.

Verifiable: Our use of verifiable relates to the ability to check the integrity of

a claim that is being made. It does not necessarily mean that the claim itself is

truthful or correct - we can verify that a claim was made by a particular party,

and has not been tampered with, or revoked. In such a way, we can hold the party

making the claim accountable for what they claim, and this can be used as evid-

ence and contribute to our notion of the trustworthiness of the party. This defin-

ition is in line with that of the W3C Verifiable Credentials Data Model [147],
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which describes a verifiable credential as being “authentic and timely”, but as-

serts that “verification of a credential does not imply evaluation of the truth of

claims encoded in the credential”.

Verifiable Oversight: Our intention is that stakeholders can achieve verifiable

oversight on DDS. By this, we mean that information can be requested which

enables them to scrutinise systems, providing traceability on constituent com-

ponents and identifying parties that are accountable for such components. The

stakeholders can then determine if the parties are trustworthy, and if the system

is likely to be appropriate for use in its intended deployment context.
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Appendix B

Presentation to Expert Review Panel

The material provided in the following pages was shared with a group of experts from

industry, academia and the non-profit sector as part of the semi-structured interviews

which were conducted with the Expert Review Panel. This work is described in Sec-

tion 1.6.2.
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Iain Barclay - PhD Researcher, Cardiff University

Discussion forms part of final evaluation of research
○ A few slides to set context 
○ Some questions to guide discussion
○ Keen to hear your thoughts and opinions

Oversight and Accountability
in Data-driven Systems (DDS)

© 2022 SIMBA CHAIN – PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL 2

● Please complete consent form

● Discussion will be recorded

● Background…

○ Sector?

○ Role?

○ Experience in data and data-driven systems?

○ Familiarity with blockchain and decentralised technologies?

Housekeeping

© 2022 SIMBA CHAIN – PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL 3

● Data from many sources is used to build data-driven products (eg. AI/ML)
● Data is curated and aggregated, and experts build models and then products

● These AI/ML products go out in the field…
○ Used by “domain authorities” - users, not data scientists or AI engineers
○ How can practitioners, etc. check and monitor for ongoing suitability?

● Oversight is important in establishing confidence and trust in tools

● My research has been on providing oversight into multi-party data systems

Introduction: Last Mile AI Challenge

“In the case of data-driven health care, children’s treatment or medication
should not be based on adults’ data since this could cause unknown risks to children’s health”
UNICEF, Policy Guidance on AI for Children, 2020.
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Roles and Boundaries

1) DDS are made of contributions from many parties
2) There is not always a direct relationship between the parties
3) There may be a tension between a need to get information and a desire to protect it

Formally in UML →
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A Data Supply Chain

● Machinery and food have well documented “supply chains”
○ eg. a Tractor has an engine, engine is made from various sub-assemblies

● Supply Chains are documented with a “Bill of Materials”
○ Provides traceability and transparency

● DDS are made from different components, produced by different parties
○ Data - collection, curation, labelling, etc.
○ Models - design, development, testing.
○ Different assets produced at different stages

● Is a “Bill of Materials” useful for a DDS? Is it possible?
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A Verifiable DDS Supply Chain
● Oversight is provided across the DDS supply chain

● Make “Shared Data” and ML systems more trustworthy
○  Anyone can certify and check qualities - creators, regulators, etc.

● Parties take accountability for their contributions
○ Make data and models “trustworthy”

○ Digital signatures used to “back up” quality claims
○ Responsibility is taken for parts of the system
○ Trust develops between participants

● The need to maintain confidentiality is recognised
○ Not all information is available to everyone
○ Information can be requested, but owner decides

“Creating a trustworthy data regime that … enables responsible data use will ensure that the 
benefits of the data revolution are felt by all people, in all places.”
UK Government response to the consultation on the National Data Strategy, 18 May, 2021.
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The AI Scrutineer

● Documentation for DDS includes a QR code

○ Scanning the code launches the AI Scrutineer
○ System is “unpacked” and checked in real time

● “AI Scrutineer” gives an overview of the system, 
and identifies and checks components:

○ Shows a ✅  where claims can be verified, and 
accountable parties identified

○ Shows a 🔶  where claims can’t be verified
○ Shows a 🔴  where issues are found, for further 

investigation
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Make Systems Trustworthy

● Adds “trustworthiness” to data and systems : peer-to-peer, and official certifications
○ Information verifiable, but not “public” - privacy/confidentiality protections
○ Provides Users/Practitioners with “real-time” assurance
○ Verifiable evidence on underlying contributions - data, people

● Shows that data still considered “good” when checked

● Deeper, selective disclosure on consent basis
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A Verifiable Data Supply Chain

DDS

DDS
Supply
Chain

Model 1 Model
Details

Model
Supply
Chain

Systems Integrator Model Engineer 1

Model 2 “Off the shelf” from Google

Dataset

Data
Details

Data
Supply
Chain?

Data Provider

University

Exam
Results

Licence
Accountable Parties

Verifiers

Domain Authority,

Regulator, etc.

Professional
Body

Dataset
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Triangles of Trust
● An “Issuer” signs statements (claims) about a “Subject”
● A “Verifier” can check the signed proof

○  If Verifier trusts Issue, they can trust claims about Subject

● Subject can be a person, or a “thing”
○  - eg. a system, a model, or a dataset

Issuer of Signed Claims Subject of Claim Claims Made (and signed)

University Model Engineer Qualifications passed

Model Engineer An ML Model Facts about the model
● Features
● Data Sets used
● Governance Policies / Standards

Systems Integrator The DDS The “Supply Chain” of parts and 
contributors

Data Provider A dataset Facts about the dataset
● Metadata
● Governance Policies / Standards
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Appendix C

DDS BOM Schema Code Listing

Code shown below (Listing C.1) is a JSON Schema definition that represents DDS

assets using attributes from Table 4.2.

{

"$schema": "https://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

"title": "JSON schema for Data-driven Systems",

"type": "object",

"description": "A bill of materials for a DDS",

"properties": {

"billOfMaterials": {

"type": "array",

"items": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/Asset"

}

}

},

"required": [

"billOfMaterials"

],

"definitions": {

"Asset": {

"type": "object",
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"properties": {

"id": {

"type": "string"

},

"descriptiveFields": {

"type": "string"

},

"metadata": {

"type": "string"

},

"assetType": {

"type": "string"

},

"knownDependencies": {

"type": "array",

"items": {

"$ref": "#/definitions/Asset"

}

},

"provider": {

"type": "string"

},

"verificationRoute": {

"type": "string"

}

},

"required": [

"id", "descriptiveFields"

]

}

}

}

Listing C.1: JSON Schema for an Asset
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{

"billOfMaterials": [

{

"id": "$CCTVMonitor",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - CCTV Monitor",

"assetType": "DDS",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"id": "$DNN",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - DNN",

"assetType": "Model"

}

],

"provider": "Anglova Law Enforcement"

},

{

"id": "$DNN",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - DNN",

"assetType": "Model",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"descriptiveFields": "Name - 3DMobileNet",

"assetType": "Model"

},

{

"descriptiveFields": "Name - VGGish",

"assetType": "Model"

},

{

"id": "$Curated_UCF101",

"assetType": "Dataset"

}

],

"provider": "Taylor et al"
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},

{

"id": "$Curated_UCF101",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - Curated_UCF101",

"assetType": "Dataset",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"descriptiveFields": "Name - UCF101",

"assetType": "Dataset"

}

],

"provider": "Taylor et al"

}

]

}

Listing C.2: BOM for CCTV Monitor Scenario in JSON

{

"billOfMaterials": [

{

"id": "$Aurora",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - Aurora",

"assetType": "DDS",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"id": "$DialogFlow",

"assetType": "Model"

}

],

"provider": "CM"

},

{

"id": "$DialogFlow",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - DialogFlow",
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"assetType": "Model",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"id": "$englishModel",

"assetType": "Model"

},

{

"id": "$portugueseModel",

"assetType": "Model"

}

],

"provider": "Google"

},

{

"id": "$englishModel",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - EN text to text",

"assetType": "Model",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"id": "$englishData",

"assetType": "Dataset"

}

],

"provider": "Google"

},

{

"id": "$portugueseModel",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - PT text to text",

"assetType": "Model",

"knownDependencies": [

{

"id": "$portugueseData",

"assetType": "Dataset"

}

],
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"provider": "Google"

},

{

"id": "$englishData",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - EN Advice",

"assetType": "Dataset",

"provider": "CM"

},

{

"id": "$portugueseData",

"descriptiveFields": "Name - PT Advice",

"assetType": "Dataset",

"provider": "CM"

}

]

}

Listing C.3: BOM for Aurora Scenario in JSON
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Appendix D

AI Scrutineer

Figure D.1: Screenshot of the AI Scrutineer Web Interface
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Appendix E

Decision-Centric Architecture Review

(DCAR)

A software architecture is not typically designed in the context of a well-defined, coherent, and self-

contained problem. Typically there will be a complex set of interrelated aspects of social and technical

challenges, which Eloranta, et al., call “decision forces” [51] . Similarly, there is not just one way to

solve a problem, but a variety of potential solutions. Software architects make decisions about different

design options, balancing many forces. Different approaches have consequences, and trade-offs between

different forces have to be found. The Decision-Centric Architecture Review [163] (DCAR) method

defines a format in which architects and reviewers can consider the validity of architectural design

decisions, in the context of the decision forces at play in the environment. Such “architecture decisions”,

in DCAR terminology, determine the structure of a software system, and are influential in making sure

that a system can satisfy its quality attribute requirements. Kruchten [86] groups architecture decisions

into three types: existence decisions, property decisions, and executive decisions:

Existence decisions are concerned with the presence of architectural elements, their prominence in the

architecture, and their relationships to other elements. Examples of existence decisions include

the choice of a particular software framework, the decision to apply a software pattern, or to

employ an architectural tactic.

Property decisions concern general guidelines, design rules, or constraints. In this thesis, the decision

to use SSI as a technical constraint is a property decision. Property decisions implicitly influence

other decisions, but are usually not visible in the architecture unless explicitly documented.

Executive decisions concern the process of creating the system, instead of affecting the system as a

product itself. These tend to be driven by the organisation, and may have financial or method-

ological aspects to them, such as the number of developers that can be assigned to a project, or

the use of agile processes.
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Eloranta, et al. [51], find that existence decisions tend to have the highest impact on the ability of a

system to meet its quality goals. Property decisions are also important, as they complement the require-

ments and help to explain the existence decisions. Executive decisions tend not to be considered in an

architectural evaluation.

In a DCAR evaluation participants identify and clarify architectural decisions, and the relationships

between those decisions. The objective is to try to understand different influences and consequences,

and determine whether decisions made by the architect are sound, or need to be re-considered. A DCAR

evaluation has seven steps:

1. Management Presentation: A management representative introduces the business viewpoint, out-

lining the application domain, the main financial drivers, and the business model - this will

identify business goals, such as time to market or low price.

2. Architecture Presentation: The architects introduce the system, including the system objectives,

architecturally significant requirements, and the main architecture decisions taken and the ra-

tionale behind those decisions. Reviewers may try to identify additional decisions by asking

questions related to quality attribute requirements; Reviewers note down decisions and potential

decisions.

3. Decision Forces and Decision Completion: Architecture decisions and their relationships are

clarified, and a decision relationship diagram is created. Mutual agreement is reached on the cor-

rectness of the decision description. Forces relevant to each decision are identified, and presented

as a simple bullet list, using domain-specific vocabulary.

4. Decision Prioritisation: The group identify the most important decisions for further analysis.

These might include business critical decisions, decisions related to important quality attributes,

any intensively discussed decisions or expensive decisions.

5. Decision Documentation: The architects document each of the selected decisions. Each architect

selects a few decisions they are knowledgeable about. Decisions are documented by describing

the architectural solution, the problem it solves, arguments in favour of the solution, arguments

against the solution, and a list of alternatives that were considered.

6. Evaluation: The architects present the decisions they documented, and then the reviewers pro-

pose further arguments either in favour of, or against the applied solution. The decision forces

and the decision relationship view are used to challenge each decision. The documentation of

the decisions and the decision relationship view are updated during the process. All participants

discuss whether the arguments in favour of the decision outweigh the arguments against it, and

stakeholders decide whether the decision is sound or needs to be re-visited.
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7. Retrospective and Report: The findings of the review, including decisions taken, alternatives

considered and organised and documented, with arguments for and against the chosen solution,

and any issues that need to be raised.

Following application of DCAR, Cruz, et al. [41], reflected that “while quality attributes are not dir-

ectly addressed in the method, DCAR-using reviewers will find it necessary to consider appropriate

discussion about them when challenging decisions. We believe this characteristic makes DCAR a par-

ticularly appropriate method for experienced software architects and architecture reviewers, as they can

be expected to be knowledgeable about quality attributes.”
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Appendix F

Decision Descriptions from DCAR

Review

Decision Name SSI Standard Interfaces

Problem or Issue Provide verifiable accountability on claims

Solution Exchange verifiable credentials with key-value

pair payloads

Alternatives Use custom interactions to provide specific en-

hancements

Arguments for Interoperability with ecosystem software;

Lower costs, through open source support

Against Extending interfaces would offer richer M2M

interactions

Table F.1: Decision Description: Standard SSI Interfaces
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Decision Name Use VCs for Metadata

Problem or Issue Provide verifiable, owned proof of claims

Solution Encode values, sign, and store a VC

Alternatives Maintain records in a database or file

Arguments for VC can encode key-value pairs to repres-

ent metadata; Signing provides tamperproof

metadata; Signing provides accountability; In-

teroperable with SSI wallet software

Against Requires SSI infrastructure deployment

Table F.2: Decision Description: Use VCs for Metadata

Decision Name Encode BOM as a VC

Problem Maintain record of contributions to DDS

Solution Encode values, sign, and store BOM as a VC

Alternatives Maintain records in a database or file

Arguments for BOM VC can encode key-value pairs with

schema; Signing provides tamper-proof

metadata; Signing provides accountability;

Standardises approach through system

Against Practically, interacting with BOM requires ad-

ditional HCI

Table F.3: Decision Description: Encode BOM as VC
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Appendix G

Presentation of Asynchronous DCAR

Review

The material provided in the following pages was shared with a group of colleagues and peers in order

to solicit their opinions on the design decisions made in Chapter 6. The method and results of the

evaluation are presented and discussed in Section 6.5.



Decision-Centric Architecture Review
This document describes a system designed in my PhD research. The purpose of this
document is to collect colleagues' opinions on the design decisions made that have led to
the proposed approach.

Background
In the research, we have identified a need to design a technical solution that can provide
oversight on data-driven systems (aka AI systems) so that people using the systems in their
work can have oversight on the constituent parts of the system (ie. any ML models, or
dataset used) and be assured that these assets are suitable for use (ie. appear to be of good
quality, or have a good reputation, etc.). We think this need is especially true in “high stakes
settings” - such as healthcare, education, etc. We also want to use digital signatures to place
accountability on the providers of any components used, so that any claims they make about
datasets or ML models they provide can be traced back to those making them.

We have designed a solution that uses a supply chain “Bill of Materials” (BOM) to let a
systems integrator (SI) record all the parts of the system that they provide - this BOM is
encoded as a verifiable credential (VC), and is signed by the SI - as a proof that they are
taking accountability for the system. Within the BOM, they can identify any models and
datasets used, which in turn may have BOMs, signed by their own providers. The system or
any of its parts might also have other VCs which contain signed claims about certain
qualities, metadata, licence conditions, etc. - As a result, anyone interested in the system
can request the BOM from the system or any of its parts, and then request any other
credentials they are interested in - providing them with oversight on the system as a whole,
and letting them see who is taking accountability for parts of the system.

Objective
Please review the decisions that are presented below. We want to make sure that the
business goals can be satisfied by the architecture - because the decisions made (and
described below) are good decisions.

Usually this is intended to be a collaborative discussion, held in a meeting - so please feel
free to make use of comments in the document. I am also happy to have a discussion about
any aspects - please message me, or email barclayis@cardiff.ac.uk if that would be helpful.

Assumptions
Self-sovereign Identity software and infrastructure becomes widely available and deployed,
based on efforts from government and other agencies to use this approach for identity and
other needs - as such, there is a large choice of commercial and open source software
implementations for issuing, storing and using credentials, and the model is well understood.

Business Goals
The system is designed to meet the following business goals:
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● The solution adopts SSI Principles (this is a technical constraint).
● The solution is cost effective through its lifecycle.
● The solution can be widely adopted.

Decision Forces
We have identified business-related decision forces that should be taken into consideration
during evaluation of the proposed architecture.

These decision forces are:

● SSI implementations are available as open source
● The system will be deployed when SSI infrastructure is more mature
● Running an SSI software agent will be no more complex than (e.g.) running a web

server, so is not to be considered as a barrier to adoption

Key Decisions Made in the Architecture Design
The goal of this review is to evaluate the decisions made, based on the business goals and
the “decision forces”, as presented above (supporting diagrams and other material are also
included in the Appendix, in case they are helpful).

Decision 1: Use Standard SSI Interfaces

Summarised in Table B.1 - In order to support the widest range of access to the system, via
different levels of commercial and open source software, we propose to use open standards
for interactions with the system, and not modify the protocols in any way.

Decision 2: Use Verifiable Credentials for Metadata
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Summarised in Table B.2 - In order to put accountability onto claims made about assets
contributed to systems, we propose to use signed digital credentials to store claims made.

Decision 3: Encode BOM as a VC

Summarised in Table B.3 - In order to keep a record of the contributions to a system, or to
any models or datasets used, we propose to create a digital “bill of materials” record, which
will be signed and stored as a verifiable credential.
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Decision Relationships

Evaluation
Please consider whether you think the decisions made were correct? Recalling the business
goals (below) - do you think these decisions will support these goals being met?

● The solution adopts SSI Principles (this is a technical constraint).
● The solution is cost effective through its lifecycle.
● The solution can be widely adopted.

Are there any decisions that you feel should be re-visited, or anything else you wish to add?

Please submit your thoughts via this form - https://forms.gle/wcneBQ6uqSfopcgT6

(Please also free to send email to barclayis@cardiff.ac.uk or message me)
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Appendix - Supporting Diagrams

System Entities and Process Flow
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Context View

Functional View
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